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CHAPTER 1
concept plan

IBI Group (FLORIDA) cit y of Lauderdale Lakes communit y REDEVELOPMENT PLAN

Plan Content and
Organization

This chapter presents the Concept Plan for future land use and
redevelopment within the Redevelopment Area. The Concept Plan
elements were conceived based on the priority issues and assets
identified during the stakeholder interviews and community visioning
workshops. The Concept Plan presents a general outline of the
recommended elements for redevelopment of the Redevelopment Area
followed by a brief description of the objectives and the recommended
action strategies to achieve these objectives. The Concept Plan
elements were developed with consideration of other plans for the City
of Lauderdale Lakes including the Comprehensive Plan, the previous
Lauderdale Lakes Redevelopment Plan, the Citizen’s Master Plan,
the Florida Public Officials Design Institute at Abacoa Report, and the
Lauderdale Lakes Retail Market Analysis.
The descriptive narrative of the Plan summarizes the general intent of
the redevelopment program. It has been produced as a guideline for
promoting the sound development and redevelopment of the properties
in the redevelopment area. Opportunities for public improvements,
redevelopment activities and proposed future land use composition are
identified and graphically included in the Plan. It has been prepared
to reflect the future land use and development patterns desired by
the community as expressed during the focus group meetings, visual
preference surveys, staff and stakeholder interviews, and community
workshops.
While the Lauderdale Lakes Redevelopment Plan is comprehensive in
its assessment of the issues impacting the future of the redevelopment
area, the Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA), will not be
responsible for implementation of plans, projects and programs that
are being proposed by other agencies and organizations. The CRA
cannot possibly assume the roles of private sector investors, or of other
organizations responsible for projects within the area. Rather, the CRA’s
role is to maintain close relationships with other organizations, property
owners and future investors, and support their efforts through direct CRA
investments, supplemental funding and other program initiatives. The
redevelopment program will be pursued at multiple levels by numerous
parties at the same time. The CRA may take the lead in certain efforts,
while other departments, private interests and organizations will lead
other efforts where appropriate.
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It must also be understood that the redevelopment will not happen all
at once, and it is likely that the elements of the Redevelopment Plan
will not necessarily occur within the time sequence described herein.
The Redevelopment Plan is intended to be a guiding document
for local government actions designed to overcome deterrents to
desired future growth and development in order to stimulate private
investment, and to serve as a capacity building instrument that will
develop and strengthen the skills, abilities, processes and resources
that the Lauderdale Lakes community needs to thrive.
Based on the general land use characteristics, the Concept Plan is
divided into six plan elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Corridors
Gateways
Community Amenities
Redevelopment Opportunities
Industrial Park
Residential Preservation and Enhancement

•

•

•

In summary, the Concept Plan supports desirable social, physical
and economic development strategies as expressed by community
stakeholders, including:
•
•
•
•

The Concept Plan serves as the foundation for future policy decisions
by the City and the CRA. The following general principles form the
basis for recommendations and strategies contained in the Concept
Plan:
•

•

•

•

The Plan identifies, in general, where the future land use
and transportation changes should occur to best integrate
and provide focus within the redevelopment area, as well as
to attract prospective businesses and residents.
The Plan recommends developing a transit oriented Town
Center as a tool to promote redevelopment by illustrating a
focal point that integrates the neighborhoods and aims to
restore the built environment, the pride and dignity of the
residents and to strengthen the local economy.
The Plan provides a holistic strategy upon which the
City may base decisions for new development and
redevelopment projects.
The Plan provides a basis for the City and the CRA to make
capital improvement projections based upon anticipated

public project needs, demands and proposed locations.
The Plan facilitates the preparation of new land development
regulations that direct and guide a higher standard of urban
and residential design.
The Plan promotes compact development patterns and
zoning amendments to ensure compact and neighborhood
scaled activities through restricted heights, building masses
and primary residential uses in surrounding areas.
The Plan embraces transit and pedestrian mobility strategies.

•

•

•

•

Improving physical conditions and aesthetic character of the
area’s primary transportation corridors.
The attraction and facilitation of future investment.
Encouraging infill, renovation, preservation, and enhancement
of residential areas.
Enhancing the pedestrian orientation of the Redevelopment
Area, increasing walkability and mobility.
Recommending a consolidated redevelopment strategy
to redevelop key underutilized commercial properties and
promoting a transit oriented Town Center that focuses
on creating compact neighborhoods with housing, jobs,
shopping, community services, and recreational opportunities
all within easy walking distance and accessible to public
transportation.
Enhancing code enforcement including demolition of
dilapidated structures to be used as infill sites for new
construction.
Supporting economic development efforts through incentives
to attract private investments, capacity building, job creation,
and workforce development.
Providing recommendations for enhanced recreational,
educational, and cultural opportunities for the area residents.
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CONCEPT PLAN
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Establish residential design standards
Establish residential façade improvement program
Work with property owners to devise strategies for the
redevelopment of underutilized and vacant buildings
Improve connections among neighborhoods and enhance
pedestrian safety by employing a combination of traffic
calming measures
Investment in small neighborhood “pocket parks” in key areas
within the CRA district
Reinforce the identity of the existing neighborhoods and
install neighborhood gateway features

Multi-Use Trail

LAUDERDALE
LAKES REDEVELOPMENT
LAUDERDALE LAKES
COMMUNITY
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Enhance visual appeal and identity of the park
Utilize TIF funds to finance building rehabilitation and public
realm improvements
Establish clean industry standards and develop incentive for
eco-industrial development
Promote green industries and training programs for greencollar jobs
Strengthen links between industry and community in areas of
job training, apprenticeship, local employment program, etc.
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Encourage public private partnership for redevelopment
Pursue transit oriented mixed use development
Concentrate a mix of complementary, well-integrated land
uses within walking distance of transit facilities
Encourage higher densities for new developments
Concentrate the highest densities closest to transit and
transition to lower denstities adjacent to established adjacent
residential areas
Create public open space that serves as a focal point and
design the open space as centers of activity
Consolidation of parcels to create regional commercial nodes
and the critical mass through land assembleys, master
developer solicitation and other land acquisition methods
Establish architectural and urban design standards to ensure
the desired redevelopment outcome
Strengthen pedestrian environment and enhance connectivity
and circulation both on site and contextually
Provide adequate buffering for the abutting neighborhoods
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to ensure desired redevelopments
Utilize TIF funds to finance site preparation, building rehabilitation
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Continue the Commercial Facade Improvement Program
Identify and partner with business owners and/or investors that
support the redevelopment efforts of the corridor
Accentuate significant intersections with gateway treatment and
directional signage
Provide adequate buffering between commercial and residential uses
Capitalize on the diverse population and create multi-cultural
regional shopping centers with investments in retail, dining and
entertainment growth.
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Existing Land Use and Future Development Characteristics

Bella Vista Mixed Use Center

Bella Vista Mixed Use Center

Existing Land Use

Redevelopment Progress and Future Development Projects

The City of Lauderdale Lakes Community Redevelopment Area contains 515 parcels,
encompassing approximately 560 acres of land area, including right-of-ways. For
analysis purposes, the existing land use types are classified into seven major land use
categories:

Since the establishment of the Community Redevelopment Agency and the adoption of the 2001 Redevelopment
Plan, significant redevelopments have taken place within the redevelopment area in both public and private realm.
Major redevelopment projects include the Bella Vista mixed-use development that will provide a dynamic mix of
residential units and commercial space, Carriage Homes at Bentley Park that provides 84 town homes, St Croix
Mixed-Use Project that include 246 residential units and 16,000 square feet of retail space, and the Wal-Mart
Supercenter that includes more than 200,000 square feet of commercial space.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Residential
Commercial
Mixed Use
Institutional
Recreation and Open Space
Vacant Lands

As shown in the Existing Land Use Map and Table 1.1, commercial uses constitute the
largest component of the existing land use within the redevelopment area, accounting
for more than 40% of the total land area. It is followed by residential use, which takes
up 21.5% of the land. There are approximately 57 acres of vacant land within the
redevelopment area, accounting for 10% of the total land area. The largest vacant
property, the Tarragon site, is located at the southeast quadrant of the intersection of
Oakland Park Boulevard and N.W. 31st Avenue. This site is the largest undeveloped
property in the City and in Central Broward County. The rest of the vacant properties
are relatively small in size, which may be suitable for in-fill development or be
combined with adjacent properties to allow for large scale and unified developments.

Table 1.1 Existing Land Use

Land Use Category

Wal-Mart Supercenter
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Acreage

Percentage

Residential

120.41

21.47%

Commercial

230.33

41.08%

Mixed Use

32.98

5.88%

Institutional

44.81

7.99%

Industrial

43.49

7.76%

Recreation and Open Space

31.50

5.62%

Vacant

57.19

10.20%

Total

560.70

100.00%

The accomplishments in the public realm have been even more extraordinary. The citizens of Lauderdale Lakes
approved a referendum for the City to issue a general obligation bond up to $15 million dollars in March 2004. Since
then, the City and its Redevelopment Agency have invested in the construction of various capital improvement
projects including new parks, street surfacing, traffic calming in neighborhoods, new roadway connections and citywide beautification projects. Such projects have improved the quality of life of the city residents tremendously. In
particular, the City completed the first phase of the C-13 Greenway, a multi-purpose recreational trail along the north
side of the C-13 Canal. At the time of this writing, the new City Library, Community Educational and Cultural Center is
being constructed and is estimated to complete in mid-2009. This complex will become the centerpiece of the Bella
Vista mixed-use development, and will provide the much needed space to host community events and educational
programs of the City.
Planned development projects include the Central Square/Tarragon Project which may include 412 residential
units and 37,000 square feet of retail space on the 22.7-acre site located at the southwest corner of Oakland Park
Boulevard and NW 31st Avenue (due to economic uncertainty this project is on hold at the time of this writing).
Broward Meat and Fish Company, a highly successful niche grocery store specializing in ethnic foods, is planning on
its relocation and expansion to the property north of the Reef Plaza on State Road 7. The new store will feature the
state-of-art equipment and the latest technology, and continue to attract shoppers from the greater region.
In the public realm, it is anticipated that public investment in infrastructure will increase after the passing of the
Federal Economic Stimulus Package. The redevelopment area’s strategic location makes it a strong candidate to
receive funding in this regard. State Road 7 is a primary north-south corridor that connects a large number of Broward
County communities to Palm Beach County to the north and Miami-Dade County to the south. The intersection of
State Road 7 and West Oakland Park Boulevard is one of the busiest non-freeway intersections in the County. Future
improvement to provide enhanced transit service within the corridor including providing a rapid transit bus service
or light rail as planned by regional planning and transportation agencies. It is expected that a transit station will be
situated at this location to support the regional and local transit systems. As such, a unique opportunity presents itself
to capitalize on the establishment of a transit hub and to develop transit oriented mixed use projects that will serve as
the catalyst of the redevelopment of the entire community.
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Corridors
Community Concerns
•

Deteriorating physical appearance of the suburban
style malls

•

Limited private investment

•

Antiquated development layout

•

Underutilized retail space and vacant storefronts

•

Encroachment of offices and non-retail uses in the
shopping nodes

•

Absence of national brand retail outlets and family
dining establishments

Assets
•

Strong regional access

•

High quality streetscape on State Road 7

•

High traffic volume

•

Excellent linkage to regional transit systems

•

Quality infill redevelopments: St. Croix mixed use
project and Wal-Mart Supercenter

•

High concentration of multi-cultural retail,
restaurants and grocery establishments

•

Presence of City Hall, the library and park facilities

•

Large parcels, some with depth spanning both
primary corridors, present land consolidation
opportunity for unified development

Corridors serve as major access routes for vehicular movement, public transit and pedestrian
mobility and circulation. Highly visible and easily accessible business locations are critical
components of market development, thus, the integration of transportation and land use
considerations is required to establish an attractive, safe and efficient traffic circulation and
pedestrian mobility system. The Concept Plan identifies three corridors within the Redevelopment
Area that could potentially act as catalysts for the redevelopment of the area. These corridors are:
•
•

Primary Corridors: State Road 7 and Oakland Park Boulevard
Secondary Corridor: NW 31st Avenue

Objective:
Integrate existing commercial development into the functional and aesthetic framework of the
redevelopment vision retaining the economic benefits of these uses, while improving their
visual impact and market appeal. Establish an identity for the corridor and encourage private
sector investment that addresses the needs of the neighborhoods and the region.

Primary Corridors: State Road 7 and Oarkland Park Boulevard
State Road 7 serves the Redevelopment Area as the major north-south commercial corridor lined
primarily with suburban styled strip malls. Existing land uses in the corridor include predominantly
retail uses interspersed with professional offices, institutions, utilities, as well as mixed use
development. While this area consists of long-standing businesses that provide an economic
base for the City as well as the Redevelopment Area, the current conditions of the older strip
malls indicate a deteriorated physical environment and haphazard commercial growth. Since the
establishment of the Community Redevelopment Agency, tremendous public realm improvements
have been completed along the corridors, such as the State Road 7 streetscape improvements.
New in-fill developments, such as the Wal-Mart Supercenter, St Croix and Belle Vista Mixed Use
Center, have started to transform the corridors to a more vibrant and dynamic place. The currently
underutilized shopping plazas present unique redevelopment opportunities to consolidate the
existing strip development patterns, create commercial and mixed use nodes, and to establish
strong incentives for transit oriented development.
The Oakland Park Boulevard Corridor contains uses that are less intense than those in the State
Road 7 corridor. It includes the Bella Vista mixed-use development, the proposed Central Square
site / Tarragon property, multi-family developments and institutional uses. The Tarragon property
is the only large un-developed Commercial site (22 acres) in the City with strong opportunities for
commercial investment and local jobs creation. This area is included in the Broward County Foreign
Trade Zone which provides an incentive for jobs creation and manufacturing in industries that
focus upon import and export. While the site has a history of being considered for both Commercial
and mixed-use redevelopment, market factors and the limited land area in Lauderdale Lakes for
commercial/manufacturing and showroom activities is limited making commercial use potentially
more viable than mixed-use for the foreseeable future.
The intent of the Plan is to stimulate the redevelopment of these two primary corridors, build upon
the improved visual appearance and the new in-fill developments, and to sustain the long term
viability of the existing businesses while enhancing the conditions of the properties. This can be
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accomplished through TIF sponsored clean-up activities, Facade Improvement Program incentives,
landscaping improvements, code-enforcement and the development and adoption of development
regulations to guide future developments in accordance with the Plan.

Action Strategies:
•

Advocate and plan for premium transit services on State Road 7 including Bus Rapid
Transit and/or Light Rail.

•

Initiate physical improvements to enhance the overall visual appearance of the commercial
corridor such as redesigning and improving the corridor’s existing right-of-way conditions,
especially for Oakland Park Boulevard and NW 31st Avenue. This includes constructing
elements such as a center median, sidewalks, landscaping, lighting, bus shelters, and
shared access to adjacent uses.

•

Utilize TIF funds to finance site preparation, building rehabilitation and public realm
improvements

•

Continue the Commercial Façade Improvement Program as an incentive for property
owners to improve the overall market appeal and value of the commercial establishments in
compliance with adopted design standards.

•

Provide business owners and developers with incentives to upgrade existing retail services
and to maintain control of the character of infill development.

•

Identify and partner with key business owners and new investors that support
redevelopment efforts along the corridor.

•

Adopt architectural and site design standards to ensure desired redevelopment outcome
and a sense of identity for major corridors.

•

Provide adequate buffering between different uses, especially between commercial and
residential uses
chapter 1 concept plan
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Secondary Corridor: N.W. 31st Avenue
N.W. 31st Avenue currently serves the Redevelopment Area as a major
thoroughfare at the easten edge of the City. The northern portion of
the avenue is lined by multi-family residetial rental structures that are
mostly unkempt, with yards poorly maintained and littered. Landscaping
is minimally applied or maintained. Combating this image has been
a community concern. The southern portion of the avenue is lined by
the vacant Central Square Site / Tarragon property and the Lauderdale
Lakes Industrial Park. The mid-section of the corridor is located
within the Limits of the City of Oakland Park creating challenges for
comprehensive improvement of the corridor.
Constraints relating to the development of this corridor are the deteriorating
conditions of the multi-family residential homes, vacant and underutilized
buildings and an unsafe environment for pedestrians. Despite these
constraints, the area enjoys convenient access to schools and the C-13
Greenway, a highly valued community recreational amenity. It is the intent
of this plan to improve the streetscape and to reconfigure the character of
N.W. 31st Avenue as a corridor that stimulates quality in-fill development
and integrates successfully with the rest of the Redevelopment Area.
The Plan contemplates several redevelopment themes and special
projects for N.W. 31st Avenue that capitalize on its strategic location
and proximity to the schools and recreational amenities. Such special
projects include a realignment of the street that complements the
potential expansion of the school, improved pedestrian and vehicular
access and safety, neighborhood park and trailhead park development,
as well as incentives and special programs to encourage private property
upkeeping and improvements.

Objective:
Transform the functional and visual character of NW 31st Avenue as a corridor that stimulates quality in-fill development in the
Redevelopment Area and integrates with the Redevelopment Area at a scale that is pedestrian friendly and compatible with the
residential neighborhoods.

Action Strategies
•

Initiate discussions to pursue joint improvement projects with the City of Oakland Park, to create a unified streetscape character
for the NW 31st Avenue.

•

Incorporate streetscape and landscape improvements, such as decorative street lighting, wider sidewalks, street trees,
landscaped medians, bus shelters and neighborhood signage to create a pedestrian environment in support of neighborhood
activity.

•

Enhance pedestrian safety through traffic calming techniques including enhanced crosswalks and bulb-outs, better directional
signage and improved sidewalk treatments.

•

Amend the Land Development Code to establish design standards for building renovations, in-fill development and tear downs
and to ensure new buildings are constructed with setbacks that are compatible with existing structures and maintain the street
edge.

•

Encourage restoration of deteriorating structures and aesthetic improvements through use of funds available for façade
improvements.

•

Use a combination of funding sources both public and private to promote redevelopment activities including land acquisition,
clean-up of derelict properties, streetscape improvements, and construction of new community facilities, such as neighborhood
parks.

•

Increase code enforcement and augment public safety

•

Coordinate the land assembly efforts to facilitate vehicular and pedestrian safety measures, future roadway realignment and
school campus expansion proposed herein

•

Development of an equitable relocation assistance program for persons residing in structures identified for removal to facilitate
the roadway realignment and related improvements proposed herein

Above: Existing Condition of N.W. 31st Avenue
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Special Project: Realignment Concept N.W. 31St. Ave. Corridor
The NW 31St Ave Corridor has been a consistent

district western boundary. The realignment/corridor

community concern through three major community

improvement concept proposed herein is to relocate the

The plan makes provisions for the installation of a

planning initiatives over the past ten years

existing NW 31st Ave road base/alignment to the West

one-way only drive from North to South to protect

through: the We Care Initiative, the Community

from the C-13 Canal at the southern end of the proposed

these vehicular motions and this access is separated

Redevelopment Agency Plan and the Charrette/Citizens

roadway realignment to the City line at the Northern

from traffic flow on NW 31st Ave by a large landscaped

Master Plan.

terminus of the project.

median.

In each of these communities, and area planning

The success of the community in achieving desired

The conditions noted above, and in prior studies, are of

efforts (all of which were intensively focused upon

results with the proposed realignment and neighborhood

intense concern as regards residents and parents in the

community participation) the community called for City/

improvement project will require close collaboration

Oriole Estates neighborhood to the West of NW 31 Ave.

CRA intervention to stimulate major redevelopment of

with the neighborhood residents, the Broward County

the corridor. This redevelopment sector runs along the

School Board, the Broward County Metropolitan Planning

Additionally, local children attending the area

corridor from the C-13 Canal on the south, to the northern

Organization for Transportation (MPO), Broward County

schools (Oriole Elementary School, Lauderdale

City and CRA target area limit at N.W. 43rd St.

Government and the City of Lauderdale Lakes.

Lakes Middle School and Boyd H. Anderson High

NW 44th St

NW 43rd St

St

this area is negatively impacted by poor roadway/urban

Ave. provides an opportunity for:

an area where children of all ages gather frequently

design and intensive physical development patterns that
occupy almost all land areas.
These are flaws that prior studies have well documented:

•

Future expansion of the Broward County School
property to the west to NW 30th Terrace

on a daily basis. The area is unsafe for pedestrians,

•

The opportunity to add sidewalks on the east
side of NW 31st Ave where none exist today

and riding bicycles to and from schools and where

•

The lack of open/green space in the area

•

•

Absence of safe vehicular entry/exit for
residential uses, School facilities and
commercial uses

Provide needed community green space on the
corridor and at key locations (at CRA-owned
sites)

•

To provide a new, safer and more attractive
entrances for school facilities

•

Limited parking for all uses of land in the area

•

Bus and vehicular drop-off and pick-up zones

•

Lack of safe sidewalks and pedestrian
connections/crossing within the area

•

Provide for overall safe access to schools for
vehicles and pedestrians

•

Inadequate lighting and landscaping

•

Increased area parking for all land uses:
residential, schools and commercial

•

Lack of private investment in keeping the
properties up to code/code violations

•

Eliminate driveway parking access hazards on

•

Criminal activity in the general area-especially
drug related crime

The conceptual roadway realignment and campus
expansion proposed herein and illustrated below covers
the area from the western school facility boundary
to the western edge of the NW 31st. Terrace/CRA

especially the children of all ages who are walking
they frequently play after school, and intervention is

NW 40th St

necessary to address these conditions.

NW 39th St

BOYD
BOYD ANDERSON
ANDERSON
HIGH
HIGH SCHOOL
SCHOOL

LAUDERDALE
LAUDERDALE LAKES
LAKES
MIDDLE
MIDDLE SCHOOL
SCHOOL

NW 30thAve

busy roadway to reach the school facilities. This is

NW 30th Ter (to be abandoned)

The concept illustrated for the realignment of NW 31st.

NW 31st Ter

The high density, primarily rental residential character of

Relocated NW 31st Ave

NW 41st St

School) to the east of NW 31st Ave must cross the

ORIOLE
ORIOLE
ELEMENTARY
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
SCHOOL

NW 39th St

the western edge of NW 31St. Ave.

Legend
CRA Boundary

NOTE: Currently it is necessary for exiting vehicles to back-up
into moving traffic on the corridor in-order to exit residential

City Limits

properties.

Parcels

Campus Expansion
Opportunity
Future Greenspace
CRA Owned Properties
Proposed Roadway
Realignment

The roadway realignment will make way for the
development of a frontage drive to service the homes that
back cars out of their parking into traffic from the West

Existing Condition: N.W. 31st Avenue

N.W. 31st Avenue Reallignment Concept

side on NW 31 Ave.
st
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Special Topic: The Tarragon Site
The Tarragon site is located at the southwest

Being adjacent to the Industrial Park on NW 31st

quadrant of the intersection of Oakland Park

Avenue, there is a strong potential for future

Boulevard and N.W. 31st Avenue. At 22 acres in

commercial development of the property which

size, this site is the largest undeveloped property

is included in the Broward County Foreign Trade

in the City and in Central Broward County. There is

Zone (FTZ). The FTZ status provides an incentive

also underdeveloped land adjacent to the property

for jobs creation and manufacturing in industries

that could allow for land assembly to create a

that focus upon import and export.

site that as large as thirty acres in size for future
investment and development. Roadway capacity and

The conclusion of this report regarding this site

infrastructure support for future site development are

is that market factors and the limited land area in

excellent.

Lauderdale Lakes for commercial/manufacturing
and showroom activities make commercial use

While there have been several attempts to redevelop

more viable than mixed-use for the foreseeable

the site as movie and television production studios

future.

in the past, none of those ventures were successful.
More recently the site was acquired by Tarragon
Development which put-forth a plan to develop
the site as a mixed-use residential community just
as the national and local housing development
markets began to falter in 2008. At this time the
project strategy proposed by Tarragon is on “hold”
and facing economic uncertainty that may prevent
Existing Condition: Tarragon Site

residential or mixed-use development in the near
future.
Commercially zoned, and located at the intersection
of two major regional roadways, the site is located
between and near both the Florida Turnpike and
Interstate Highway 95 making this is an ideal
location for: light manufacturing/ warehouse/
live-work or other job creating investment and
development. The property presents strong
opportunities for commercial investment and for the
creation of local jobs.
Existing Condition: Tarragon Site
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Gateways
Gateways are important visual landmarks that reinforce the entrance
into a geographic area. They commonly make use of a combination of
complementary elements to create a pleasing and welcoming image
to residents, businesses and visitors. Such elements include signage,
landscaping, urban design elements like fountains or plazas, and
outdoor kiosks or vending stalls. Gateways, when designed in this
manner, help to provide focal points for people to spend time away from
work or home. In addition to serving as landmarks, they can serve to
identify places of social activity for local residents and businesses.
In the Redevelopment Area, there are locations considered to be key
intersections where gateways of primary and secondary magnitude
should eventually be developed. The primary ones are located at
major intersections, while the secondary ones serve largely residential
blocks. A third type, the neighborhood / tertiary gateways, are located at
neighborhood entrances. In 2008, the City of Lauderdale Lakes retained
the service of IBI Group, which developed a series of gateway designs
through active community participation and preference survey. The
final design chosen by the community will feature the Mediterranean
Revival style, providing monumental structures, trellis, lighting, seating,
landscaping and other design elements that will create a substantial
and highly identifiable visual impact for vehicular and pedestrian users,
as well as a strong sense of place for the community and community
identity.

Primary Gateways
All primary gateways can be designed and developed on common
principles, with particular strategies added to each gateway appropriate
to the area around it. For the gateways into the City of Lauderdale Lakes
and its respective neighborhoods to be effective, they shall be iconic,
memorable, and inviting.
The implementation of any of these primary gateways will require close
cooperation between the public and private sectors. City of Lauderdale
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Lakes and various county and state agencies must ensure that public
utilities, rights-of-way, zoning requirements are able to accommodate
the proposed primary gateways.
Proposed primary gateway locations:
1. State Road 7 & Oakland Park Boulevard
2. State Road 7 & NW 29th Street
3. State Road 7 & the northern City Line
4. Oakland Park Boulevard & NW 33rd Avenue
5. Oakland Park Boulevard & NW 47th Terrace

Objective:
Establish entrance gateways at critical intersections to create
a distinct sense of arrival and to promote neighborhood and
community identity for the Redevelopment Area.

Action Strategies:
•

Install high quality and distinct gateway features at
identified prime locations announcing the entrance to
the City of Lauderdale Lakes. For the gateways to be
effective, they shall be iconic, memorable, and inviting.

•

Prioritize construction of gateway improvements in
conjunction with other planned improvements.

•

Establish neighborhood identification and directional
signage programs announcing the entrance to the
neighborhood at prime entry points.

•

Continue to bury utilities during new construction where
feasible to provide safe pedestrian access and improve
visual qualities.

•

Ensure a coherent design for all the proposed gateways
with integrated landscaping, urban design and unified
signage theme.

Secondary Gateways
Secondary gateways are intended to highlight the instance of entering
a particular neighborhood or district. In these cases, urban design
elements such as trellis and monuments, signage, landscaping,
and hardscaping are combined in ways that draw attention to the
intersection and the streets that lead to it.
Proposed secondary gateways locations:
1. State Road 7 and NW 44th Street
2. State Road 7 and NW 41st Street
3. State Road 7 and NW 37th Street
4. State Road 7 and NW 34th Street

Neighborhood Gateways
Neighborhood gateways are intended to serve as a “welcome mat”
to the local neighborhood and give a sense of place and identity to
residents living in the local neighborhood.
Proposed neighborhood gateways locations:
1. Oakland Park Blvd. and NW 50th Avenue
2. Oakland Park and NW 49th Avenue
3. SR7 and NW 24th Street
4. SR7 and Southern City Limits
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Gateway Design Concept
As dicussed previously, the gateway designs are characterized into three
categories:
Primary – Arterials
Secondary – Collectors
Tertiary – Locals
These categories were developed as an organizational tool for the
purposes of this master plan. Some of the characteristics that were
considered while categorizing corridor types were; location, adjacent
land use, and volume of traffic. The design theme for the gateways is
a Mediterranean architectural style. The hardscape, landscape and
signage for the city is used to create a consistent identity throughout.
The landscape has a tropical theme and the proposed gateway features
will compliment the existing design theme throughout the city.

Primary gateway design concept

The Gateway design incorporates the Mediterranean Revival style
that lends itself to a more traditional and familiar sense of architectural
gateways and South Florida architectural design vernacular and will
identify Lauderdale Lakes as a place that is unique to the region.
The gateway features are of a rectangular and symmetrical design
that will be constructed of solid materials with simple yet prominent
ornamentation on the facades with tile veneer accents. This will create
both a substantial and highly identifiable visual impact for vehicular and
pedestrian users.

Secondary gateway design concept

The horizontal elements will be designed in a form and scale of the
Mediterranean Revival style. Accent Materials, such as the tile veneer,
will feature neutral colors and subtle in its appearance. In turn they will
have accent details to provided visual interest.
The landscape functions as a buffer, and it will provide a visual backdrop
that softens and frames the architectural pieces. The landscape will
have more vertical/architectural emphasis in its plant palette; this
will help to frame, compliment, and enhance the visual impact of this
gateway feature design. Also to create more of a visual contrast the
horizontal landscape buffer should be denser plant material with darker
foliage.
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Terciary gateway design concept
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Community
Amenities
Community Concerns and Priorities
•

Need a trailhead facility for C-13 Greenway

•

Provide further amenities along C-13 Greenway

•

Extend C-13 Greenway to connect with the
regional trail network

•

Expand Vincent Torres Memorial Park

•

Need more neighborhood parks

Assets
•

C-13 Greenway

•

Well maintained recreational facility

•

Central location and easy access

•

Grant funding opportunities

•

Strong community support

The Redevelopment Area is the home to three major community
amenities: the Vincent Torres Memorial Park, the C-13 Greenway, and
the Broward County Library that is under construction at the time of the
report. Vincent Torres Memorial Park offers a wide range of recreational
opportunities such as baseball, football, basketball, netball, etc.
The C-13 Greenway is a mile-long multi-use trail running along the
northern edge of the C-13 Canal. The City recently completed the
first phase of the greenway, and further improvements are needed to
provide amenities for the greenway users, such as a trailhead facility,
landscaping, etc. The greenway also needs to be further connected
with the regional trail system. Opportunities also exist within the City to
build upon the C-13 Greenway and create a multi-use trail system that
will serve both recreational and commuting needs. The multi-use trail
system will serve as an attractive pedestrian connector linking the area’s
activity centers, including parks, community facilities, and shopping
destinations. The system can be constructed within the existing right-ofway, or on private property through obtained easements. The multi-use
trail should be a minimum of 8’ wide. Where adjacent to roadways,
trails can replace sidewalks. The multi-use trail system combined with
the proposed streetscape improvements will provide an integrated
recreation and open space system easily accessible to the community.
To implement such a system, the CRA should start to work with private
property owners to obtain easements, and to engage the community to
designate the system route and adopt it through an ordinance as part of
its revised Land Development Regulations to ensure collaboration from
the private sector as redevelopment moves forward.
In addition, as part of the neighborhood revitalization efforts, the
Community Redevelopment Agency shall also identify neighborhood
park opportunities through acquisition of privately owned vacant,
dilapidated or uninhabitable structures. Neighborhood parks are not only
a key element of a quality recreational system that will serve to improve
the quality of life for residents, but are effective in building the pride and
serving the needs of the residents. The Community Redevelopment
Agency has acquired lands potentially available for the development of
additional neighborhood parks, including the Neighborhood Park at N.W.
31st Avenue and N.W. 40th Street, and the C-13 Trailhead Facility at N.W.
30th Terrace and N.W. 31st Avenue.
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Objective:
Strengthen and enhance the system of parks, trails and open space in the Redevelopment Area by
providing recreational opportunities for all residents of the City of Lauderdale Lakes. Such amenities
should be readily accessible and serve to improve the quality of life for residents.

Action Strategies:
•

Pursue improvements to Vincent Torres Memorial Park to include more recreational uses, such
as a new senior citizen center and additional programs that serve residents of all ages and the
development of the adjacent City-owned “Ireland Property”.

•

Continue to work with the School Board for joint use and development of additional recreational
facilities and campus capacity building / expansion.

•

Identify neighborhood pocket park opportunity sites for the acquisition of privately owned vacant,
dilapidated or uninhabitable structures, especially for the multi-family residential neighborhood along
NW 31st Avenue. Construct a kiddy play park on the three CRA owned lots at the southwest corner of
NW 31st Avenue and NW 40th Street.

•

Further enhance the C-13 Greenway and provide more amenities for the users, such as shelters,
shade trees, lighting, and bike parking facilities.

•

Provide a trailhead park for the C-13 Greenway that will include parking for service vehicles and
bicycles, as well as other desired amenities such as retail kiosk for special events including: bike
rental, canoe/kayak rental, food vending, ect.

•

Create a city-wide multi-use trail system as a passive recreational amenity for neighborhoods
and non-vehicular connectivity, including enhanced opportunity for water-born activities such as
canoeing, nature study and recreational fishing.
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Special Project: Lauderdale Lakes Kiddy Play Park
The CRA has acquired three lots located at the southwest corner of N.W. 31st Avenue and N.W. 40th Street. These three lots, totaling 0.53 acre
in size, present a unique opportunity to be developed as a Lauderdale Lakes Kiddy Play Park to serve the children residing in the immediate and
greater neighborhoods with convenient access.

Location Map

Photo Simulation of proposed improvements
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Proposed features of the Kiddy Play Park include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A small scale interactive water play area
Playground
Pavilion
Seating
Shade trees
Landscaping and buffering
Lighting
Security/safety fencing

Existing Condition

Examples of interactive water play facilities and playgrounds
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Special Project: C-13 Greenway Trailhead Park
During the public participation process, the citizens identified the
need for a trailhead park to complement the C-13 Greenway. The
CRA acquired a lot at the northeast corner of N.W. 31st Avenue
and N.W. 39th Street. This 0.22-acre lot was identified as an ideal
location to construct the C-13 Greenway trailhead park.

Location Map

Proposed features of the Trailhead Park
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pavilion
Playground
Service vehicle parking
Bike parking
Seating
Shade trees
Landscaping and buffering
Lighting
Temporary food and other vendor opportunities

Photo Simulation of proposed improvements

Existing Condition
Example trailhead park facilities: pavilions, perviou s p a r k i n g l o t , b i k e p a r k i n g , e t c .
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Redevelopment
Opportunitie s

This section of the Plan highlights the redevelopment opportunities for
four particular commercial sites along State Road 7 that present unique
potential to be redeveloped for transit oriented development. These four
sites are: Lauderdale Marketplace, Lakes Mall, and Reef Plaza. These
suburban style retail centers, which used to be a regional shopping
destinations, have shown significant deterioration and disinvestment
over the years. The vacancy rate is relatively high, and many of the
tenants are non-retail users that further jeopardize the formation of
retail critical mass. The site layouts are antiquated: lack trees and
landscaping, contain excessive asphalt, and provide insufficient or little
buffering from the adjacent residential neighborhoods.
Despite the deteriorating condition, these sites enjoy a strategic
location in the region. State Road 7 is a primary north-south corridor
that connects a large number of Broward County communities to Palm
Beach County to the north and Miami-Dade County to the south. Future
improvement to provide enhanced transit service within the corridor
including providing a rapid transit bus service or light rail is planned
by regional planning and transportation agencies. The intersection of
State Road 7 and Oakland Park Boulevard is one of the busiest nonfreeway intersections in the County. To increase transportation efficiency
and to improve passenger comfort and safety, the Plan calls for the
development of a Central Broward County Multi-modal Transportation
Facility at this intersection. The following section of the Plan contains
detailed conceptual illustrations of this proposed facility, which is
designed in two phases to allow development over time.

Existing Condition: State Road 7 and Oakland Park Boulevard

Building an integrated land use and transit system is key to invigorating
the existing community, attracting private investment and making
Lauderdale Lakes a better place to live and work. Transit investments
can be used as a catalyst to reshape communities. Multimodal
transportation strategies can result in substantial benefits – allowing
continued growth and investment with less reliance on autos. To
capitalize on the unique opportunity of a future transit station, the Plan
envisions a transit oriented town center for the four quadrants at the
intersection of State Road 7 and West Oakland Park Boulevard. The
Plan’s vision focuses future higher density residential and employment
growth in transit station area and major activity centers/hubs where it
can be best accommodated by transit services and other public facilities.

The transit oriented town center redevelopment strategy focuses
on creating compact neighborhoods with housing, jobs, shopping,
community services, and recreational opportunities all within easy
walking distance (i.e. within ½ mile) of public transit connections at
a multi modal transportation facility at State Road 7 and Oakland
Park Boulevard. The intent is to create a well designed, very livable
community where people can get from home to such places as the
office, grocery store, daycare center, restaurant, dry cleaner, library
or park without using a car. It is essential to ensure that transit is
integrated with redevelopment, and the redevelopment is compatible
with existing neighborhoods while at the same time reinforcing
connections to surrounding neighborhoods and to the entire region.

The conceptual development programs presented in this
section support the community’s vision for revitalizing the
deteriorated commercial properties and provide strategies for
redevelopment and public improvement projects identified
in this Plan. The Plan is embedded in the reconfiguration of
key properties to accommodate a diverse mix of residential,
commercial, office, public open space and transit use. The
conceptual site plans and development programs are intended
to depict a framework for future redevelopment and are flexible
in nature.
The sites are redesigned with an overarching goal to reconnect the
neighborhoods, while at the same time creating a distinctive sense of
place and destination- oriented uses attracting a regional consumer
base. Redevelopment of the identified properties is also intended to
achieve broader public objectives for economic development, local
job creation, and revitalization. It is expected that redevelopment will
improve the area’s investment image, enhance the area’s aesthetic
character, create a compact neighborhood development pattern, and
contribute to improving the transportation services of the region by
encouraging private investment in transit supportive uses.

Existing Condition: Mall sites
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Objective
Create a vibrant transit oriented mixed-use district designed as a compact and walkable town center that provides the social, cultural
and commercial focus for existing and future residents in the entire City.

Action Strategies
•

•

•

Concentrate a mix of complementary, well-integrated land uses
within walking distance of transit services. Provide a range
of higher intensity uses including residential, office, serviceoriented retail and civic uses that are transit supportive. Such a
mix of land uses increases the economic strength and overall
attractiveness of the area and increase trip options for transit
uses.
Encourage higher densities for new development,
concentrating the highest densities closest to transit services
and transitioning to lower densities adjacent to existing singlefamily neighborhoods.
Establish architecture, urban design and streetscape standards
to ensure desired redevelopment outcome. For example,
buildings shall front on public streets or on open spaces, with
minimal setbacks and with windows and doors at street level.

•

Provide an extensive pedestrian system throughout the town
center district and connect with existing neighborhoods and
transit services.

•

Encourage the provision of bicycle amenities, especially
secure bicycle parking facilities

•

Within the town center district, design streets to be multimodal, with an emphasis on pedestrian and bicycle circulation
and set vehicular levels of service to reflect an emphasis on
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pedestrians and bicyclists.
•

Reduce regulatory parking requirements in town center area
and establish parking maximums.

•

Locate parking, with the exception of one-street parking, to
the rear of buildings. Minimize large surface parking lots for
private development, especially within ¼ mile of the station.
Instead of surface lots, well-designed parking decks are
preferred. Encourage shared parking facilities.

•

Establish public open spaces that act as development
catalysts and serve as focal points around transit services.

•

Design open spaces to be centers of activity that include
items such as benches, fountains, and public art, and orient
surrounding buildings onto the open spaces.

•

Provide physical and visual connectivity to adjacent
neighborhoods and development employing a combination
of strategies such as forming connections to the existing
sidewalk network, parks and trails system, and surrounding
commercial development; placing well-defined public access
points along existing public streets; etc.

•

Containment and treatment within a closed storm water
management system with all storm water collected in and
around the site. Incorporate sustainable site design and
innovative runoff treatment strategies with respect to the
design of storm water management systems.

Successful transit oriented developments integrate
a mix of complementary land ues that increases the
attractiveness of the area and increase trip options
for users, as illustrated in the above photos
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Special Topic: Transit Oriented Development
Over the past decade, there has been a growing amount of

community-based initiatives are rising in popularity and are

interest in and practice of transit-oriented development (TOD).

commonly termed Community Benefits Agreements (CBAs).

TOD is development which purposefully occurs near public

CBAs are generally negotiated with projects that are large

transportation nodes. Commonly cited features of TOD include

enough in size and scope to require substantial economic

a mix of residential, commercial, and civic uses within walking

development subsidies and/or lengthy approval processes from

distance from a transit stop; pedestrian-friendly streets with

local government bodies. These contingencies allow community

sidewalks and walkable destinations; reduced parking; high-

groups to gain leverage and barter their public support in

density development; preservation of open space; and a variety of

exchange for community benefits.

housing types and prices.
Generally speaking, there are three major types of TOD
TOD projects have been gaining in popularity for a variety of

developments: Transit Communities, Urban Infill Developments,

reasons. Many urban transportation agencies conduct joint

and Projects with an Affordable Housing Focus. Transit

development projects with private developers because they

communities are massive mixed-use projects in which transit

see TOD as a way to maximize the return on investment in

accessibility is a primary goal of the new community’s design.

public transportation systems. Some developers specialize

These communities are large in scope and often redevelop

in TOD projects, often out of a passion for smart growth and

swaths of land that were occupied by industrial uses in previous

New Urbanist design principles. TOD projects often result from

decades. Transit communities result in brand new, planned city

environmental concerns as well.

neighborhoods with new construction of housing, retail space,
office space, and often civic space like schools. Urban infill

In addition, TOD provides more opportunities for people to access

development projects are similar to transit communities but

jobs. TOD has the potential to connect low- and moderate-

are smaller in scope. These developments utilize land that

income people to job opportunities to which they may otherwise

was once used for other purposes and are located close to or

have no access. The costs of owning a car, including insurance,

within urban infrastructure. They often help to redevelop urban

maintenance and gas, can be prohibitive for many people. TOD

neighborhoods by filling in land with new centers of activity.

can give people who are dependent upon public transportation

Mixed-use, urban infill developments bring jobs and housing

the opportunity to live and/or work near transit.

into the city, where their locations provide residents, employees,
and consumers with access to existing regional transit systems.

The prime movers in the TOD developments include people from

The mix of housing, retail, and office space create opportunities

quite different backgrounds. Ambitious developers inspired by

for residents to access jobs and fulfill daily needs without the

the Congress for New Urbanism’s emphasis on mixed-use and

use of a car. Projects with an affordable housing focus

walkable place-making, major employers who have found it to be

comprise all or predominately residential development. In these

in their best interests to relocate near public transportation, and

examples, few or no jobs are created onsite. Instead, these

local governments and transit agencies with intentional policies to

developments strive to build affordable housing close to transit

link people and jobs, all serve as catalysts for TOD projects.

so that low-income people who rely on public transportation can
access jobs across the region.

In numerous occasions, active community coalitions also play a
pivotal role in the development process through the negotiation
of binding agreements with developers or with government
entities to ensure that TOD projects provide good jobs, affordable
housing, and economic and environmental sustainability. These
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(Source: S. Grady and G. LeRoy, Making the Connection: Transit-Oriented
Development and Jobs, 2006)
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Special Project: Lauderdale Lakes Town Center
The Master Plan was adopted in 2005 by the City Planning and

CRA Charrette, the City of Lauderdale Lakes and the City of

Zoning Board, the Community Redevelopment Agency Board

Lauderdale Lakes Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA)

of Directors and the City Commission as a guide for future

embarked upon an ambitious plan to establish a Community

public and private investment and community growth.

FPL

Master Plan (Master Plan). This Master Plan was designed
to guide the development of design, land use and zoning

The central strategy reflected in this work is to foster and plan

standards crafted to facilitate the transition of key properties

for future interaction and interdependence between future land

located at the intersection of SR7/US 441 and Oakland Park

uses, the availability and expansion of transportation services,

Boulevard to create the Lauderdale Lakes Town Center.

proximity and connectivity to adjacent neighborhoods.
The generally accepted term for his type of planning and

These key commercial properties, many of which are largely
underutilized and limited in retail offerings having been leased
to non-retail businesses, encompass the 140 acre Local Activity

development is Transit Oriented Design (TOD).

2009 Community Redevelopment Plan Update

NW
NW34TH
34THST
ST

Reef Plaza
Lakes Mall
OAKLAND
OAKLANDPARK
PARKBLVD
BLVD

planning and the pursuit of the necessary regulatory approvals

Following adoption of the 2005 Master Plan, local voters

from the State of Florida, Broward County and the City of

approved a General Obligation Bond of $15 million to fund

Lauderdale Lakes.

many of the projects and to meet the goals stated within the
plan. Consequently, bond funds were utilized to implement

With a strong foundation of regionally collaborative and public

several Master Plan concepts including: the development

participatory planning with citizens, area and local Elected

of four new parks, design and construction of new masonry

Officials, regional regulatory and planning authorities and staff,

Bus Shelters on main corridors, neighborhood traffic calming,

the “Master Plan” emerged with the central theme of building a

landscaping improvements and road resurfacing.

Wal-Mart

SR77
SR

Center Land Use designation secured after many years of

Lauderdale
Marketplace

Library

NW 36TH
36THTER
TER
NW

In the 2005 City of Lauderdale Lakes U.S. 441 Corridor and

Bella Vista

NW
NW29TH
29THST
ST

Town Center.
Although the bond program was a great success in helping
The Town Center concept was defined to guide the CRA and

the City Elected officials, the Administration and community

City in taking measures to effect regulatory reform and to

residents to achieve identified objectives for community

make strategic investments that would serve to facilitate the

improvement in the public sector, the private sector initiatives,

expansion of the City population, diversification and expansion

in particular the development of the Town Center, remained as

of local retail offerings, expand local professional services and

a challenge in 2008/9 as the financial circumstances within the

local employment within the community.

market began to change locally and nationally. The suppressed
economy that was beginning to emerge in late 2008 had the

The Town Center was conceived to be connected to

clear effect of reducing private investment in both housing and

established adjacent neighborhoods and to be serviced by

commercial investment-the two main objectives for private

increased transportation services and infrastructure investment.

sector investment strategies identified in the 2005 Master Plan.

Design and development of the Town Center emerged as the
central goal of the Master Plan.
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Right Above:
Aerial photo of the Town Center Area
Right Below:
Birdeye view of the intersection of
State Road 7& Oakland Park Boulevard
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In September of 2008, recognizing the achievement of

a significant percentage of area family income. Transit is

population increases, there will be increasing demand

the public investment goals and strategies in the Master

the reliable and affordable alternative for local and regional

for quality transportation services and facilities in the

Plan, and the effects of the economy as limiting private

travel for many central Broward County residents.

Central Broward County region. The City of Lauderdale

investment in planned residential and commercial

Lakes being in the center of the region is best positioned

investment, the Community Redevelopment Agency

The City of Lauderdale Lakes also operates a Community

physically for the development and utilization of the

(CRA) Board of Directors secured the services of the IBI

Bus service which brings passengers from residential

transportation facility illustrated in this Plan.

Group, Inc. to re-write the regulatory plan of the CRA.

areas to travel connections with local and regional Broward

This update of the 2001 CRA Plan was designed to

County Transit operated bus routes on SR7 and on Oakland

Additionally, those who do not live nearby will have a

carry-forward the 2005 Master Plan “community vision”

Park Boulevard.

future location to which they can drive their automobiles,

for the development of a Town Center by establishing

park and commute via bus to local and regional
To increase transportation efficiency and to improve

undertaken through the authority of the CRA that would

passenger comfort and safety this plan contains detailed

be designed to leverage private investments and to make

conceptual illustrations of the proposed Central Broward

critically necessary investments in local infrastructure

County Multi-modal Transportation
T O D P LFacility
A n C atH Lauderdale
ECkLIST

and transportation related facilities in the years ahead

Lakes, a facility designed in two phases to allow

either independently, in partnership with the City of

development over time.

Lauderdale Lakes, or in Public Private Partnerships with
private sector investors and property owners.

Central Broward County Multi-modal
Transportation Facility at Lauderdale Lakes

Phase I is conceived as

destinations such as Fort Lauderdale, Miami-Dade and
Palm Beach Counties.
P R I n C I P L E S

DART (DALLAS AREA RAPID TRANSIT)

time-frames, goals and funding strategies to be

Analyze parking supply and demand:

Plans should quantify the existing supply and use
of parking, and estimate future use considering the
planned development under different zoning and
aparking
one floor
structure
management
options.of

approximately 15,000 sq ft. in
size and
parkingparking
will be
consider
innovative

management
policies:
provided for commuter travel
in 300-400
surface parking
Station area plans should consider policies such as

reduced
or maximum
parking requirements,
spaces. The actual building
will parking
contain:
passenger
waiting

shared parking, car-sharing, parking assessment and

areas, small convenient retail
offerings
(news
revenue
districts, and
parkingstand/coffee
financing strategies.
The City of Lauderdale Lakes is home to one of Broward
County’s and South Florida’s most heavily traveled
intersections: SR 7/US 441 and Oakland Park Boulevard
where 120,000 vehicles per-day move through the city.

shop), passenger ticketing, Wi-Fi
computer
consider
whether access,
to providerestroom
parking:
Plans need to consider the appropriate size,
facilities, real-time video display
route timing schedules,
location and cost of parking facilities, and analyze

the relative
costs andetc.
land requirements of generating
bicycle racks, personal storage
lockers,

P R I n C I P L E S

The parking garage next to the
downtown transit station in Plano,
Texas, is wrapped with residential
units and groundfloor retail, creating
a great station area environment.

ridership through park-and-ride lots versus TOD versus
providing access by other modes (for pedestrians,
bicyclists and buses).

Phase II will be a much larger mixed-use facility with
This particular area also has the highest use of Public

Provide bicycle parking facilities:
significantly increased structured
parking and containing
Bicycle access should be analyzed and sufficient

Transportation through bus ridership in all of Broward

should
be provided. If
many people
various uses. Depending bicycle
uponparking
market
conditions
the

County largelly due to the significant concentration of

tions” should be considered.
Phase II structure will accommodate:
office space, retail/

older people and of young people who do not drive and

restaurants and residential uses.
Locate parking to maximize

due to the high cost of owning and operating private
automobiles for those who have limited incomes.

Manage parking effectively:

placemaking:

Parking doen’t always need to be adjacent to the

station. Often, local
retailfacility
can be strengthened
if
The basic theory for the economics
of this
is

transit riders have to walk along a shopping street to

a private vehicle is in excess of $12,000 a year which is

and the cost of automobile use grows and as the area
S T A T I O n

Above: Existing condition of the Town Center area
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A R E A

P L A n n I n G

JEFF WOOD/RECONNECTING AMERICA

get to and
from the
station.
simple, the more comfortable
transit
users
are, the more

of them there will be in the future. As gasoline prices

consider TOD
standards:

THE GOAL OF PARKiNG policies in the station area should be to minimize parking to the
extent possible and maximize access for pedestrians and bicyclists and those who arrive at
stations by bus or shuttle. If parking is poorly managed it can create a barrier to success
by increasing development costs and making station areas unfriendly to those who arrive
on foot or on bike. Well-managed parking can help provide revenue for infrastructure and
other public improvements, can enhance ridership by making station areas accessible
and inviting, and can help ensure a station will be well-integrated into the surrounding
neighborhood. There are a variety of policies and programs that support this goal,
including transit incentive programs, shared parking, car-sharing, TOD-friendly parking
design, and transit overlay zones. People who live near transit own fewer cars and drive
them less than other residents in the region. This fact should guide all parking policy.

access the station on bicycles full-service “bike sta-

National figures indicate that the cost to own and operate

TOD P

Narrower travel lane
appropriate in trans
be considered in th
weighed against po
operating speeds an

consider mu

21

incorporate

Above: Examples of TOD district design to be encouraged
The needs of pedestrians, bicyclists and
transit users are prioritized over the
convenience of drivers at this light rail
station in downtown Portland.
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Design streets for all users:

The planning partn
standards such as l
bikes and pedestria
that don’t prioritize
of other modes.
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THE STREETS SURROUNDiNG transit stations need to support multiple
transportation modes — automobiles, buses, pedestrians and bicyclists, taxis
— and provide for the safety of all users. The design of intersections and crossings,
sidewalks and transit stops should consider the safety of the young, the elderly, and
the mobility impaired. This approach to designing streets may necessitate trade-

All streets in the st
bicyclists and pede
and ramps, audible
ing appropriate for
accessible paths of
mobility-impaired s

Prioritize saf

Plans should addres
design responses in
for users and for “e
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Phase I is conceived as a one floor

Conceptual Rendering:
Proposed Central Broward County Multi-modal Transportation Facility at Lauderdale Lakes - PHASE I

structure of approximately 15,000 sq ft.
in size and parking will be provided for
commuter travel in 300-400 surface parking
spaces. The actual building will contain:
passenger waiting areas, small convenient
retail offerings (news stand/coffee shop),
passenger ticketing, Wi-Fi computer access,
restroom facilities, real-time video display,
route timing schedules, bicycle racks,
personal storage lockers, etc.
Proposed transit station: looking northwest

Public plaza in front of the station

Rear entrance of the station

Pedestrian crossing and shelters

Proposed transit station: looking southeast
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Trellis and landscaping screen the surface parking lot
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Phase II will be a large scale mixed-use facility

Conceptual Rendering:
Proposed Central Broward County Multi-modal Transportation Facility at Lauderdale Lakes - PHASE II

with significantly increased structured parking and
containing various uses. Depending upon market
conditions the Phase II structure will accommodate:
office space, retail/restaurants and residential uses.

Phase II of the proposed facility, looking southeast

Phase II of the proposed facility, looking northwest

adopted november 2009
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Conceptual Rendering:
Town Center Build-Out (Density Allowance Illustration Only)
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Case Study: Fruitvale Village
The Fruitvale Village is a successful national model
for livable communities located in the City of Oakland,
California. It was created by the Unity Council, a nonprofit community development corporation committed to
enriching the quality of life of families primarily in the
Fruitvale District of Oakland, whose mission is to help
families and individuals build wealth and assets through
comprehensive programs of sustainable economic, social

and retail components located at the Village retail plaza. The guiding
principles for the Phase Two development will be to provide for mix-income
homeownership residential units; to incorporate state of the art green
building & energy savings systems; to build the maximum number of dwelling
units; and that it is an award winning architectural product.
The development profile of Fruitvale Village is summarized below:

and neighborhood development. Initially conceived as

•

a multi-phase revitalization development project, the

A 257,000 square foot “transit village” built on former BART parking lots.

•

An active, retail-lined connector between the BART station and the

Fruitvale Village expanded successfully beyond the

neighborhood’s primary retail artery. This Pedestrian Street and plaza also

initial goals of coordination of public transportation
and land use planning between a low-income, inner

serve as a major community-gathering place.
•

city community, transit agency and local municipality.

affordable units for residents earning between 35 - 80% of the Area Median

Combining the older Fruitvale with the new Village
produced a distinctive urban space for daily visitors to

Income.
•

experience an opportunity to shop, eat and rest in a safe
and pleasant setting.
Fruitvale Village Phase One was developed by the
Fruitvale Development Corporation, a support corporation
of the Unity Council, and offers a unique retail opportunity
because of the range of employees and daily visitors

Forty-seven units of mixed-income housing, ten of which are designated as

114,000 square feet of community services (clinic, library, senior center) and
office space (including the Unity Council’s headquarters).

•

40,000 square feet of neighborhood retail (shops and restaurants).

•

150 car parking garage within the buildings (plus a large parking structure for
BART).

(Source: http://www.unitycouncil.org)

utilizing the services and transit facilities that are
available at the site. The Fruitvale Village retail plaza is
located at the entrance to the Fruitvale BART station,
the East Bay’s 4th busiest station and 9th most widely
traveled station in BART’s 31 station system. Additionally,
the Village is also adjacent to the bustling Fruitvale
commercial district that has experienced a dramatic
transformation over the past 10 years and has been
recognized as one of the leading neighborhoods in the
National Main Street Program.
Fruitvale Village Phase Two is the continuation of the
Unity Council’s revitalization plan for the Fruitvale. This
plan will bring new residents and homeowners to the
Village and foster 24-hour, 7-day vibrancy and sense of
community that will further strengthen the commercial
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Residential
Preservation and
Enhancement
Community Concerns and Priorities
•

Insufficient buffering between residential and
commercial uses as well as the arterial roads

•

The multi-family homes along N.W. 31st Avenue
that are in disrepair

•

Need more neighborhood parks

Assets
•

A relatively wide range of housing stocks
including affordable housing, single family homes,
and new multi-family units

•

Proximity to shopping, public schools, and major
arterials

•

Stable single family neighborhoods

The residential areas contained in the Redevelopment Area include the
portion of the Westgate neighborhood south of Oakland Park Boulevard;
the portion of the Oriole Estates Neighborhood along NW 31st Avenue;
and the Carefree Cove Mobile Home Park. These three neighborhoods
present distinct characteristics. The portion of the Westgate
neighborhood located within the redevelopment area comprises
single family homes. It has experienced commercial encroachment
over the years due to its close proximity to the existing commercial
establishments along Oakland Park Boulevard. The portion of Oriole
Estates located within the redevelopment area consists of mainly onestory, multi-family rental homes. Many of these homes are in disrepair
and in need of improvements. The Carefree Cove, the 166-site mobile
home park is highly occupied, and its condition has improved over the
years. These areas represent diverse housing opportunities and housing
stocks of the community.
The efforts to revitalize the Redevelopment Area and improve the quality
of life for area residents should be supported by a harmonizing effort
to revitalize and preserve existing neighborhoods. The Plan calls for
continued neighborhood improvements to create a strong, safe and
vibrant community.

The Community Redevelopment Agency should undertake the
various task to improve the neighborhoods, including:
• Design and installation of landscaping and other streetscape
features including: bus shelters, benches, lighting, sidewalks, etc.;
• Establishment of a Residential Façade Improvement Program as
an incentive for property owners to paint,
• Landscape to improve the overall market appeal and value of
the homes in the immediate area;
• Redevelopment of School complex;
• Gateway features including installation of Oriole Estates
Neighborhood and school facility gateway features;
• Design and development of City of Lauderdale Lakes Tot Park at
NW 31st and NW 40th St on CRA owned land;
• Design and development of C-13 Trailhead Facility at NW 30th
Terrace and NW 31St Ave. on CRA owned land;
• Coordination of land assembly needed to facilitate future
roadway realignment proposed; and
• Development of an equitable relocation assistance program for
persons residing in structures identified for removal to facilitate
the roadway realignment proposed.

Residential Improvement Area

To preserve and improve the quality of the existing housing conditions,
the Plan recommends establishing a residential improvement program
to encourage housing restoration across the Redevelopment Area. To
improve neighborhood connections and pedestrian walkability, the Plan
suggests enhancing the existing neighborhood character, continuing
with public realm improvements to provide a safe and aesthetically
pleasing environment, and in particular, improving the connections
with local schools, parks and other neighborhood destinations. The
Plan also recommends pursuing infill development opportunities in
the neighborhood to develop pocket parks through land assembly and
acquisition, where possible.
In order for the long-term nature of the proposed project to begin
taking-shape, CRA resources will be needed to begin what may well
be a multi-year/long-term overall improvement program for the multifamily structures within the targeted area. The project area is defined as
follows: the CRA District boundary for all lands lying north of the C-13
Canal and Greenway, as illustrated in the figure on this page.
Existing Condition: Residential Neighborhoods
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Objective:
Preserve and enhance the residential character of the neighborhood through investment in public infrastructure and by establishing or promoting
programs that support investment in residential renovations and redevelopment of existing housing stock.

Action Strategies:
•

Work with private property owners to devise strategies for the redevelopment or replacement of underutilized and vacant buildings. Identify
appropriate redevelopment alternatives that address the needs of the neighborhood.

•

Design and install landscape and streetscape improvements to enhance property values and for community beautification.

•

Establish residential design standards for building renovations and infill development.

•

Acquire lots or building sites, or execute land exchanges for infill development.

•

Actively pursue code enforcement including demolition of dilapidated structures. Parcels that become available as a result of the demolition may be
used for infill housing development or neighborhood parks.

•

Enhance pedestrian safety by employing a combination of traffic calming measures such as reduced speed limits, better signage, and the use of
elevated decorative crosswalks at primary intersections and the installation of sidewalks where none exists presently.

•

Initiate community-based activities involving the youth and public safety staff to generate support and participation in local anti-crime programs and
improve public relations with the staff.

•

Continue to work with the City and neighborhood associations to conduct neighborhood planning exercises on a periodic basis to determine the
specific needs of each neighborhood within the Redevelopment Area.

•

Establishment of a Residential Façade Improvement Program as an incentive for property owners to paint, landscape and to improve the overall
market appeal and value of the homes in the immediate area.

•

Installation of Oriole Estates Neighborhood and school facility gateway features

Continue the public realm improvements to further beautify and
stabalize the neighborhoods, while at the same time encourage private
realm improvements through grant programs.

adopted november 2009
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Industrial Park

Community Concerns and Priorities
•

Unsightly outdoor material display

•

Antiquated site design

•

Unattractive street frontage

Assets
•

High occupancy rate

•

Provide employment and contribute to the tax
base of the city

•

Diverse range of businesses

•

Note: the Lauderdale Lakes Industrial Park is
located adjacent to the 22-acre commercially
zoned “Tarragon Site” which presents the
opportunity for future industrial park expansion.

The industrial park is located at the southeast edge of the City. It
is also included in the Broward County Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ).
The industrial park is a unique asset to the community as a major
employment center within the City that has been operated at high
occupancy rate. The existing tenants consist of a diverse mix of users:
car repair, home modeling services, manufacturing, offices etc. The
current condition of the industrial district presents several issues,
including poor visual appearance associated with open storage, exterior
work space, and inefficient use of available space.
The Plan acknowledges the economic importance of the industrial
establishments for the redevelopment area, while at the same time calls
for the sustainable development to improve the long-term viability of
the businesses and improve the physical conditions of the properties
to become more compatible with the residential neighborhoods. This
can be accomplished through property clean-up, code enforcement,
and the establishment of appropriate development regulations to create
adequate buffering for industrial uses. The Plan calls for an upgrade of
the industrial park, establish clean industry standards and attract hightech or eco-industrial developments, and strengthen the links between
industry and community.
Maintaining a stable core of employment generating businesses and
availability of a skilled workforce is pivotal in creating a sustainable
community that ensures economic opportunities for all residents.
The Plan seeks to maximize employment opportunities by devising
strategies to retain and attract businesses to the redevelopment area,
expanding training and mentorship opportunities, and increasing job
accessibility for area residents. Particularly, the Plan calls for pursuing
new businesses in green industries and provide training for green
collar jobs. Federal funding and other grants are available for workforce
training programs targeted to veterans, displaced workers, at-risk youth,
and families in extreme poverty. These programs will train people for
jobs like installing solar panels and weatherization. The redevelopment
area possesses a strong industrial base, which has the advantage
and potential to be upgraded to green industry, employing local trained
workforce and capitalizing on the new wave of investment and economic
growth.

Objective:
Enhance and clean up the industrial district to minimize the conflicts
between industrial use and residential use and better integrated
into the community.

Action Strategies:
•

Enhance the visual appeal of the industrial park and
create a more distinct identity.

•

Partner with developers and property owners to explore
reuse alternatives for vacant industrial properties.

•

Utilize TIF funds to finance site preparation, building
rehabilitation and public realm improvements.

•

Establish clean industry standards and develop incentives
to attract high-tech or eco-industrial businesses.

•

Promote green industries and training programs for
green-collar jobs; Seek grants for green-collar job
training.

•

Encourage transition of existing manufacturing jobs to
green industries (e.g. repairing hybrid cars, building
green rooftops and solar panels, refining waste oil into
biodiesel)

•

Strengthen links between industry and community in
areas of job training, apprenticeship, local employment
programs, etc.

Existing Condition: Industrial Park
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Special Project: Industrial Park frontage and N.W. 31st Avenue Iimprovement

Special Topic: Green Collar Jobs
The term “green-collar jobs” generally refers to

Proposed improvements for the frontage of
Industrial Park and N.W. 31st Avenue include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Existing Condition

Median landscaping
Shade trees
Wide sidewalk
Street lighting
Streetwall or trellis with landscaping
Industrial Park façade improvement
Upgrade signage

family-supporting jobs that contribute significantly

• Public transit jobs related to driving, maintenance, and repair

to preserving or enhancing environmental quality.

• Recycling and reuse

Defined more by industry than occupation, they

• Small businesses producing products from recycled materials

reside primarily in the sectors that make up the

• Solar installation

clean energy economy—efficiency, renewables,

• Tree cutting and pruning

alternative transportation, and fuels.

• Peri-urban and urban agriculture
• Water retrofits to increase water efficiency and conservation

There’s already a huge green economy developing. In 2006

• Whole home performance, including attic insulation,

renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies generated

weatherization, etc.

8.5 million new jobs, nearly $970 billion in revenue, and more than
$100 billion in industry profits. According to the National Renewable

Green collar jobs can provide a career ladder for the population

Energy Lab, the major barriers to a more rapid adoption of

without high education attainment. For example, some workers

renewable energy and energy efficiency in America are insufficient

might start at $10 an hour inspecting homes for energy-efficient

skills and training. In December 2007, former President George W.

light bulbs. Then they might become $18-an-hour workers installing

Bush signed the Green Jobs Act to train workers for green collar

solar panels and eventually $25-an-hour solar-team managers.

jobs. It authorizes $125 million for workforce training programs

Eventually they might become $40-an-hour electricians or

targeted to veterans, displaced workers, at-risk youth, and families

carpenters who do energy-minded renovations.

in extreme poverty. It will train people for jobs like installing solar
panels and weatherization. President Obama has committed to

New funding opportunities for green jobs training are abundant. For

spend $150 billion over 10 years to create 5 million new green-collar

example, a grant from the Living Cities initiative will award up to

jobs. jobs in renewable-energy and energy-efficiency industries

$300,000 to collaborative efforts in green jobs training programs.

could grow to as many as 40 million by 2030, according to a

Funds will be given to private/public partnerships that prepare

November report commissioned by the American Solar Energy

workers for employment in energy efficiency, retrofitting, renewable

Society.

energy, and/or green building.

Below is a list of example green collar jobs in specific sectors:
• Energy retrofits to increase energy efficiency and conservation
• Green building
• Green waste composting on a large scale
• Hauling and reuse of construction materials and debris (C&D)
• Hazardous materials clean-up
• Landscaping
• Manufacturing jobs related to large scale production of appropriate
technologies (i.e. solar panels, bike cargo systems, green waste
bins, etc.)
• Materials reuse
• Non-toxic household cleaning in residential and commercial
buildings
• Parks and open space expansion and maintenance

Photo Simulation of proposed improvements
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Capital
Improvements

Capital investment in improvement projects, including pedestriantargeted improvements, will help to achieve the goals and desires of the
City of Lauderdale Lakes. It is through such projects that the Community
Redevelopment Agency (CRA) will enhance the functional and aesthetic
quality of the redevelopment area and provide the basis for leveraging
private redevelopment investment. The table at right presents a list of
proposed capital projects and programs that could be pursued by the
CRA to implement the recommendations of this Redevelopment Plan.
The strategies herein are divided into short-term (within 5 years),
mid-term (5 to 10 years), and long range (+10 years) time horizons to
help facilitate budgeting and provide a guide to what projects may be
considered a higher priority at first. It is important to note that these
proposed capital improvement strategies are not a pledge of expenditure
of funds on a given project in a given year. Actual funding allocations
will be determined annually through the City’s budget process. Also,
as years pass, priorities may change and the capital improvement
strategies may need to be amended to reflect that. City funds can be
used to leverage grants and commercial financing to accomplish a
substantial number of capital improvements and planning activities. With
successful revitalization, the CRA should see a substantial increase
in the tax base and realize a healthy return on its investment through
increased ad valorem tax revenues, sales tax receipts and other
formulated revenue sharing programs.
The Redevelopment Plan contains several projects consisting of public,
private and joint public/ private efforts that may take up to twenty years
to complete. It is essential that the CRA incorporates a sound project
implementation strategy when identifying priorities. The community
should understand that the CRA will be pursuing multiple elements of
the Redevelopment Plan at all times, and it is important to note that the
summary of capital implementation strategies on this page is flexible in
nature. It is the best estimate of project costs based on a measure of the
order of magnitude for projects in relation to anticipated revenues. As
a matter of practice the City will continue to prepare annual budgets as
well as establish five-year and long-range work programs for budgetary
and administrative purposes. Ultimately project costs will be refined
during the design and construction phase of any given project.
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Table 2.1 Five Year Capital Improvements Budget Lauderdale Lakes CRA

Project Description

FY 2009-10

FY 2010-11

1A. Develop Form-based Codes and Revise Land Development
Regulations for CRA target area

TBD

$50,000

1B. Comprehensive Plan Amendments

TBD

1C. Lauderdale Marketplace/ Transit Hub Master Plan

TBD

1D. N.W. 31st Avenue Realignment Concept Plan

TBD

FY 2011-12

FY 2012-13

FY 2013-14

TBD

TBD

1. Planning

2. Design Development, Construction Documentation and
Permitting
2A. Oakland Park Boulevard Streetscape

$50,000

2B. NW 31st Avenue Realignment

$50,000

2C. Lauderdale Marketplace/ Transit Hub

TBD

2D. C-13 Greenway Trailhead Park

$50,000

2E. Neighborhood Park In-fill (NW 31st Avenue)

$50,000

2F. Industrial Park

TBD

$20,000

3. Construction
3A. NW 31st Avenue Realignment

$100,000

3B. Oakland Park Boulevard Streetscape

$100,000

3C. Lauderdale Marketplace/ Transit Hub

TBD

3D. C-13 Greenway Trailhead Park

$17,500

3E. Neighborhood Park In-fill (NW 31st Avenue)

TBD

TBD
TBD

3F. CRA Streetscape/Corridor Improvement

$1,200,000

$200,000

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

3G. Façade Improvement, Property Clean-Up and Home Renovation
Grants and Incentives (on-going)

$2,000,000

$100,000

$100,000

$100,000

$100,000

4A. Lauderdale Marketplace/ Transit Hub

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

4B. N.W. 31st Avenue Reallignment

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

$3,367,500

$620,000

$150,000

$150,000

$150,000

4. Land Acquistion and Site Assemblage

Total
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Table 2.2 Detailed Description: 5 Year Capital Improvement Projects, Lauderdale Lakes CRA

Projects

Description

Funding Source

1. PLANNING
1A. Develop Form-based Codes and Revise
Land Development Regulations

Develop Form-Based Codes. Develop Administrative Procedures for review of development proposals in accordance with the
Form Based Codes. Create expedited development approval process. Assess staff resources to review new developments
based on modified land development regulations or retain the services of an architect/ planner on record to assist property
owners. Prepare a “regulatory audit” to identify barriers in the existing regulations that discourage transit oriented compact
development patterns.

TIF / General Fund

1B. Comprehensive Plan Amendments

Amend Comprehensive Plan to incorporate recommendations contained in the Downtown Master Plan and revised Land
Development Regulations consistent with regulatory timeframes established by the Florida Department of Community Affairs

General Fund / TIF

1C. Lauderdale Marketplace/ Transit Hub Master
Plan

Conduct study to determine the feasibility for a transit hub. Initiate discussions with Broward County and FDOT. Initiate dialogue
with current property owners and the community to discuss the intent, phasing, and redevelopment possibilities. Prepare
master plan based on community input, transit program needs and market conditions. Consider solicitation of master developer
for Town Center area redevelopment

TIF/ General Fund/ CDBG/ FDOT/ ARRSP

1D. N.W. 31st Avenue Realignment Concept Plan

Initiate discussions with Broward County School Board. Initiate dialogue with current property owners, Broward County,
Broward School Board and the community to discuss the intent, phasing, and land acquisition and easement possibilities.
Prepare master plan based on stakeholder input.

TIF/ General Fund/ KAB/ CDBG/ FDOT/ TEP/
FRDAP/ UFG/ RTP/ HBG

2. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT, CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTATION, AND PERMITTING

CDBG- Community Development Block Grant
SHIP- State Housing Initiatives Partnership
KAB- Keep America Beautiful
SBA- Small Business Administration Tree Planting Grant
FDOT- Florida Department of Transportation
FRDAP- Florida Recreation Development Assistance Program
FCT- Florida Communities Trust
LWCF- Land and Water Conservation Fund
UFG- Urban Forestry Grant
RTP- Florida Recreational Trails Program
MSBU- Municipal Service Benefi t Unit
TPL- Trust for Public Land
HBG- Highway Beautification Grant
TEP- Transportation Enhancement Program
ARRSP- the American Recovery and Reinvestment Stimulus Plan
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2A. West Oakland Park Boulevard Streetscape

Develop construction documents including construction cost estimates and technical specifications and drawings for bidding.

Infrastructure Tax/ Impact Fees/ FDOT/ TIF/ CDBG/
General Fund/ SBA/ KAB/ ARRSP/ Private Sector
Contribution

2B. NW 31st Avenue Realignment

Develop construction documents including construction cost estimates and technical specifications and drawings for bidding.

TIF/ General Fund/ KAB/ CDBG/ FDOT/ TEP/
FRDAP/ UFG/ RTP/ FLP/ HBG

2C. Lauderdale Marketplace/ Transit Hub/ Town
Center area

Undertake a detailed design development study to fully integrate the appropriate phasing of all proposed elements including,
but not limited to: (1) Design development of the transit hub; (2) Design development and phasing of the residential,
commercial, office and other desired uses as identified by the feasibility and programmatic study; and (4) Preliminary
construction cost estimate.

TIF/ General Fund/ ESP/CDBG/FDOT

2D. C-13 Greenway Trailhead Park

Develop construction documents including construction cost estimates and technical specifications and drawings for bidding.

FDOT/ TIF/ CDBG/ General Fund/ SBA/ KAB/
FRDAP/ LWCF/ RN/ FIND/ FBIP

2E. Neighborhood Park In-fill (NW 31st Avenue)

Develop construction documents including construction cost estimates and technical specifications and drawings for bidding.

FDOT/ TIF/ CDBG/ General Fund/ SBA/ KAB/
FRDAP/ LWCF/ RN/ FIND/ FBIP

2F. Industrial Park

Develop construction documents including construction cost estimates and technical specifications and drawings for bidding,
and promote participation in Commercial Facade Improvement Program

TIF/ CDBG/ SBA/ KAB
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Table 2.2 Detailed Description: 5 Year Capital Improvement Projects, Lauderdale Lakes CRA (continued)

Projects

Description

Funding Source

3. CONSTRUCTION
3A. NW 31st Avenue Realignment

Construction phase

Infrastructure Tax/ Impact Fees/ FDOT/ TIF/ CDBG/
General Fund/ SBA/ KAB/ ARRSP/ Broward County/
Broward County School Board

3B. West Oakland Park Boulevard Streetscape

Construction phase

Infrastructure Tax/ Impact Fees/ FDOT/ TIF/ CDBG/
General Fund/ SBA/ KAB/ ARRSP/ Private Sector
Contribution

3C. Lauderdale Marketplace/ Transit Hub

Construction phase

TIF/ General Fund/ ESP/CDBG/FDOT/ ARRSP

3D. C-13 Greenway Trailhead Park

Construction phase

TIF/ CDBG/ General Fund/ SBA/ KAB/FRDAP/
LWCF

3E. Neighborhood Park In-fill (NW 31st Avenue)

Construction phase

TIF/ CDBG/ General Fund/ SBA/ KAB/FRDAP/
LWCF

3F. CRA Streetscape/Corridor Improvement

Design and Construction of identified gateways. Directional Signage, Landscaping, Neighborhood markers.

TIF/ General Fund/ KAB/ CDBG/ FDOT/ TEP

3G. Façade Improvement, Property Clean-Up
and Home Renovation Grants and Incentives
(on-going)

Pursue façade improvement and property upkeeping for eligible commercial and residential properties

CDBG/ Infrastructure Tax/ Impact Fees/ TIF/ SHIP

Site assemblage of properties for the proposed transit hub facility

TIF (supported with conventional financing)/ ARRSP

Site assemblage of properties pursuant to the realignment design

TIF (supported with conventional financing)/
Broward County/ Broward County School Board

4. LAND ACQUISITION AND SITE ASSEMBLAGE
4A. Lauderdale Marketplace/ Transit Hub
4B. N.W. 31st Avenue Reallignment

CDBG- Community Development Block Grant
SHIP- State Housing Initiatives Partnership
KAB- Keep America Beautiful
SBA- Small Business Administration Tree Planting Grant
FDOT- Florida Department of Transportation
FRDAP- Florida Recreation Development Assistance Program
FCT- Florida Communities Trust
LWCF- Land and Water Conservation Fund
UFG- Urban Forestry Grant
RTP- Florida Recreational Trails Program
MSBU- Municipal Service Benefi t Unit
TPL- Trust for Public Land
HBG- Highway Beautification Grant
TEP- Transportation Enhancement Program
ARRSP- the American Recovery and Reinvestment Stimulus Plan
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Table 2.3 6+ Years Capital Improvements Budget,
Lauderdale Lakes CRA

Table 2.4 Detailed Description: 6+ Years Capital Improvement Projects, Lauderdale Lakes CRA

Projects

Project Description
1. Planning
1A. Reef Plaza Redevelopment Plan

1A. Reef Plaza Redevelopment Plan

Initiate discussions with Broward County and FDOT. Initiate dialogue with current property owners and the community
to discuss the intent, phasing, and redevelopment possibilities. Prepare master plan based on community input, transit
program needs and market conditions. Consider solicitation of master developer for Town Center district.

TIF/ General Fund/ CDBG/ FDOT

1B. Lakes Mall Redevelopment Plan

Initiate discussions with Broward County and FDOT. Initiate dialogue with current property owners and the community
to discuss the intent, phasing, and redevelopment possibilities. Prepare master plan based on community input, transit
program needs and market conditions. Consider solicitation of master developer for Town Center district.

TIF/ General Fund/ CDBG/ FDOT

1C. V.T. Memorial Park Expansion/ Recreation
Center Master Plan

Conduct study to determine programmatic needs for the Recreation Center. Initiate dialogue with the community to
discuss the recreational needs, phasing, and expansion or redevelopment possibilities.

TIF/ CDBG/ General Fund/ SBA/ KAB/
FRDAP/ LWCF/ RN/ FIND/ FBIP

1D. City-wide Multi-Use Trail Master Plan

Initiate discussions with FDOT. Initiate dialogue with current property owners and the community to discuss the intent,
phasing, and land acquisition and easement possibilities. Prepare master plan based on the community input.

TIF/ General Fund/ KAB/ CDBG/ FDOT/
TEP/FRDAP/ UFG/ RTP/ FLP/ HBG

1D. City-wide Multi-Use Trail Master Plan
2. Design Development, Construction Documentation and
Permitting
2A. Reef Plaza Redevelopment
2B. Lakes Mall Redevelopment

Funding Source

1. PLANNING

1B. Lakes Mall Redevelopment Plan
1C. V.T. Memorial Park Expansion/ Recreation Center Master Plan

Description

2C. V.T. Memorial Park Expansion/ Recreation Center

2. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT, CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTATION AND PERMITTING

2D. City-wide Multi-Use Trail

2A. Reef Plaza Redevelopment

Undertake a detailed design development study to fully integrate the appropriate phasing of all proposed elements
including, but not limited to: (1) Design development of the project; (2) Design development and phasing of the
residential, commercial, office and other desired uses as identified by the feasibility and programmatic study; and (4)
Preliminary construction cost estimate. Consider solicitation of master developer for Town Center district.

TIF/ General Fund/ FCT/ FRDAP/ MSBU/
TPL/ ARRSP

2B. Lakes Mall Redevelopment

Undertake a detailed design development study to fully integrate the appropriate phasing of all proposed elements
including, but not limited to: (1) Design development of the project; (2) Design development and phasing of the
residential, commercial, office and other desired uses as identified by the feasibility and programmatic study; and (4)
Preliminary construction cost estimate. Consider solicitation of master developer for Town Center district.

TIF/ General Fund/ FCT/ FRDAP/ MSBU/
TPL/ ARRSP

3E. Façade Improvement, Property Clean-Up and Home Renovation
Grants and Incentives (on-going)

2C. V.T. Memorial Park Expansion/ Recreation
Center

Develop construction documents including construction cost estimates and technical specifications and drawings for
bidding.

TIF/ General Fund/ KAB/ CDBG/ FDOT/
TEP/FRDAP/ UFG/ RTP/ FLP/ HBG

3F. Gateways (on-going)

2D. City-wide Multi-Use Trail

Initiate design development phase for the system. Develop construction documents including construction cost
estimates and technical specifications and drawings for bidding.

TIF/ General Fund/ KAB/ CDBG/ FDOT/
TEP/FRDAP/ UFG/ RTP/ FLP/ HBG/ Private
Sector Contribution

3A. Reef Plaza Redevelopment Construction

Construction phase

TIF/ General Fund/ FCT/ FRDAP/ MSBU/
TPL/ ARRSP

3B. Lakes Mall Redevelopment Construction

Construction phase

TIF/ General Fund/ FCT

3C. V.T. Memorial Park Expansion/ Recreation
Center

Construction phase

FDOT/ TIF/ CDBG/ General Fund/ SBA/
KAB/FRDAP/ LWCF

3D. City-wide Multi-Use Trail (on-going)

Construction phase

TIF/ General Fund/ KAB/ CDBG/ FDOT/
TEP/FRDAP/ UFG/ RTP/ FLP/ HBG/ Private
Sector Contribution

3E. Façade Improvement, Property Clean-Up
and Home Renovation Grants and Incentives
(on-going)

Construction and renovation

TIF/ CDBG/ SHIP/ SBA/ FCT

3F. CRA Streetscape/Corridor Improvement

Design and Construction of identified gateways. Directional Signage, Landscaping, Neighborhood markers.

TIF/ General Fund/ KAB/ CDBG/ FDOT/ TEP

3. Construction
3A. Reef Plaza Redevelopment Construction
3B. Lakes Mall Redevelopment Construction
3C. V.T. Memorial Park Expansion/ Recreation Center
3D. City-wide Multi-Use Trail

3. CONSTRUCTION

CDBG- Community Development Block Grant
SHIP- State Housing Initiatives Partnership
KAB- Keep America Beautiful
SBA- Small Business Administration Tree Planting Grant
FDOT- Florida Department of Transportation
FRDAP- Florida Recreation Development Assistance Program
FCT- Florida Communities Trust
LWCF- Land and Water Conservation Fund
UFG- Urban Forestry Grant
RTP- Florida Recreational Trails Program
MSBU- Municipal Service Benefi t Unit
TPL- Trust for Public Land
HBG- Highway Beautification Grant
TEP- Transportation Enhancement Program
ARRSP- the American Recovery and Reinvestment Stimulus Plan
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PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of the Redevelopment Plan will require the coordinated
efforts of the City, the CRA, other government agencies, local business
organizations, property owners, and residents. These efforts will be
coupled with the employment of various organizational, legal, funding
and promotional techniques to successfully implement the program. This
section of the Redevelopment Plan sets forth a process to realize the
economic development, planning and design objectives that have been
devised for the redevelopment area

• Support the redevelopment mission and insure implementation of
scheduled projects.
• Commit to making the necessary public improvements identified in
the Redevelopment Plan.
• Provide necessary staffing and administrative support to properly
implement the Redevelopment Plan.
• Enhance public safety through application of CRA resources where
necessary and appropriate

Private Sector

Leadership

Organizational Roles and Relationships

Successful implementation hinges upon close cooperation and
coordination between private and public groups and agencies requiring
strong and determined leadership. While leadership is a highly
intangible quality, it is the single most important factor for successful
implementation of the redevelopment plan. This leadership must come
from both the public and private sectors. The leadership of the Mayor,
City Commission, CRA, City Manager and staff in the City of Lauderdale
Lakes has been outstanding thus far. City leaders have brought the vision
of their community to the threshold of positive change. Perseverance
will be required when deliberating future policy decisions related to the
implementation of the Redevelopment Plan in accordance with Florida
Statues (F.S.) 163 Part III.

To have a successful redevelopment program, the CRA must
maintain lines of communication between all sectors and facets of the
community. The planning process has re-established relationships
between key players in this effort, but has not fully developed roles and
responsibilities. The City and CRA must maintain the organizational
framework and institutional relationships to facilitate effective
redevelopment activities in cooperation with area businesses, residents
and community representatives. A network of relationships must be
nurtured to provide focus on the redevelopment effort to maximize the
use of available resources and to avoid duplication of responsibilities
enabling effective program implementation. The City, CRA and their
staff must work cooperatively with other jurisdictions, including, but
not limited to the State, FDOT, Broward County, the Broward County
School Board, Broward County Sheriff’s Office, and any other local,
state or federal agencies.

Private-sector leadership can come from local banks, real estate
development entrepreneurs, and property owners within the community.
Local banks may provide financing for private developments and
establishing a consortium to provide a revolving loan pool at below
market interest rate. This activity may provide an opportunity for these
financial institutions to meet their goals with respect to the Community
Reinvestment Act that is designed to provide capacity building support
and financial assistance for the revitalization of low and moderate income
communities. Additionally, the CRA should connect with companies
dedicated to investing in local communities. A number of companies
actively invest in several communities across Florida with a mission of
enhancing the quality of life for the community. First Union Corporation
(Northwest Florida, Lee County) and the Corporate Partners Program
(St. Petersburg) are examples of programs that involve corporate
investment in community development. Similar companies may exist
in Broward County. However, in order to encourage private investment,
the right set of conditions must be in place that facilitate investment and
help reduce risk. Creating new business incubators and working closely
with interested property owners to develop and/or redevelop vacant land
and structures in accordance with the community’s overall vision for the
Redevelopment Area’s future growth is a recommended start.

City Commission/Agency Board/Staff
The Mayor and City Commissioners and the CRA are the leaders of
the redevelopment program and must assume this role with vitality and
enthusiasm. City leaders and staff members must support the program’s
activities and provide a well-devised management system to carry out
the Redevelopment Plan. They will be responsible for establishing the
administrative, financial and programmatic mechanisms necessary
to achieve the goals and objectives of the Redevelopment Plan. They
should establish policies that support the principles described in this Plan
and concentrate on the following actions throughout the redevelopment
process.
• Provide commitment of public policy and resources for the
redevelopment effort.
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Community Organizations

Strong CRA participation with private property owners, developers and
tenants are the principle basis for new development and any related
financial investment in all redevelopment projects. The private sector
ultimately carries the burden of funding the redevelopment program,
therefore a positive development environment must be established to
capture private investment in an increasingly competitive market.

Active community organizations are potentially available to engage the
community and implement the various elements of the Redevelopment
Plan. The CRA should continue to form strategic partnership and
work closely with the community organizations to capitalize on their
strengths and outreach capacity. Active involvement of the community
organizations can aid in organizing community-wide efforts to address
the needs in historic preservation, economic development, social
service, and marketing and promoting the community on an on-going
basis is strongly encourage in implementing the Plan.
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Redevelopment
Project
Implementation

In attempting to attract investment from private developers, the CRA will
target strategic development projects, solicit developers, then negotiate
a public/private development agreement. The agreement sets forth
terms and conditions involving the disposition of land, the nature of the
prospective development, City/CRA contributions, the site plan, project
schedule and other conditions pertaining to the project. Following are
fundamental components in this process:
• Contact affected property owners to determine their level of interest in
participating in proposed redevelopment activities.
• Master plan targeted public/private projects, such as the reinforcing
positive aspects of existing activity and providing attractive
combinations of building masses and open spaces. These plans can
then be used to illustrate the CRA’s intention for the site, facilitating
proforma analysis when soliciting interest from the private sector.
• Utilize “Best Practices” policies and procedures for developer
solicitation and form strong public/private development agreements
to enable strategic development on selected projects.

Site Assembly
One of the functions of the CRA is site assembly, clearance and relocation
and policymaking relative to implementing the Redevelopment Plan.
Through site assembly clearance and relocation activities, land can be
provided at a price that is an incentive for private redevelopment. The
CRA must also plan and coordinate other revitalization activities such as
public improvement projects and public infrastructure improvements.
Site assembly is a vital function in creating new development in the
redevelopment area. In the case of Lauderdale Lakes the principal
opportunity for dramatic change lies in new development, in coordination
with major infrastructure improvements, business rehabilitation and
streetscape improvements. Site assembly can be used for the future
purposes of land trades, creating development partnerships. Recent
court decisions and legislative actions have eliminated the use of eminent
domain for site assembly for the purposes of redevelopment. Therefore
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all land acquisition must be through cooperative sales. The CRA can
facilitate land cost write downs if land acquisition expenses by the
private sector become too exorbitant.
Another strategy for the assembly of land for redevelopment projects
and to attract new investment is the aggregation of lands under a
master agreement between multiple land owners. Under this strategy a
Master Developer is solicited to bring forth the redevelopment strategy
under land lease agreements signed by the property owners. Through
project completion and/or land purchase by new owners, land lease
payments compensate each property owner as sites are assembled,
refinanced and brought through the redevelopment process under the
master development agreement that carries a defined site development
plan and implementation schedule agreed upon by all parties.

Anticipated Redevelopment Activities
Activities that encourage development and redevelopment in the
redevelopment area are dependent upon an effective organizational
framework to maximize available resources and ensure potential
private developers that the City/CRA is committed to enhancing the
viability of Lauderdale Lakes. The key to implementing redevelopment
activities rests with the cooperative efforts of property owners, business
people, developers, Broward County Sheriff’s Office, the CRA and City
of Lauderdale Lakes.
Clear delineation of responsibilities is essential for successful
implementation. With assignment of responsibilities, elements such
as those outlined in the Redevelopment Plan can be applied to affect
changes and manage redevelopment. In addition, detailed elements
can be modified or refined, as changing conditions dictate, by the
responsible group or groups. The key ingredient to this process
is coordination among groups to develop a dynamic process that
confronts and resolves issues proactively rather than potentially
reacting inappropriately to changing conditions.
Implementation functions consist of both financing and non-financing
considerations, with both areas equally as important. Non-financing

considerations deal with the sometimes complex organizing efforts and
ensuring that use of resources is maximized and that revitalization is
conducted in a positive and reinforcing manner. Non-financing functions
are briefly discussed below with financing strategies discussed in the
following section.

Capital Improvements
Capital improvements can include major infrastructure items such as
street improvement and upgrading utilities. Also, capital improvements
can include a variety of revitalization items such as facade improvements,
landscaping, streetscaping, etc. as well as new parks and trails
construction. In the case of Lauderdale Lakes, the principal requirements
appear to be additional parks and public facilities, general landscape and
streetscape treatments throughout the redevelopment area, gateways ,
site assembly and transportation enhancements.

Standards and Controls
Standards and controls are beneficial to assure developers and tenants
that quality development will occur. The City/CRA should work with the
community to update its Standards and Controls through implementation
of a unified land development code with an article devoted fostering the
Lauderdale Lakes redevelopment. The additional Design Standards and
design principles recommended by this plan will continue to enhance the
redevelopment area’s appearance and to stimulate private investment in
the redevelopment area.

Marketing
Marketing takes two forms. Securing qualified developers and anchor
tenants is required for new development. Site disposition is directly
related to this activity. Second, general promotion is primarily keyed to
the proposed mixed use town center area and the Lauderdale Lakes
redevelopment area, involving a variety of media and event type
activities. CRA should form active partnership with the City and hire
a Marketing Specialist to develop creative and aggressive marketing
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strategy capitalizing on the area’s assets and highlighting the proposed
improvements to attract private sector investment.

Promotion and Communication
The CRA, the City and staff should work with area residents, property
owners, and businesses to establish channels of communication that
foster support for the redevelopment effort and facilitate program
implementation. CRA should provide public information concerning all
aspects of the redevelopment program throughout the process using
venues such as newsletters, radio, television, newspapers, the Internet,
the CRA sponsorship of cultural and entertainment activities, as well
as presentations to neighbourhood and civic organization meetings to
generate public support.

Technical Assistance
This function primarily involves providing technical assistance to existing
and prospective businesses and property owners in the redevelopment
area such as assistance in loan applications, architectural design,
business operations, etc. The CRA should work in conjunction with the City
of Lauderdale Lakes and Broward County to provide technical assistance
and facilitate business needs.

Physical Development
The construction of new facilities and rehabilitation of older facilities.
Physical development is dependent upon several factors, the most
important of which is the ability to effectively rehabilitate existing
facilities and to attract and integrate new development in concert with a
comprehensive redevelopment plan.

Development Incentives
To further stimulate private investment the CRA can provide development
incentives through various means ,including: facade, landscape, signage
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or property improvement grants; payment of impact fees; provision of
site specific infrastructure improvements to address any deficiencies;
participation in environmental clean-up of contaminated sites, flexibility
in the application of land use restrictions and increasing intensity of
site use, flexible parking regulations, grants or low interest loans for life
safety improvements. Joint business support ventures such as district
business identification signage or centralized marketing strategies and
participation in public private partnerships to leverage private investment
in redevelopment should also be developed to achieve agreed design
and development goals.

Finance and Management
Tax Increment Funds
Community redevelopment will not be successful without funding through
tax increment financing. Therefore the ultimate goal of the redevelopment
program is to increase the tax base to generate additional revenue for
capital improvements and services through implementation of projects and
programs, as described in this Plan. Managed effectively, tax increment
resources can be leveraged to enable the undertaking of substantial
public and private sector improvements. With this in mind, the following
finance and management practices should be employed.
• Coordinate with the City Manager, Finance Director and other
Department Directors to strategically devise annual operating and
capital improvements budgets to maximize the use of anticipated tax
increment revenues in accordance with this Plan.
• Coordinate with appropriate County, State and other public officials
which may be sponsoring capital improvements in the District to
maximize the leveraging of Redevelopment Agency resources.
• Through the use of tax increment financing and other funding sources,
infrastructure improvements such as water, sanitary sewer, electrical,
telephone, cable, parking, internet and stormwater conveyance
systems should be designed and constructed with the capacity to
meet future demand based on the future land use activities identified
in the Redevelopment Plan.

• The CRA should leverage tax increment revenues through grants,
commercial loans, or other financial mechanisms to expedite the
completion of projects.
• Based on revenue projections contained in the Redevelopment
Plan, the CRA, should consider short-term interim project financing,
and periodic long-term bond financing where consistent with the
Plan.
• The CRA should work with area banks and bond counsels to
research bond feasibility for financing major public facilities through
the City and/or the CRA.
• The CRA should work with area financial institutions to develop
favourable loan programs for private sector development and
property rehabilitation projects.
• The CRA should work existing businesses to assist in their
relocation or expansion.
• The CRA should create financing programs to encourage job
creation.
• The CRA should routinely undertake project proforma analysis on
proposed development and redevelopment projects to determine
projected revenues and devise strategies to maximize the use
of these resources on a site-specific project or on an area wide
programmatic basis.
• The CRA should seek to maximize the leverage of private funding
with available CRA resources to achieve Plan objectives.

Debt Financing
This method essentially requires a city to sell General Obligation Bonds
or otherwise borrow money to be repaid from an annual automatic
lien on the general fund. Or a community can pay for its infrastructure
in the same way a person borrows money to purchase a home. In
both instances, the capital need is immediate and high, the equity
appreciation reasonably assured, and the monthly or annual principal

and interest payments generally fixed. Like all forms of infrastructure
financing, there are some disadvantages and risks. One major risk is
voter aversion to approving bond issues, which means an increase in
their property taxes.

Reserves
Reserves are those surplus funds in a local government accounting
systems that are either intentionally built up for a specific objective in
the Plan or accrue because the budget requirements were less than the
revenues collected. By having sufficient reserves, a municipality does not
have to try to sell bonds or borrow capital improvement funds. Reserves
are difficult to project.

Binding Development Agreements
Binding development agreements involve the guaranteed construction of
public improvements, but only after private revitalization actively reaches
a certain point. This provides incentive for the developer while ensuring
both parties, the CRA and the developer, that desired private development
will take place along with public improvements. A recognizable schedule
of funding can be determined with this strategy and can be selectively
implemented, usually on a block-by-block or project-by project basis.

Private Investment
Generally, this is the single most important source in revitalization, if
successful revitalization is to occur, private investment usually must
exceed public funding by three to four fold. Such funding takes the form
of equity investment and conventional real estate loans.

Public/Private Partnerships
The negotiation and structural terms of public private partnerships should
be established to meet Plan objectives and all terms of the agreement
should be memoralized in a development agreement and accompanied
by a site plan and project time line.
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Project Equity Position

Mortgage Write-Downs

Food/Vegetable Vendors

Volunteer Programs

When the CRA takes an equity position in a project, the CRA contributes
cash or land to the project with a return in the form of profit sharing. This
CRA participation has the effect of reducing developer costs and can be
used for projects such as redevelopment and parking structures.

Mortgage write downs by the CRA is a method usually used to encourage
residential development and home ownership in the downtown area.
Funds from the CRA are offered to qualified potential home buyers
(low-moderate income, first time buyers, etc.) to increase their down
payment, thereby decreasing mortgage payments. The CRA usually
takes an ownership interest in the dwelling for a predetermined period
of time to guarantee against misuse of the funds.

Another potential source of rental income to support local programs
and facilities.

Many park and recreation agencies have special fundraisers on an
annual basis to help cover the costs of specific programs and/or capital
projects.

The use of volunteers to do clerical work and programming can be a
useful tool in augmenting the staffing levels. Volunteer programs should
be formalized and include background checks, regular schedules, job
descriptions and evaluations to assure the safety of the clientele and the
quality of the volunteers. It should be recognized that the development
of a formalized process would require considerable work by the Parks
and Recreation and Human Resources staff; however, in the long run, it
would be a useful tool in helping augment recreation staff.

Corporate Sponsorships

Grants and Potential Funding Sources

This revenue-funding source allows corporations to invest in the
development or enhancement of additional programs in the City.
Sponsorships are also used for special events.

State and federal grants have long been a source of funds for public
improvement and environmental restoration projects. Sources that have
been used by other cities to fund recreational programs include the
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), FCT, and FRDAP.

Leasing
City-owned land, buildings, equipment, etc. can be leased to developers
for projects. For the developer, this eliminates the need for capital
investment in land, buildings, etc. or debt service on money borrowed to
finance the purchase of such things as land, building, and equipment. The
city receives lease payments which are deductible from the developer’s
income tax. The lease may also constitute a purchase option.

Public Improvements in conjunction with Private Sector
Development
The CRA can offer public improvement activities such as street
improvements, vacations, streetscaping, parking development, open space
development, and utility hook-ups as a way of stimulating or responding
to private investment. These improvements are usually funded through
the City’s Capital Improvement Plan or program, using sources such as
property assessments, general funds and tax increment finances.

Joint Ventures
In real estate syndication ventures, the CRA can contribute equity capital
to a project. This has the effect of reducing equity requirements from
the developer and/or reducing the amount which must be debt serviced.
Through equity syndication, tax subsidy benefits can be passed on to
investors in the form of depreciation, investment tax credits, deferral of
taxes and capital gains.
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The pursuit of non CRA resources for housing development such as
SHIP and CDBG programs is strongly encouraged as well.

Special Taxing Districts
Taxing districts are established to provide funds for certain types of
improvements that benefit a specific group of affected properties.
Improvements may include landscaping, park furnishing, public art,
supplemental services for improvements and promotions and cultural
enhancements.

Facility Rentals
As the new parks and trail systems are added to the system, a fee
plan for rental facilities should be considered. The fees should be set
to cover true cost of the facility including utilities, personnel costs and
clean up, and produce revenue for the City. Picnic shelters can be used
on a first come-first served basis; however, guaranteed use can be
made through a reservation program that includes a rental and cleanup fee. Facility rental should be competitive with private facilities and
based upon adopted local policies.

Equipment Rentals
This revenue source is available through the rental of equipment such
as tables, chairs, tents, stages, bicycles, roller blades, canoes, kayaks,
sports equipment, etc.

Special Fundraisers

Foundations
These dollars are raised from tax-exempt, non-profit organizations
established with private donations in promotion of specific causes,
activities or issues. They offer a variety of means to fund capital
projects, gifts, fundraisers, endowments, etc.

Advertising
This revenue source is for the sale of appropriate advertising on park and
recreation related items such as the City’s program guide, scoreboards,
dasher boards, fences or other visible products or services that expose
the product or service to many people.

Adopt-A-Park Program
The development of a formal Adopt-A-Park program would establish
rules and guidelines of responsibilities for the adoptee. Interested
stakeholders include neighbourhood organizations, homeowners
associations, businesses, and non-profit organizations.

chapter 3 implementation
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The City of Lauderdale Lakes was incorporated on June 22, 1961. The City comprises an
area of approximately four square miles in the “heart” of Broward County, with its center at
the crossroads of State Road 7/ U.S. 441 and Oakland Park Boulevard.
At the time of incorporation, there were approximately 300 residents in the area. The original
residents were largely retirees from the northeast, primarily the New York City area. The
physical appearance of the City was vastly different than it is today. In the early 1960’s, the
community was basically rural, with most of the land used for farming and grazing. State
Road 7, then a two-lane undivided road, was the main thoroughfare through the City.
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Today, the City’s 32,000 residents represent a unique blend of diverse cultural and ethinic
characteristices. Lauderdale Lakes has become strategically situated in the middle of
Broward County, with the center at the crossroads of two of the County’s most travelled
roadways. The location presents significant opportunties for the growth of the community
through redevelopment.
Development of the Lauderdale Lakes Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA)
was initiated in 1999. The Community Redevelopment District comprises an area of
approximately 560 acres. Since 2001, the City and its Community Redevelopment Agency
have continued to experience stable economic growth and economic renewal. New
construction, new residents and an expanding business base have anchored a thriving
environment ideal for living, working, playing and investment.
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During the 1970s, the City was the focus of new commercial investment and population
growth as development was spreading westward and State Road 7 established itself as the
primary retail corridor west of I-95. The City was home to the first Sports Authority and Office
Depot in the Country. In the 1980s, however, as the region’s population growth moved further
west, investment started to leave the community or pass it by. By the late 1990s, due to the
westward development trend, diminishing investment, as well as the passing of the early
retirees who had settled there, the City’s population transitioned from being a largely white,
middle class retirement community to one that is younger and where the residents were
predominantly Caribbean and African Americans attracted by relatively affordable housing.
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Inventory
The inventory section summarizes the information collected from several sources, including
site visits, previous planning studies, and an advanced Geographic Information System
(GIS) analysis to prepare a comprehensive database used as a guiding framework for the
recommendations to be presented in this Redevelopment Plan Update.
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St. Croix Mixed Use Project

Mixed Use
The 32.98 acre mixed use development site accounts for 5.88% of the total area of the CRA.
It is the site for the planned Bella Vista Mixed-Use Center, which is partially completed at
the time of this writing. The Bella Vista project was designed to serve as a catalyst of the
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Residential
Among the 120.41 acres of residential uses within the CRA district, 48% of the land is for
single family or low to medium density residential development with a density limit of no more
than 10 units per acre, while the rest 52% of the land is used for multiple family development
with the highest density of 25 units per acre.
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Commercial
There is a total of 230.33 acres of land used for commercial purpose within the CRA district.
The majority of the commercial uses are concentrated along the area’s primary corridor, SR
7 and W. Oakland Boulevard. Development types include “big box” retail, restaurants, drug
stores, strip malls, professional offices, office park, etc.
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The existing land use data was compiled based on the GIS database of the City of Lauderdale
Lakes. As shown in the Existing Land Use Map and Table 2.1, commercial uses constitute the
largest component of the existing land use within the CRA, which accounts for 41.08% of the
land, followed by residential uses, which takes up 21.47% of the land.
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redevelopment of the CRA, and is currently planned for 541 residential
units and 16,269 square feet of commercial space. The mixed use
redevelopment pattern oat Bella Vista serves as a representative
example for future planned redevelopment of other large commercial
properties within the CRA district.

Lauderdale Lakes Marketplace

Shoppes at Oriole

Headway Office Park

Multiple family buildings on NW 31st Avenue
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Institutional
Institutional uses account for 7.99% of the total land of the CRA district.
The institutional uses are mainly constituted by faith-based organizations
and other non-profit organizations.

Table 2.2 Existing Land Use by category

Residential

Acreage

Percentage

SF

Single Family (up to 5 DU/Acre)

36.35

6.48%

LM

Low-Medium Residential (6 to 9.9 DU/Acre)

21.23

3.79%

M

Multi-Family Residential (10 to 16 DU/Acre)

42.17

7.52%

MF-1

Medium Multi-Family Residential (up to 25 DU/Acre)

20.66

3.68%

120.41

21.47%

Sub-total
Commercial
C

Commercial

216.41

38.60%

Industrial
The majority of industrial uses are concentrated in the southeast corner
of the CRA, which is the 30 acre site for the Lauderdale Lakes Industrial
Park. There are additional 13.4 acres of land used for utility purpose that
are also classified under the Industrial land use category.

PO

Professional Offices

13.92

2.48%

230.33

41.08%

32.98

5.88%

32.98

5.88%

Recreation and Open Space
Recreation and open space account for 5.62% of the total land of the
CRA. There is one community park located in the CRA, the Vincent
Torress Memorial Park, which is approximately 12 acre in size. The C-13
Greenway Trail and the SFWMD right-of-way that run across the CRA
have a total area of approximately 18.5 acres.

Institutional
44.81

7.99%

44.81

7.99%

Vacant Land
There are approximately 57 acres of vacant land within the CRA which
accounts for 10.2% of the total CRA area. It should be noted that
among these 57 acres of vacant land, approximately 22.7 acres are
controlled by the Tarragon Corporation and are planned for a mixed use
development. This planned development, Central Square, proposes
412 residential units and 37,000 square feet of retail space. The rest of
the vacant properties are relatively small in size, ranging from 0.7 acre
to 5.2 acres. These smaller properties generally do not present major
redevelopment opportunities, however, they may be suitable for in-fill
development or be combined with adjacent properties to allow for large
scale and unified developments.

Sub-total
Mixed Use
MU

Mixed use

Sub-total
CF

Community Facilities

Sub-total
Industrial
I

Industrial

30.09

5.37%

U

Utilities

13.40

2.39%

43.49

7.76%

Sub-total
Recreation and Open
Space
R-2

Public Recreation

12.96

2.31%

W

Water

18.54

3.31%

31.50

5.62%

57.19

10.20%

57.19

10.20%

560.71

100.00%
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Vacant
V
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Total
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Zoning

3.55

0.63%

Legend
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Table 2.3 Zone Districts

NW 42ND CT
NW 42ND ST

NW 50TH AVE

The review of the 18 zone districts suggests the need of consolidation and overall revision of the zoning standards to
provide clear graphic articulation of: building forms, placement, neighborhood connectivity, physical design standards,
parking standards (including shared-use concepts), etc.

NW 43RD CT

NW 43RD ST

NW 45TH ST

NW 42ND AVE

Table 2.3 and the Zoning Map illustrate the zoning districts contained within the CRA. There are as many as 18 zone
districts within the CRA districts. Since the adoption of the Redevelopment Plan in 2001, the City has updated its Land
Development Regulations and created new zone districts to implement the Redevelopment Plan. These newly created
zone districts include the Town Center District (TC) and Traditional Neighborhood – Planned Urban Development
(TND-PUD). The TC zone district incorporates form-based code and is intended to ensure the developments comply
with the New Urbanist design principals, while the TND-PUD zone district provides flexibility for large scale planned
developments. Properties zoned TC represent 17.42% of the total land area within the CRA, which is the highest
percentage among all 18 zone districts that are present in the CRA. Table 2.4 summarizes the development standards
provided by each zone district.
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Table 2.4 Development Standards

Maximum
Residential
Density

Zoning

Minimum Lot Requirements

Maximum Plot
Coverage

Minimum Yard Requirements

Maximum Height

Minimum Floor Area

Landscaped Open Space

RS-1 RESIDENTIAL
SINGLE-FAMILY

5 units per acre

Width 100 feet

Area 10,000 sq. ft.

40%

Front 25 feet

Side 10 feet

Rear 15 feet

2 stories/30 feet

1,500 square feet

Maximum impervious area: 60% of the lot
area

RS-2 RESIDENTIAL
SINGLE-FAMILY

5 units per acre

Width 75 feet

Area 7,500 sq. ft.

40%

Front 25 feet

Side 7 1/2 feet

Rear 15 feet

2 stories/30 feet

1,000 square feet

Maximum impervious area: 60% of the lot
area

RS-3 RESIDENTIAL
SINGLE-FAMILY

5 units per acre

Width 60 feet

Area 6,000 sq. ft.

40%

Front 25 feet

Side 7 1/2 feet

Rear 15 feet

2 stories/30 feet

600 square feet

Maximum impervious area: 60% of the lot
area

RS-4 RESIDENTIAL
SINGLE-FAMILY

5 units per acre

Width 45 feet

Area 3,100 sq. ft.

50%

2 stories/30 feet

600 square feet

Maximum impervious area: 60% of the lot
area

RM-10 RESIDENTIAL
MULTIPLE-FAMILY

5 units per acre

2 stories/30 feet

One-family dwelling unit: 1,400
square feet. Two-family dwelling
unit: 1,200 square feet. Multiplefamily dwelling unit: Efficiency
unit: 700 square feet. One bedroom
unit: 800 square feet. One bedroom
unit with den: 925 square feet. Two
bedroom unit: 1,000 square feet.
Three bedroom unit: 1,150 square
feet. For each additional bedroom in
excess of three, add 150 square feet.

Minimum 35%
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Front 20 feet

Side 5 feet

Rear 10 feet

Plot for two to four Front 25 feet in depth or a depth equal to the height of the
Duplexes: Each dwelling of a two-family
structure shall be located on a plot not less story buildings: 40 building, whichever is greater. Townhouse and duplexes: 22
percent
than 40 feet in width and 4,000 square
feet in depth. Non-residential: 40 feet in depth or the height
Plot for a singlefeet in area. Townhouses: Not less than
of the principal building, whichever is greater.
family detached
160 feet in width and 16,000 square feet in
Single-family detached unit: 20 feet to a garage; 15 feet to a
unit: 50 percent.
plot area. Where townhouse dwellings are
structure; ten feet to a front porch. Side 15 feet in depth
designed, arranged and constructed for the
or one-half the height of the building, whichever is greater.
ownership of each dwelling unit and the
Townhouse and duplexes: Principal structure ten feet. Nonland there under by a separate and different
residential: 25 feet plus one foot additional for each two feet
owner, each dwelling unit may be located
of principal height.
on a lot not less than 20 feet in width, and
Single-family detached unit: Five feet.
Rear 20 feet
80 feet in depth. Single-family detached
in depth or a depth equal to the height of the building,
unit: 3,600 square feet, with minimum lot
whichever is greater. Townhouse and duplexes: 15 feet in
dimensions of 45 feet wide by 80 feet deep.
depth.
Non-residential: 40 feet in depth or 25 feet plus one foot
additional for each two feet of principal height whichever is
greater.
Lots bordering on canal or waterway: All lots which border in
the rear of the lot upon a canal or waterway shall provide a
minimum setback of 30 feet in depth.
Single-family detached unit: 20 feet.
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Maximum
Residential
Density

Zoning

Minimum Lot Requirements

Maximum Plot
Coverage

Minimum Yard Requirements

Maximum Height

Minimum Floor Area

Landscaped Open Space

RM-16 RESIDENTIAL
MULTIPLE-FAMILY

16 units per acre

Plot for two to four Front 30 feet in depth or a depth equal to the height of the
Duplexes: Each dwelling of a two-family
structure shall be located on a plot not less story buildings: 40 building, whichever is greater. Townhouse and duplexes: 22
percent
than 40 feet in width and 4,000 square
feet in depth. Non-residential: 40 feet in depth or the height
Plot
for a singlefeet in area. Townhouses: Not less than
of the principal building, whichever is greater. Single-family
family detached detached unit: 20 feet to a garage; 15 feet to a structure; ten
160 feet in width and 16,000 square feet in
unit: 50 percent.
plot area. Where townhouse dwellings are
feet to a front porch.
designed, arranged and constructed for the
Side 15 feet in depth or one-half the height of the building,
ownership of each dwelling unit and the
whichever is greater. Townhouse and duplexes: Principal
land there under by a separate and different
structure ten feet. Non-residential: 25 feet plus one foot
owner, each dwelling unit may be located
additional for each two feet of principal height. Single-family
on a lot not less than 20 feet in width, and
detached unit: Five feet.
80 feet in depth. Single-family detached
Rear 25 feet in depth or a depth equal to the height of the
building, whichever is greater. Townhouse and duplexes:
unit: 3,600 square feet, with minimum lot
15 feet in depth. Non-residential: 40 feet in depth or 25 feet
dimensions of 45 feet wide by 80 feet deep.
plus one foot additional for each two feet of principal height
whichever is greater. Lots bordering on canal or waterway:
All lots which border in the rear of the lot upon a canal or
waterway shall provide a minimum setback of 30 feet in
depth. Single-family detached unit: 20 feet.

3 stories/35 feet

One-family dwelling unit: 1,400
square feet. Two-family dwelling
unit: 1,200 square feet. Multiplefamily dwelling unit: Efficiency
unit: 700 square feet. One bedroom
unit: 800 square feet. One bedroom
unit with den: 925 square feet. Two
bedroom unit: 1,000 square feet.
Three bedroom unit: 1,150 square
feet. For each additional bedroom in
excess of three, add 150 square feet.

Minimum 35%

RM-20 RESIDENTIAL
MULTIPLE-FAMILY

20 units per acre

Plot for two to four Front 30 feet in depth or a depth equal to the height of the
Duplexes: Each dwelling of a two-family
structure shall be located on a plot not less story buildings: 40 building, whichever is greater. Townhouse and duplexes: 22
percent
than 40 feet in width and 4,000 square
feet in depth. Non-residential: 40 feet in depth or the height
Plot for a singlefeet in area. Townhouses: Not less than
of the principal building, whichever is greater. Single-family
family detached detached unit: 20 feet to a garage; 15 feet to a structure; ten
160 feet in width and 16,000 square feet in
unit: 50 percent.
plot area. Where townhouse dwellings are
feet to a front porch.
designed, arranged and constructed for the
Side 15 feet in depth or one-half the height of the building,
ownership of each dwelling unit and the
whichever is greater. Townhouse and duplexes: Principal
land there under by a separate and different
structure ten feet. Non-residential: 25 feet plus one foot
owner, each dwelling unit may be located
additional for each two feet of principal height. Single-family
on a lot not less than 20 feet in width, and
detached unit: Five feet.
80 feet in depth. Single-family detached
Rear 25 feet in depth or a depth equal to the height of the
unit: 3,600 square feet, with minimum lot
building, whichever is greater. Townhouse and duplexes:
dimensions of 45 feet wide by 80 feet deep.
15 feet in depth. Non-residential: 40 feet in depth or 25 feet
plus one foot additional for each two feet of principal height
whichever is greater. Lots bordering on canal or waterway:
All lots which border in the rear of the lot upon a canal or
waterway shall provide a minimum setback of 30 feet in
depth. Single-family detached unit: 20 feet.

4 stories/50 feet

One-family dwelling unit: 1,400
square feet. Two-family dwelling
unit: 1,200 square feet. Multiplefamily dwelling unit: Efficiency
unit: 700 square feet. One bedroom
unit: 800 square feet. One bedroom
unit with den: 925 square feet. Two
bedroom unit: 1,000 square feet.
Three bedroom unit: 1,150 square
feet. For each additional bedroom in
excess of three, add 150 square feet.

Minimum 35%

RP-10 MOBILE HOME

10 units per acre

2 stories / 30 feet

None

None

adopted november 2009

Width 100 feet

Area one-half acre

Plot for two to four
story buildings: 40
percent
Plot for a singlefamily detached
unit: 50 percent.

Front 25 feet

Side 10 feet

Rear 15 feet
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Zoning

Maximum
Residential
Density

B-1 NEIGHBORHOOD
BUSINESS DISTRICT

None

B-2 COMMUNITY
BUSINESS DISTRICT

None

B-3
GENERAL
BUSINESS DISTRICT

None

adopted november 2009

Minimum Lot Requirements

Maximum Plot
Coverage

Minimum Yard Requirements

Maximum Height

Minimum Floor Area

Landscaped Open Space

35 feet

None

Minimum 35%

Front From the right-of-way of any trafficway, as depicted on
the Broward County Trafficways Plan: 50 feet; From any other
street or property line, twenty-five (25) feet. Side 20 feet
Rear where a plot abuts a dedicated alley, a rear yard of
not less than ten feet shall be provided. Convenience stores
over 1,200 square feet, the minimum setback of any building
from all street lot lines shall be 65 feet. There is no side yard
setback for a plot which is not adjacent to a street or alley

50 feet. That portion of a
building or structure within
100 feet of any residential
zone shall be subject to
a height limitation of one
foot in height for every
two feet in distance from
the residential zoned plot
unless the application of this
requirement would limit the
building height to less than
25 feet.

None

Minimum 35%

Plot for two to four Front From the right-of-way of any trafficway, as depicted on
story buildings: 40 the Broward County Trafficways Plan: 50 feet; From any other
percent; Plot for one street or property line, twenty-five (25) feet. Side 20 feet
story building: 45 Rear where a plot abuts a dedicated alley, a rear yard of not
percent
Plot
less than ten feet shall be provided.
for a single-family
detached unit: 50
percent.

50 feet. That portion of a
building or structure within
100 feet of any residential
zone shall be subject to
a height limitation of one
foot in height for every
two feet in distance from
the residential zoned plot
unless the application of this
requirement would limit the
building height to less than
25 feet.

None

Minimum 35%

None, except for convenience stores over Plot for two to four
Front 65 feet Side 20 feet Rear where a plot abuts a
1,200 square feet, the minimum lot area shall story buildings: 40 dedicated alley, a rear yard of not less than ten feet shall be
be 20,000 square feet.
percent
Plot provided. Convenience stores over 1,200 square feet, the
for a single-family minimum setback of any building from all street lot lines shall
detached unit: 50 be 65 feet. There is no side yard setback for a plot which is
percent.
not adjacent to a street or alley

None, except for the following: Hotels,
Plot for two to four
motels, resorts and time share units: 1.5
story buildings: 40
acres; Service stations: 20,000 square feet; percent; Plot for one
story building: 45
percent
Plot
for a single-family
detached unit: 50
percent.

None
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Zoning

Maximum
Residential
Density

Minimum Lot Requirements

Landscaped Open Space

The combined area Front From the right-of-way of any trafficway, as depicted on 50 feet. That portion of a
occupied by all the Broward County Trafficways Plan: 50 feet; From any other building or structure within
roofed structures
100 feet of any residential
street or property line, twenty-five (25) feet. Side 20 feet
shall not exceed forty Rear where a plot abuts a dedicated alley, a rear yard of not zone shall be subject to
(40) percent of the
a height limitation of one
less than ten feet shall be provided.
plot area.
foot in height for every
two feet in distance from
the residential zoned plot
unless the application of this
requirement would limit the
building height to less than
25 feet.

None

None

The combined area Front 50 feet. From the right-of-way of any trafficway, as
occupied by all
depicted on the Broward County Trafficways Plan: 75 feet.
roofed structures
Side 15 feet Rear 25 feet.
shall not exceed forty
(40) percent of the
plot area.

None

None

None

OP
OFFICE PARK DISTRICT

None

TC
TOWN CENTER DISTRICT

None

TND: 10 Acres
Shopfront, Rowhouse: as provided
for multi-family dwelling units
House: Width 40 feet, Area 4,000 sq. ft.

House use lot: 75%

TND PUD
TOWN CENTER DISTRICT

None

NA

NA

Width 100 feet

Area 2 acres

Minimum Floor Area

B-4
INTENSE BUSINESS
DISTRICT

adopted november 2009

Width 150 feet

Maximum Plot
Coverage

Area 1.5 acres

Minimum Yard Requirements

Maximum Height

5 stories/60 feet

No building or roofed structure shall be located less than Shopfront: 80 feet. Where Shopfront, Rowhouse: as provided
50 feet from any street line nor less than 25 feet from any adjacent to a house use, the for multi-family dwelling units. House:
plot line other than a street line. Adjacent to any trafficway 15 feet of the building closest
1,200 sq. ft.
depicted on the Broward County Trafficways Plan, as
to the house use shall not
amended from time to time, 50 feet in depth. No structure
exceed 35 feet in height.
shall be located closer than 100 feet from any residentially Rowhouse: 60 feet. Where
zoned land.
adjacent to a house use, the
15 feet of the building closest
to the house use shall not
exceed 35 feet in height.
House: 35 feet

NA

6 stories/85 feet

NA

Each TND Neighborhood shall contain open
space recreational areas of at least 100
square feet per residential unit. At least 25
percent of this requirement shall be designed
as a play lot. The minimum size of any open
space recreation area shall be 1,500 square
feet. Each TND Neighborhood shall contain
at least one square or plaza. The minimum
size of any square or plaza shall be one acre
or two percent of the TND Neighborhood land
area, whichever is less.

NA
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Maximum
Residential
Density

Minimum Lot Requirements

Maximum Plot
Coverage

INDUSTRIAL
ZONE DISTRICT

None

None

COMMERCIAL
RECREATION ZONE
DISTRICT

None

Width 100 feet

COMMUNITY
FACILITIES ZONE
DISTRICT

None

ROS
RECREATION/ OPEN
SPACE ZONE DISTRICT

Zoning
I-1

CR

CF

U

UTILITIES ZONE
DISTRICT

adopted november 2009

Minimum Yard Requirements

Maximum Height

Minimum Floor Area

Landscaped Open Space

None

No building or roofed structure shall be located less than 50
feet from any street line nor less than 25 feet from any plot
line other than a street line. No structure shall be located
closer than 100 feet from any residentially zoned land.

100 feet

None

None

Area 10,000 sq. ft

None

Front 40 feet or the height of the building, whichever is
greater. Adjacent to any trafficway depicted on the Broward
County trafficways plan, as amended from time to time, 75
feet in depth. Side 25 feet.

5 stories/60 feet

None

None

Width 100 feet

Area 20,000 sq. ft

None

Front 25 feet in depth. Adjacent to any trafficway depicted on
the Broward County Trafficways Plan, as amended from time
to time, 75 feet in depth. Side 25 feet. Rear 20 feet.

5 stories/60 feet

None

None

None

Width 100 feet

Area 10,000 sq. ft

None

Front 25 feet in depth. Adjacent to any trafficway depicted on
the Broward County Trafficways Plan, as amended from time
to time, 75 feet in depth.

2 stories/30 feet

None

None

None

Width 100 feet

Area 10,000 sq. ft

None

Front 25 feet in depth. Adjacent to any trafficway depicted on
the Broward County Trafficways Plan, as amended from time
to time, 75 feet in depth.

7 stories/80 feet

None

None
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Future Land Use and Comprehensive Plan
Table 2.5 and the Future Land Use Map illustrate the eleven future land use designations within the CRA. More than one
third of the land within the CRA is designated as Commercial, while approximately a quarter of the land within the CRA is
designated as Local Activity Center.
Table 2.5 Future Land Use Categories

OBJECTIVE # 1.2:
All development orders and permits for future development and redevelopment activities shall be
issued only if public facilities necessary to meet Level of Service standards (as included in the Capital
Improvements Element of this plan) are available concurrent with the impacts of the development
consistent with chapter 163.3180 Florida Statutes 1993 and Rule 9J-5.0055 Florida Administrative Code
(effective 1994).

C

MF-2

CF

R-1

I

R-2
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LM

U

M

W

CRA Boundary
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City of Lauderdale Lakes
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Community Redevelopment Area Plan Update
Future Land Use Map
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Growth and development in Lauderdale Lakes should be planned to achieve a quality community which
is sensitive to the uniqueness of central Broward County’s environment and yet provides for the full
needs of its residents.
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The following policies included in the Goals, Policies and Objectives of the adopted Comprehensive Plan have a direct impact
on the Redevelopment Area.
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Policy # 1.2.4

shall also be included within a Local Activity Center.
4. Park land must reflect no net loss of acreage of
existing and designated parks within the proposed
Local Activity Center. Park and open spaces land
may include squares, greenbelts, greenways and
playgrounds; ill-defined residual areas such as buffers, and berms, for purposes of this criteria, are not
considered park land or open space.
5. A proposed Local Activity Center shall demonstrate
consistency with the goals, objectives and policies
and other requirements of the Land Use Element.
6. An interlocal agreement between the City and
Broward County shall be executed no later than six
months from the effective date of the adoption of a
Local Activity Center which provides that monitoring
of development activity and enforcement of permitted land use densities and intensities shall be the
responsibility of the City.

The development of residential commercial and industrial land
shall be timed and staged in conjunction with provision of supporting community facilities, such as street, utilities, police and
fire protection service, emergency medical service, and public
schools. The intensities of all land uses shall be further restricted by enforcing Lauderdale Lake’s current zoning map and
the specific requirements of each zoning district. City zoning as
to permitted uses and densities shall be in compliance with the
City Land Use Plan if the following requirements are met:
h. Local Activity Center Use:
The intent of the Local Activity Center land use designation
is to support a balanced mix of land uses characterized by
compactness, pedestrian friendly design, neighborhoodscale and framed by architecture and landscape design appropriate to local history and ecology. Development patterns
within Local Activity Centers shall generally reflect planning
and design principles such as walkable neighborhoods
oriented around the five-minute walk, primary orientation
toward public transit systems, a centrally located community-serving land use or land uses and greater integration
of housing, employment, shopping and recreation at the
neighborhood level.
For an area to qualify as a Local Activity Center, the following criteria must be met:
1. A Local Activity Center shall be a specific geographic area not exceeding 160 gross contiguous acres,
unless located within an approved Chapter 163,
Florida Statutes, Redevelopment Area. At such time
as 75% of the originally designated Local Activity
Center is developed/redeveloped an expansion to
a subject Local Activity Center up to 100% may be
proposed.
2. The density and intensity of land uses permitted
within a proposed Local Activity Center shall be
specified in the Lauderdale Lakes Land Use Element.
3. Uses proposed within a Local Activity Center shall
include residential uses and park land and/or open
space. One or more other uses such as commercial, civic, institutional, or employment-based activity

adopted november 2009

Land Uses:
Residential

Maximum Intensity
1,500 high-rise dwelling units
500 garden apartments
1,000 town homes

Commercial

500,000 square feet

Hotel
Community Facilities
Recreation and Open Space

300 rooms
5 acres (minimum)
5 acres (minimum)

Policy# 1.2.8

The City shall continue to develop and implement land use
programs, such as the City’s CRA, to encourage development
activities within identified blighted and deteriorating areas. The
elimination and reduction of existing incompatible land uses and
prevent future incompatible land uses.

OBJECTIVE # 1.4
Future planning decisions shall be consistent with sound planning principles, and avoid
reducing the quality of residential areas by utilizing innovative land use regulations and
considering the individual and cumulative impacts of land use plan amendments on
the existing and planned transportation facilities. Innovative land use regulations shall
promotes residential neighborhoods that are attractive, well maintained and contribute to
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land uses in a Local Activity Center shall be directly assessed via
pedestrian ways, and accessible to existing or future alternate
public transportation modes, including bicycle and transit.

the health, safety and welfare of neighborhood residents.
Policy # 1.4.3:

The City shall continue to implement programs to encourage
integration of mixed land uses by utilizing innovative zoning
techniques such as PUD, PRD, Commercial/Office with
residential where suitable.

Policy #1.8.3

Park land and/or open space that is accessible to the public shall
be included as a functional component within a Local Activity
Center.

Policy #1.8.4

Housing opportunities shall be included as a functional component
within a Local Activity Center.

Policy #1.8.5

Encourage affordable housing opportunities in Local Activity
Centers through various mechanisms such as the utilization
of “affordable housing units,” the direction of public housing
program funds into the Local Activity Center, reduced lot size for
dwelling units, construction of zero lot line and cluster housing,
vertical integration of residential units with non-residential uses,
the allowance of accessory dwelling units, or through other
mechanisms proven effective in increasing the affordable housing
stock.

Policy #1.8.6

Promote the rehabilitation and use of historic buildings within
Local Activity Centers.

Encourage compact development reflecting characteristics which includes a mixture of
community-serving uses such as commercial, office, employment, civic, and institutional,
recreation and open space and residential, characterized by an efficient infrastructure,
close-knit neighborhoods and sense of community, preservation of natural systems,
promotion of pedestrian circulation and convenient access to mass transit facilities
through the establishment of a Local Activity Center land use category.

Policy #1.8.7

The City shall adopt design guidelines that incorporate pedestrian
and bicycle paths and greenways to accomplish fully-connected
routes to all destinations within the Local Activity Center. The
paths should be spatially defined by buildings, trees and lighting,
and should incorporate designs, which discourage high speed
traffic.

Policy #1.8.1

Local Activity Centers shall support the location of uses in a
manner oriented around the five-minute (i.e. quarter-mile) walk.
Multiple nodes of activity oriented around the five-minute (i.e.
quarter-mile) walk may be included within one Local Activity
Center.

Policy #1.8.8

The City shall ensure convenient access to mass transit or multimodal facilities within Local Activity Centers.

Policy #1.8.9

The City’s community shuttle shall serve the residents and
employees within the proposed Local Activity Centers.

Local Activity Centers shall support the location of uses and
internal circulation such that pedestrian mobility is a priority. All

Policy #1.8.10

The City shall adopt local design guidelines that require transit
shelters in the Local Activity Center to provide safe and comfortable
service and to encourage transit usage.

Policy # 1.4.10:

Policy # 1.4.15:

The City’s utilization of the Broward County Land Use Plan
“Flexibility Rules,” as per Policies 1.01.03, 1.01.04, 1.02.01,
1.02.02, 2.04.04, 2.04.05, 3.01.06 and 3.02.02, shall be subject
to a determination by the Broward County Commission that such
allocation is compatible with adjacent land uses, and that impacts
on public school facilities have been adequately considered.
Allocations of “flexibility” for “affordable housing” or “special
residential facilities” or “ urban infill, urban redevelopment and
downtown revitalization areas,” as defined within the Broward
County Land Use Plan shall be exempt from this Policy.
The City shall study and recommend innovative methods and
strategies in its Land Development Code to remove existing
“Slum and Blighted” multiple family rental housing with an
effective monitoring mechanism.

OBJECTIVE 1.8

Policy #1.8.2

adopted november 2009
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Policy #1.8.11

Policy #1.8.12

The City shall promote development of key intersections or major
transit stops to create modes of development within a Local
Activity Center.

Policy # 2.(1) 1.4:

The City shall review existing zoning and land development
regulations and adopt changed necessary to implement the
Local Activity Center land use designation by 2004.

OBJECTIVE #2.(1) 2.

II.	TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
Goal 1.0
A safe, convenient and efficient motorized and non-motorized transportation system shall
be available for all residents of the City.
OBJECTIVE # 2.(1) 1
Develop a program and implement a comprehensive system with Broward County
to correct existing backlogged roadway facilities currently having Level of Service
operating conditions below Level of Service standards adopted by Florida Department of
Transportation or Broward County.
Policy #1.(1) 1.1:

Policy #1.(1) 1.2:

Policy #2. (1) 1.3:

adopted november 2009

By 2004, the City shall amend its Urban Redevelopment Area
and Traffic Exemption Area and related traffic Concurrency
provisions to be consistent with Broward County’s Infill area and
Traffic Concurrency requirements thereby satisfying the directive
in Objective #2.1 above.
Lauderdale Lakes shall coordinate efforts with
and Florida Department of Transportation
construction of Northwest 44th Street and the
Avenue will commence prior to 2005 in order
levels currently below Level of Service “D”
roadways.

Broward County
to ensure the
widening of 49th
to reduce traffic
on surrounding

Lauderdale Lakes shall continue to require the control of
connections and access points of driveways and roadways to the
local and the regional roadway network in such a manner as to
make them consistent with FDOT, Broward County and the City’s
access management standards and provide an aesthetically

pleasing visual experience.
The City shall allow traffic Concurrency exemptions in adopted
urban redevelopment areas consistent with Goal 1.1 of this
Comprehensive Plan and its related objectives and policies.

Lauderdale Lakes, in cooperation with Florida Department of Transportation and MPO
shall continue to plan its roadway system to achieve and maintain Lever of Service
Standard “D” at peak hour within the limitations created by reasonable exceptions of
transportation revenue and the practical need to achieve a balanced response to a
bread range of planning objectives in the comprehensive planning process.
Policy #2.(1) 2.2:

Lauderdale Lakes will support the initiative of the State of
Florida to provide a permanent increase in State transportation
funding to accelerate construction of State Road 7 U.S. #441
intersection with Oakland Park Boulevard.

Policy #2.(1) 2.5:

Lauderdale Lakes shall ensure consideration of bicycle and
pedestrian ways in the planning of future arterial roadways by
adopting a bikeway circulation map by 2006 and the City’s Land
Development Code shall be amended to require sidewalks
adjacent to all new developments and redevelopments.

Policy #2.(1) 2.6:

By 2006, Lauderdale Lakes shall amend its Land Development
Regulations to provide that all non-residential developments
greater than 2,000 square feet shall include bicycle parking
facilities.

Policy #2.(1) 2.7:

Lauderdale Lakes shall continue to enforce provisions in its
Land Development Code to provide safety and convenience for
motorized and non-motorized vehicle parking and traffic flow.

Policy #2.(1) 2.10:

The City shall monitor its parking system use to ensure that the
parking needs are adequately met. In addition, the City shall
ensure that proper engineering standards are used to design,
maintain and operate the parking system.
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OBJECTIVE #2.(1) 6

Traffic Exemption Area and related Traffic Concurrency
provisions to be consistent

Improve the City’s ability to analyze and maintain the condition of City streets in order to
provide safely operating roadways and intersections.
Policy #2.(1) 6.3

Policy # 2. (2)1.1

The City shall require all new projects located in the Urban
Redevelopment Area to adhere to the guidelines for granting
transportation Concurrency exceptions as included in the list
of criteria located on Pages 14F and 14G prior to issuing a
development order. The City shall address future transportation
needs of the Urban Redevelopment Area in each required
Evaluation and Appraisal Report (E.A.R.)

Policy #2.(2)1.2

The transportation Concurrency exceptions shall apply
only to transportation facilities within the adopted Urban
Redevelopment Area determined by Broward County to meet
the criteria for being designated a redevelopment area per Page
IV-55 of Broward County’s Comprehensive Plan. The City’s
urban redevelopment area is located in a geographical area
defined to be an “Existing Urban Service Area” 163.3164(29),
Rule 9J-5.0055(3)(a) and (b) F.A.C., Rule 9J-5.0055(6) F.A.C.

Policy #2.(2)1.3

The City Commission has considered, in Vol. II, Traffic Element,
Subsection B.7, Pages 58, 58A, and 58B, the impact of traffic on
the Urban Redevelopment Area had determined the following:

Provide adequate pedestrian crossing areas along commercial
and residential corridors.

OBJECTIVE #2.(1) 7
Improve the City’s ability to analyze and maintain the condition of City streets in order to
provide safely operating roadways and intersections.
Policy #2.(1) 6.1

Coordinate maintenance of traffic control devices with the
appropriate support agency.

Policy #2.(1) 6.2

Annually examine all City street signing and pavement markings
to determine needs

GOAL 2.0
Facilitate the Growth of the City’s CRA and Urban Redevelopment Area by providing multimodal and multi-option Transportation systems emphasizing and promoting:
1
		
2
3
4
-

Energy efficient development patterns in the City of
Lauderdale Lakes
Enhancement of air quality
Efficient mobility of residents and goods
New growth of business in the urban redevelopment area

1.

The short-term impact to the Florida Intrastate
Highway System (FIHS) in minimal due to the
fact that the traffic increase generated from
future economic development will not occur for
a minimum of two to three years;

2.

In the long-term, there will be a potential
increase of traffic on I-95 greater than the
potential increase on Florida’s Turnpike; and

OBJECTIVE #2.(2).1
The City shall provide for increased economic redevelopment without increasing the level
of traffic within the entirety of the City’ multi-modal transportation system.

1.
Measurable Objective:

adopted november 2009

By 2007, (2 years after Broward County Amends its EAR)
the City shall amend its URBAN Redevelopment Area and

The additional traffic generated by
the anticipated new development will
not have a significant impact on the
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Florida Intrastate Highway System.
Policy #2.(2)1.4

The geographical boundaries of the City’s Adopted Urban
Redevelopment Area located within the City’s existing Urban
Service Area as more specifically depicted on the map shown
on page 66A in Volume I of the City’s Adopted Comprehensive
Plan and complies with Rule 9J-5.0055 (6)(a)1. and 2 F.A.C. The
Adopted Urban Redevelopment Area boundaries are supported
by the data and analysis included in Volume II.
If a proposed project lies within a designated Adopted Urban
Redevelopment Area and satisfies the City’s policies and
guidelines for traffic Concurrency exemptions, the City policies
and guidelines for traffic Concurrency exemptions, the City
may grant a Development Order in the absence of compliance
with the City and County’s Concurrency regulations for traffic
Concurrency provided the development is consistent with all
other relevant sections of the City’s/County’s code, ordinances,
and regulations.

Policy # 2.(2)1.5

The City shall actively participate in State Road 7/US 441 “Multijurisdictional Planning Collaborative” and Broward County’s
“Project Horizons-2 Vision Process” in order to efficiently
coordinate future redevelopment projects proposed within the
corridor.

Policy #2.(2)2.2

Adhere to the Guidelines for Evaluating Transportation
Concurrency Exceptions (Pgs. 14F and 14G) in the Adopted
Urban Redevelopment Area to promote transportation
alternatives to the single-occupant automobile.

Policy #2.(2)2.3

Adhere to the Guidelines for Evaluating Transportation
Concurrency Exceptions (Pgs. 14F and 14G) in the Adopted
Urban Redevelopment Area to promote greater use of
bicycles and public sidewalks.

Policy #2.(2)2.4

Adhere to the Guidelines for Evaluating Transportation
Concurrency Exceptions (Pgs. 14F and 14G) in the Adopted
Urban Redevelopment Area to maintain or enhance air quality
standards, promote energy conservation and efficiencies.

Policy #2.(2)2.5

Any air quality impacts generated by developments
approved pursuant to the Adopted Urban Redevelopment
Area guidelines shall not exceed County, State, and Federal
air quality standards.

Policy #2.(2)2.6

During the preparation of the City’s Evaluation and
Appraisal Report (EAR) in 2004, the City shall evaluate the
effectiveness of its July 26, 2001 urban redevelopment plan
with recommendations for encouraging new redevelopment
for business of multi-family housing located in its adopted
Urban Redevelopment Area.

OBJECTIVE # 2.(2) 2.
OBJECTIVE #2.(2) 3.
Continue to provide a safe, convenient, and energy efficient multi-modal transportation
system.
Measurable Objective:

Policy #2.(2)2.1

adopted november 2009

Require all new projects located within the URA to adhere
to Appropriate design and maintenance guidelines.
The City shall promote new development in the Adopted Urban
Redevelopment Area by discussing and formulating plans with the
Chamber of Commerce, new developers, and Broward County
Economic Development Council.

Continue to coordinate the transportation network with Lauderdale Lakes’ future
Land Use Map in order to facilitate direct economic growth within the City’s Adopted
Urban Redevelopment Area while ensuring that existing and proposed population
densities, housing and employment patterns, and land use relationships/intensities
are consistent with the transportation modes and services proposed to serve the
population. Protect and stabilize neighborhoods within designated redevelopment
areas through a coordinated method such as transportation systems management.
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Measurable Objective:

By 2004 evaluate the effectiveness of July 2001, Urban
Redevelopment Plan as it compares to Broward County’s
Urban Infill Transportation Area Plan.

Policy #2.(2)3.1

The City shall develop a Comprehensive Bike Path System and
coordinate with Broward County’s countywide system.

Policy #2.(2)3.2.2

The City shall meet with representatives from Tri-Rail, Broward
County Transit, and Private Jitney companies and develop
alternative strategies for reducing the dependency on SUV’s.

Policy #2.(2).3.3

The City shall review the issue of mixed-use developments
and determine if amendments to the City’s Comprehensive
Plan or zoning code are necessary and initiate the appropriate
amendment.

Land Use Plan Map Series. Page # 66A
Policy #2.(2)4.4

BCP 14.03.04
Policy #2.(2)4.5
facilities.
Policy #2.(2) 4.6

OBJECTIVE #2.(2) 4.
Coordinate on an annual basis the Urban Redevelopment Area with the plans and programs
of Broward County Commission, M.P.O., Planning Council, and Florida DOT’s adopted
work program.
Policy #2.(2)4.1

Policy #2.(2)4.2.

Policy #2.(2)4.3

During preparation of the City’s 2004 Evaluation & Appraisal
Report (E.A.R.), review and analyze the housing located within
the Urban Redevelopment Area to determine if further attention
toward improving the structures, aesthetics, and public safety is
warranted.
During preparation of the City’s 2004 Evaluation & Appraisal Report
(E.A.R.), develop an annual evaluation system to measure the
effects which result from the transportation mitigation measures
incorporated within the Urban Redevelopment Area Guidelines
and submit positive recommendations (if any) to the City Council
for implementation.
Urban Redevelopment Areas shall be identified within the Future

All urban redevelopment areas shall be served by mass transit

The City shall on an annual basis, analyze, monitor and evaluate
in accordance with the procedures outlines on Page 59A in Vol.
I the effectiveness of the Urban Redevelopment Area strategies
as it pertains to increasing the City’s economic development,
employment opportunities, transportation system, and the
effectiveness of mitigating the impacts on the Florida Intrastate
Highway System (FIRS). This data shall be quantifiable, and
it shall assist in achieving greater redevelopment and mitigate
increased traffic to the maximum extent possible under the
adopted procedures.

III.	HOUSING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
III(a).	Housing Sub-Element
GOAL 3-A.
Provide a variety of decent and safe housing to meet the needs of the present and future
residence of the City.
OBJECTIVE 3-A.1.
Assist the private sector in the provision of 100 new rental or owned D.U./year from 2002
to 2007. (Based on current municipal boundaries.)
Policy #3.A-1.3

adopted november 2009

All development specifically located in the City’s adopted
Urban Redevelopment Area is exempt from transportation
level of service (L.O.S.) standards adopted in the City’s Traffic
Circulation and Capital Improvement Element as established by
Policy 1.6.4 provided the proposed use is consistent with and
furthers the goals, objectives. And policies contained in the City’s
Comprehensive Plan.

Review areas in the business corridor for implementing new
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mixed-use zoning regulations that will permit higher densities and
building height limits for residential mixed-use developments as
well as reducing the standards for private parking.
Policy #3.A-1.4

Establish regulatory and financial incentives for property owners to
voluntarily change or convert their properties in the CRA district to
the Redevelopment Plan’s recommended use.

OBJECTIVE # 3.A.2.
By 2007, ensure that all substandard units are renovated to meet minimum building code
standards and housing units are enhances and maintained to provide an aesthetic quality
to the community.

Policy #3.A.4 Invest Tax Incremental Funds (TIF) obtained from the CRA as an
incentive to encourage home ownership.
OBJECTIVE # 3.A.7.
Lauderdale Lakes shall provide a complete range of affordable housing opportunities
necessary to accommodate all segments of Broward County’s present and future
population.
Measurable Objective:

Policy #3.A.7.6.
Measurable Objective:
Policy #3.A.2.2.

adopted november 2009

Remove all substandard units by 2007
The City shall continue coordinating and monitoring its
redevelopment Element based on the following criteria and multijurisdictional programs:
1.

State, local and federal dollars available for very
low, low/moderate income housing;

2.

Special needs of the community;

3.

Public safety revisions to current policies;

4.

Aesthetic
programs;

5.

Crime watch programs;

6.

Public participation programs;

7.

Specific housing sites recommended for
conservation, rehabilitation and demolition; and

8.

Other programs identified in study.

9.

Upgrade identified substandard units.

beautification

and

maintenance

Maintaining
housing.

a

complete

range

of

affordable

The City shall pursue and assist private developers by such
Mechanisms as leveraging funds to identify vacant land for
quality owned housing in exclusive or mixed-use districts.

III(a). Redevelopment Sub-Element
GOAL 3.B
Provide municipal leadership, appropriate professional staffing, public/private funding
and a commitment to following public policy in order to insure implementation of
both the strategies and the Capital Improvement Schedule adopted in the City’s
Redevelopment Plan.
BCP 9.12.00
OBJECTIVE # 3.B.1.
Provide leadership and support for administrative public development controls
incentives and marketing to promote high quality private development and increased
tourism through the establishment of land use patterns and development regulations
aimed at enhancing the city’s natural and urban environments.
Measurable Objective:

On-going CRA professional staffing and Commission
involvement in the process.

Policy #3.B.1.1.

Provide on a day-to-day basis the necessary continuity of
effort and momentum to keep the revitalization program
moving towards its goal.

Policy #3.B.1.2.

The City shall process all redevelopment applications in a
timely, efficient and coordinated manner.
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management, parking, transit and streetscaping proposals.
Policy #3.B.1.3.

Promote community revitalization and inform the community of its
progress through outreach.

Policy #3.B.1.4.

Create overlay zoning district for the commercial component of
the CRA district.

OBJECTIVE # 3.B.4.
Promote Redevelopment with the private sector.
Measurable Objective:

OBJECTIVE # 3.B.2.
Commit to making the necessary improvements to the City’s pedestrian and vehicular
circulation systems, utility and parks and recreation facilities.
Measurable Objective:

			
Policy #3.B.2.1.

Policy #3.B.2.2.

Policy #3.B.2.3.

Policy #3.B-4.1.

The City shall support the Chamber of Commerce as they
Strengthen local business opportunities through efforts to:

1. On-going implementation of the CRA’s 5-year Capital
Improvement Program aimed at meeting the adopted
directives

•

Promote & develop small businesses

•

Business recruitment and retention

2. Prepare urban design and performance standards by
12/31/04

•

Business education and training seminars

•

Additional membership services

•

Attract key niche local and regional retailers

Insure implementation of scheduled public improvement
projects.
By 2004, Prepare corridor improvement plans and guidelines for
US 441 and Oakland Park Blvd. That address traffic circulation,
parking, land use, land development regulations, landscape
codes and architectural guidelines.
By 2004, establish and implement performance criteria to assure
high site design standards, environment quality and other design
to entire CRA redevelopment area.

OBJECTIVE # 3.B.3.
Work Cooperatively with other jurisdictions including, but not limited to the state, Broward
County, MPO, FDOT, SFWMD, etc.

Policy #3.B4.2.

Develop programs which strive to attract after 5:30 PM
business and customer to the City.

Policy #3.B-4.3.

Increase the quality and quantity of major public events:
Festivals, Jazz in the Park, Antique fairs, etc. to increase
Frequency of customers shopping in the City.

Policy #3.B.3.4.

Develop incentives for converting vacant land and
“greyfields” as an opportunity for redevelopment.

Policy #3.B.4.5.

Develop a façade improvement program.

IV.
Measurable Objective:

Continue to be active member of the Chamber of
Commerce and support their goals.

On-going meetings, review of agency proposals and
developing inter-local agreements

SANITARY SEWER, SOLID WASTE, DRAINAGE, POTABLE WATER, AND
NATURAL GROUND WATER AQUIFER RECHARGE

Goal
Policy #3.B.3.1.

adopted november 2009

Seek cooperative relationship with FDOT for access
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Public infrastructure shall be provided and maintained in an orderly manner that will protect
public health, safety, and quality of life.
OBJECTIVE # 4.2
Needed public facilities and improvements shall be coordinated and provided concurrent
with projected growth.
Adherence to City’s annually adopted 5-year Capital
Improvement Program

Measurable Objective:

Policy #4.2.8:

V.

The City shall require all redevelopment activities within identified
flood plains to address existing flooding problems, if any. All
flood plain protection provisions shall be included in the Land
Development Regulations consistent with the criteria and mapping
of FEMA.

CONSERVATION

Measurable Objective:

Policy #6.1.1:

Establish parks and recreational facilities standards that will continue to meet the
City’s adopted minimum Level of Service standards and Broward County regional and
community park acreage standards.
Measurable Objective:

Promote the acquisition, retention and management of
unique natural areas in order to preserve their environmental,
recreational and other public benefits. Seek funds or a grant
from public and private sources to purchase a parcel of
land for recreational purposes and ensure the protection of
existing or designate parks and natural areas through public
acquisition with emphasis on ecologically intact systems
[FLORIDA COMMUNITIES TRUST (1)(b)(1)].

Policy #6.3.4:

The City shall place passive recreational furniture, equipment
and displays in all public parks such as; benches, tables,
trails, interpretive displays and wildlife observation areas
[FLORIDA COMMUNITY TRUST (1)(b)(10)].

Policy #6.3.5:

The City shall link all public parks, community centers,
schools, etc. with Greenways including native landscaping.
The Greenway corridors shall provide access for handicap
residents, bikes, pedestrians and other non-motorized
vehicles [FLORIDA COMMUNITIES TRUST (1)(b)(1)].

Policy #6.3.6:

All publicly owned parks less than 20 acres in size shall be
defined as neighborhood parks. The public shall be able to

RECREATION

Ensure the provision of adequate parks, recreational facilities, and open space that meet
the needs and interests of Lauderdale Lakes’ residents.
BCP 6.1, 5.04.01
OBJECTIVE # 6.1
All City natural areas, environmental preserves and recreational facilities shall continue
to be accessible by all motorized and non-motorized means [FLORIDA COMMUNITIES
TRUST (1)(b)(8)].

adopted november 2009

Achieving 3 acres of neighborhood or community
open space for every 1,000 residents.

Policy #6.3.3:

To protect, enhance and effectively manage the natural resources of the City in order to
continue a high level of environmental quality.

Goal

All parks public recreational areas, natural areas,
environmental preserves and other recreational facilities shall
continue to be accessible to pedestrians and automobiles
[FLORIDA COMMUNITIES TRUST (1)(b)(8)].

OBJECTIVE # 6.3

Goal

VI.

Continue to provide motorized and non-motorized
access to all City parks and open spaces.
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walk and bike in neighborhood parks without encountering heavy
vehicular traffic [FLORIDA COMMUNITIES TRUST (3)(f)].
VII.

deficiencies to accommodate projected future growth, and to replace obsolete or worn-out
facilities

INTERGOVERNMENTAL COORDINATION
Measurable Objective:

Goal
Increase processes among the various governmental, public and private entities to
achieve: coordination of all development activities’ preservation of the quality of-life; and
efficient use of available resources.

Policy #8.1.1:

Annual updating of the City’s 5-year Capital
Improvements Budget.

Lauderdale Lakes annual Capital Improvement budget shall be
prepared utilizing the following standards and ranked according to
the guidelines in Policy # 8.4.1.

OBJECTIVE # 7.3
Prior to Lauderdale Lakes adopting amendments to the Comprehensive Plan it shall
coordinate its Level of Service standards for public facilities with all state, Regional and
regulatory entities having operation and maintenance responsibility for such facilities and
receive re-certification from the Broward County Planning Council.
Measurable Objective:

Policy #7.3.2:

Coordinate Level of Service standards for public facilities
with all State, Regional and regulatory entities having
operation and maintenance responsibility and receive
re-certification from the B.C. Planning Council.
Lauderdale Lakes shall inform its residents of all present and
future planning issues and developments by advertising in local
newspapers and municipal periodical newsletters.

•

Elimination of public hazards.

•

Elimination of existing capacity deficits.

•

Local budget impact.

•

Specific locational needs based upon
project growth.

•

Accommodation of development and
redevelopment demands.

•

Financial feasibility.

•

South Florida Water Management,
Central Broward Drainage District, and
Broward County Water Management
District.

•

Consistency with the development review
requirements sub-section of the Broward
County Plan Implementation section.

VIII. CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
GOAL
Lauderdale Lakes shall undertake actions necessary to adequately provide needed public
facilities to all residents within its jurisdiction in a manner which protects investments in
existing facilities, maximizes the use of existing facilities, and promotes orderly growth.
OBJECTIVE # 8.1
Capital Improvements Element will be reviewed yearly and updated in order to provide,
in a timely manner, necessary Capital Improvement facilities required to correct existing

adopted november 2009
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Building Age and Architectural Quality
As shown in the Map of Building Age, the majority of the buildings in the CRA were constructed
between 1960 and 1980 and many exhibit a “worn out” look. The redevelopment efforts within the CRA
have resulted in a significant amount of new construction and renovated buildings. Nearly 30% of all
buildings within the CRA are less than 10 years old. These new and renovated buildings have a more
updated architecture design and style, contribute to improve the visual appearance of the CRA.
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The Broward County Metropolitan Organization (MPO) DRAFT 2035 Long Range
Transportation Plan illustrates the need for a future Multi-Modal Transportation Facility at
State Road 7 and Oakland Park Boulevard. Also provided for in this Plan are light rail facilities
on both State Road 7 and Oakland
Park Boulevard. The CRA and the
City support for and participation in
plan implementation are encouraged
and conceptual plans are explored in
Chapter 1 of the Redevelopment Plan.

NW 42ND CT

V
5TH A
NW 4
TER
45TH

NW 31st Avenue

The City also enjoys one of the highest bus riderships in Broward County. The City is currently
serviced by Broward County Transit Bus Route 18, 56, 72, 81, and U.S. Breeze (a limited
stop/rapid trasit bus service) . In addition, a free community bus service is provided to link
neighborhoods to high capacity and major trasit routers by a partnership between the City
and Broward County. In addition, twelve new “signature” bus shelters have been installed on
State Road 7 and within neighborhood settings. Grant funding for twelve additional shelters
is in-place at this time with additional pending grant applications that will further expand the
availability of well designed and functional comfort for those awaiting public transportation.

NW 43RD CT

NW

In addition to the two arterials, there are several collector roadways in the CRA district: NW
44th St., NW 41st St., NW 37th St., NW 36th St., NW 34th St., and NW 29th St. These collector
roadways handle light to medium traffic, have two to four travel lanes, and a design speed of
30-50 MPH. The tables on the next page summarize the characteristics of these arterial and
collector roadways.

W COMMERCIAL BLVD

NW 36TH WAY

Intersection of State Road 7 & West Oakland Park Boulevard

Although the City is not directly serviced by a limited-access highway, it still enjoys relatively
strong regional access. Two main arterial roadways bisect the CRA: State Road 7 (U.S. 441)
running north/south and Oakland Park Boulevard running east/west. Both of the roadways are
heavily used, have four or more traffic lanes and a design speed of 50 MPH. The average daily
traffic count where these two roadways intersect was 120,000 in 2007 according to Broward
County Metropolitan Planning Organization, and is one of the busiest non-freeway intersections
in the County. I-95 is located approximately 5 miles to the east of State Road 7 at the Oakland
Park Boulevard intersection and Florida Turnpike provides the City of Lauderdale Lakes
connecting access at Sunrise Boulevard and Commercial Boulevard.
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Existing Condition: S.R. 7 / U.S. 441

R.O.W. WiDTH:
ADjAceNT LAND Use:
DrAiNAge:

T.

R.O.W. WiDTH:
ADjAceNT LAND Use:
DrAiNAge:

200’ - 115’
commerciAl/reTAil/civic/uTiliTies
curB iNleTs
oH - eAsT siDe &
sTreeT ligHTs oN WesT siDe

UTiliTy LocATioN:
SiDeWAlks:

UTiliTy LocATioN:
SiDeWAlks:

BoTH siDes - FAir

(LocATioN & CoNDiTioN)

(LocATioN & CoNDiTioN)

curBs - meDiANs W/
(I.E. curBs & l/s islANDs)
receNT improvemeNTs
PosTeD SpeeD LimiT:
45 mpH
vArieD & sporADic W/ limiTeD
LANDscApe:
(Type & CoNDiTioN)
poTeNTiAl & receNT improvemeNTs
coNsTANT & HeAvy TrAFFic ND sTops SpeciAl OBservATioNs
: ve. - WesT -m
ANy52
Bus
NW 31sT A
NW
Ave.
THree lANes BoTH WAys

ResTricTive ElemeNTs:

ResTricTive ElemeNTs:

T.

TH

Existing
Condition:
Oakland Park Boulevard
EXISTING
CHARACTERISTICS

EXISTING CHARACTERISTICS

(I.E. curBs & l/s islANDs)

PosTeD SpeeD LimiT:
LANDscApe:

(Type & CoNDiTioN)

SpeciAl OBservATioNs:

Existing Condition:
NW 44th Street
EXISTING
CHARACTERISTICS

150’ - 110’
commerciAl/reTAil/civic/mF res.
curB iNleTs
oH - souTH siDe (DouBle seT) &
sTreeT ligHTs oN NorTH siDe

R.O.W. WiDTH:
ADjAceNT LAND Use:
DrAiNAge:
UTiliTy LocATioN:

BoTH siDes - FAir

SiDeWAlks:

•plANT mATeriAl W/ DiA. >4”<11” spAceD @ miN. oF 45’ oc
(50 mpH DesigN speeD)

•plANT mATeriAl W/ DiA. >4”<11” spAceD @ miN. oF 45’ oc
(50 mpH DesigN speeD)

•plANT mATeriAl W/ DiA. >11”<18” spAceD @ miN. oF 165’ oc
(50 mpH DesigN speeD)

•plANT mATeriAl W/ DiA. >11”<18” spAceD @ miN. oF 165’ oc
(50 mpH DesigN speeD)

•plANT mATeriAl W/ >4” cAl. cAN Be DesigNeD @ 4’ oFFseT
From Foc, iF resTricTive elemeNTs Are preseNT
•iNsiDe meDiANs - 6’ From eop

•plANT mATeriAl W/ >4” cAl. cAN Be DesigNeD @ 4’ oFFseT
From Foc, iF resTricTive elemeNTs Are preseNT
•iNsiDe meDiANs - 6’ From eop

NorTH siDe - gooD

(LocATioN & CoNDiTioN)

curBs - meDiANs W/
receNT improvemeNTs
45 mpH
vArieD & sporADic W/ limiTeD
poTeNTiAl & receNT improvemeNTs
coNsTANT & HeAvy TrAFFic mANy Bus sTops TH
THree lANes BoTH Wsr
Ays7- - eAsT - NW 34 Wy.
uTl. Are DouBle seT (Approx. 80’)

ResTricTive ElemeNTs:

curBs & curBeD meDiAN

(I.E. curBs & l/s islANDs)

PosTeD SpeeD LimiT:
LANDscApe:

(Type & CoNDiTioN)

SpeciAl OBservATioNs:

FDOT RESTRICTIONS

FDOT RESTRICTIONS

90’
civic/puBlic oN NorTH & sF res.
W/ No Access oN souTH
sWAle oN souTH siDe
oH - oN souTH siDe, BeHiND WAll
- improveD sTreeT ligHTs oN NorTH

35 mpH
receNTly improveD - meDiAN l/s is
ATTrAcTive - mATeriAl vAries
limiTeD spAce To FeNce oN NorTH exisTiNg WAll oN souTH - uTl.
Will NoT AFFecT sTreeTscApe receNTly improveD sTreeT

FDOT RESTRICTIONS
•plANT mATeriAl W/ DiA. >4”<11” spAceD @ miN. oF 33’ oc
(40 mpH DesigN speeD)
•plANT mATeriAl W/ DiA. >11”<18” spAceD @ miN. oF 126’ oc
(40 mpH DesigN speeD)
•plANT mATeriAl W/ >4” cAl. cAN Be DesigNeD @ 4’ oFFseT
From Foc, iF resTricTive elemeNTs Are preseNT
•iNsiDe meDiANs - 6’ From eop

POSSIBLE OPPORTUNITIES
sr 7 - eAsT - NW 31sT Ave.

sT.

•lAyereD lANDscApe DesigN iNcorporATiNg;

POSSIBLE OPPORTUNITIES sr 7 - eAsT - NW 34TH Wy.

POSSIBLE OPPORTUNITIES

•HeigHT, DeNsiTy, & color

5'
12'
8'
12'
12'
•creATe
A peDesTriAN
zoNe12'
•creATe A peDesTriAN zoNe
ROW VARIES
•
D
eNser
&
m
ore
u
NiForm
l
ANDscApe
D
esigN
i
N
T
He roW,
•DeNser & more uNiForm lANDscApe DesigN iN THe roW,
8'

5'

12'

12'

12'

oN BoTH siDes oF THe siDeWAlk
WHeNAUTO
possiBle
AUTO

•improve l

D

SIDEWALKesigN
ANDscApe

LANE

LANE

12'

AUTO
LANE

SWALE/
SWALE/
oNTiNuiTy WPLANTING
AklAND
PLANTING

•c
/o
pArk BlvD.
•complimeNTAry To exisTiNg & receNT improvemeNTs
•iNsTAll lArge pAlms iN roW
•FolloW mAsTer plAN guiDeliNes

8'

MEDIAN

AUTO

oN BoTHAUTO
siDes oF TAUTO
He siDeWAlk WHeN possiBle

LANE
LANE
SIDEWALK
•improve
lANDscApe
DesigNLANE
- more poTeNTiAl
oN NorTH siDe
SWALE/
SWALE/
•coNTiNuiTy W/ sr 7
PLANTING
PLANTING
•complimeNTAry To exisTiNg & receNT improvemeNTs
•iNsTAll lArge pAlms iN roW
•FolloW mAsTer plAN guiDeliNes

•regrADe sWAles For improveD FuNcTioNAliTy & poTeNTiAl
•regrADe sWAles For improveD FuNcTioNAliTy Typical
& poTeNTiAl
Section: Arterials
BiosWAles
•ADDiTioN oF siTe FurNisHiNgs
•ADDiTioN oF siTe FurNisHiNgs

Streetscape
Improvement Project
BiosWAles

ExistingArterial
•coNTiNuiTy iN sTreeT ligHTs
Prepared For:

•upDATe All Bus sTops To THe sTANDArD ciTy DesigN
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rimAry november
ATeWAy F2009
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Existing Condition:
NW 29th Street
EXISTING
CHARACTERISTICS
R.O.W. WiDTH:
ADjAceNT LAND Use:
DrAiNAge:
UTiliTy LocATioN:
SiDeWAlks:

(LocATioN & CoNDiTioN)

ResTricTive ElemeNTs:
(I.E. curBs & l/s islANDs)

PosTeD SpeeD LimiT:
LANDscApe:

(Type & CoNDiTioN)

SpeciAl OBservATioNs:

60’
mF resiDeNTiAl
sWAle oN NorTH siDe
O.H. - NorTH siDe - sTreeT ligHTs
ATTAcHeD To uTl. poles
BoTH siDes - FAir
NeAr sr 7 W/ WAll oN NorTH siDe
(uNresTricTeD lANDscApe DesigN)

30 mpH
oWNer lANDscApeD FroNTAge vAries
TrAFFic cAlmiNg speeD Bumps iNFlux oF TrAFFic DirecTly BeFore
& AFTer scHool Hours
sr 7 - eAsT - NW 33rD Ave.

FDOT
RESTRICTIONS
Existing
Condition:
NW 36th Street
EXISTING
CHARACTERISTICS
•miNimum recoverABle TerrAiN
@ <45 mpH is 18’
(cleAr recovery zoNe)
R.O.W. WiDTH:

60’ WesT oF Div. - 70’ eAsT oF Div.

•No43plANT
rD
(Div. is NW
Avem
.) ATeriAl over 4” cAl. @ 6” ABove
grouND iN cleAr recovery zoNe

sF & mF resiDeNTiAl WesT DjAceNT LAND Use:
AlANT
•p(D
mATeriAl W/ DiA. >4”<11” spAceD @ miN. oF 27’ oc
iv. is NW 43rD Ave.)
puBlic/civic/puBlic uTl. eAsT
(35 mpH DesigN speeD)
rAiNAge:
•pDlANT
mATeriAl W/ DiA. >11”<18”
spAceDeAsT
@ m- iN
. oF 108’
oc
curB iNleTs
sWAles
WesT
(Div. is NW 43rD Ave.)
(35 mpH DesigN speeD)
O.H. ON souTH siDe - sTreeT
UTiliTy LocATioN:
l
igHTs AlT. From souTH To NorTH
•plANT mATeriAl W/ >4” cAl. cAN Be DesigNeD @ 4’ oFFseT
iDeWAlks
FSrom
Foc,: iF resTricTive elemeNTsBoTH
Are p
reseNT
siDes
- FAir
(LocATioN & CoNDiTioN)
•iNsiDe meDiANs - 6’ From eop
ResTricTive ElemeNTs:
curBs eAsT oF NW 43rD Ave.
(I.E. curBs &POSSIBLE
l/s islANDs)

(uNresTricTeD lANDscApe DesigN)
OPPORTUNITIES
rD

PosTeD SpeeD LimiT:
25 mpH NW 33 Ave. - WesT - sr 7
•creATe A peDesTriAN orieNTATeD corriDor
LANDscApe
:
•DeNser
& more uNiForm
lANDscApe
esigN iN T
HeAries
roW,
oWNer
l/s FD
roNTAge
-v
(Type & CoNDiTioN)

oN BoTH siDes oF THe siDeWAlk WHeN possiBlesr 7 - eAsT - NW 31sT Ave.
Ark oN NorTH siDe - scHool •HArDscApe elemeNTs -pA
iD iN TrAFFic cAlmiNg

SpeciAl OBservATioNs:

“THe islAND” projecT iN TriANgle cAlmiNg elemeNTs
•DesigN veHiculAr resTricTive T
erAFFic
lemeNTs AT THe eop or
W/iN THe roW (i.e. curBs, l/s islANDs, eTc. To AlloW For
FDOT RESTRICTIONS
lArger plANT mATeriAl iN less spAciNg)
•miNimum
recoverABle
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MONTH DATE, 2008

Existing Condition: NW 34th Street

EXISTING CHARACTERISTICS
R.O.W. WiDTH:
ADjAceNT LAND Use:
DrAiNAge:
UTiliTy LocATioN:
(Div. is NW 36TH Ter.)

SiDeWAlks:

(LocATioN & CoNDiTioN)

ResTricTive ElemeNTs:
(I.E. curBs & l/s islANDs)

PosTeD SpeeD LimiT:
LANDscApe:

(Type & CoNDiTioN)

SpeciAl OBservATioNs:

60’
sF resiDeNTiAl - reTAil @ sr 7
sWAles
O.H. - souTH siDe WesT oF Div.
- BAck oF loTs eAsT oF Div.
BoTH siDes - FAir
ADjAceNT To sr 7 coNc. meDiAN W/
siNgle plANTiNg
30 mpH
oWNer lANDscApeD FroNTAge vAries
mANy exisTiNg c
ocoNuT
pAlms
sr
7 - eAsT
- NW 32ND Ave.

Existing Condition: NW 37th Street

EXISTING CHARACTERISTICS
R.O.W. WiDTH:
ADjAceNT LAND Use:
DrAiNAge:
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FDOT RESTRICTIONS
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CHARACTERISTICS
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SpeciAl OBservATioNs:

Existing Condition: NW 41st Street
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inventory
•TerTiAry gATeWAy FeATure @ NW 36TH sTreeT

MONTH DATE, 2008

IBI Group (FLORIDA) cit y of Lauderdale Lakes communit y REDEVELOPMENT PLAN

Business Inventory
A detailed inventory was made of all commercial/retail establishments within the Redevelopment
Area. The retail inventory reveals several distinct characteristics of the local retail
establishments:
• The majority of the retail offerings are convenience-based retail which draws approximately
75% of their business from the local community. Examples of such kind of retail offerings
include, Walgreens, Pizza Hut take out restaurants, etc. Only a handful of retail offerings are
considered regional or national retailers which have the drawing power that draw consumers
from beyond the local community. Examples of such retailers include Wal-Mart Supercenter
and Office Depot.
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National flags representing the diverse cultural background of the stores located
at the Oakland Shopping Plaza at State Road 7 and NW 41st Street.
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Broward Meat and Fish Company attracts large number of cutomers of
different cultures and ethnicities at State Road 7 and NW 41st Street
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Offices and administrtives uses occupy the storefronts in the Lauderdale Marketplace at State Road 7 and West Oakland Park Boulevard
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• Office and administrative uses are encroaching into the retail nodes. Encroachment of the
office and administrative uses exacerbate the deterioration of the market capture for retail
establishments and pose a negative impact to the retail synergy that is essential to draw
customers.

18
NW 45TH ST

NW 50TH AVE

• The retail inventory exhibits a remarkable cultural and ethnic diversity. The Redevelopment
Area is home to a high concentration of various ethnic groceries and restaurants. This
existing inventory is a unique asset and presents a distinctive marketing opportunity for the
Redevelopment Area and the City.

Office Depot at the Lakes Mall at State Road 7 and West Oakland
Park Boulevard

17

NW 52ND AVE

Wal-Mart Supercenter at State Road 7 and West Oakland Park
Boulevard

Note: Index on the
following page.
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Business Inventory
1.

Super K Food Stores, Western Union

2.

Lauderdale Lakes Industrial Park: Gold Stone, Roofing
Supplies, Hugh Robinson Inc., Florida Construction Supply,
SF International Stone, Butler national Services, Inc., World
Wide T-shirts, Auto Painting USA Collision, Emily K. Evans
Cleaning Service, Inc., Chester’s Satisfactory Upholstering,
Florida International Marketing, Inc., Red-Loh Interior Systems
Inc., Daily Bread Food Bank, Okun Produce Company, FAD
Lighting, Snappy Teak-Nu Inc., Winjey Plastering and Drywall,
Inc., Paradise Beachwear, Jeffery Allen Golf Cars- Batteries,
AAA Custom T-shirts, Enterprise Auto Service, Kamtex USA,
Cardinal Casket Co., Cotton & Else, Inc., Unique Auto Repair,
Inc., Dr. Freddy’s Transmission, Inc., Tony’s Automotive Service
& Repair, Super Discount Tires

6.

Auto Terminal USA, LLC, C & S Publishing, Inc., WreckA-Mended Collision Centers, Inc., Westway Towing and
Automotive Service Center

7.

Lakes Mall: Florida Career College, Office Depot, Anna’s
Linens, Burger King, Ross Dress for Less, Shell Gas Station

8.

Stop n’ Shop Food Store

9.

Church’s Chicken
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Lauderdale Marketplace: Broward Traffic School, Driver
Licenses Office, Broward/Dada Safety Council, Law Offices,
Kenneth David Fashion Store, Lauderdale Lakes Community
Council, Traffic DUI School, National Safety Council, Platinum
Cut, PCAOA, School of Health Careers, Caribbean Market,
99 Cents Store, Jubilee of Praise Ministries, Broward County
Health Department - WIC Program, Go Racing & Hobbies,
Jenny’s fashion, Broward Sheriff Community Office, LPK
Laparkan Shipping, Wigs & Gifts, Buy for Less Fashions
Outlet, Elijah Bell’s Funeral Services, Modern Fashion, Taco
Bell, Pizza Hut Express, Advance Auto Parts, ColorTyme, Irie
Takeout, The Check Cashing Store
Reef Plaza: Goodwill Store, Peoples Pawn & Jewelry,
Jackson Hewitt Tax Service, United Check Cashing, Payless
ShoeSource, Payless Kids, 99 Cents Store, Golden Rice
Bowl, Fancy Nails, Coin Laundry, Casual Male XL, Metro
PCS, Estrella Insurance, GNC, Family Dollar, Save A Lot,
School of Health, Donna’s Restaurant, New Life Fellowship
Center, Dresses for Less, J C Tiles, Seven Eleven Gas Station,
Kentucky Fried Chicken

Impressions Boutique and Beauty Salon, Bangkok Palm
Cuisine, All Metro Health Care, Arizona Shooting Range,
Guns & Knives, America’s Health Choice, Saigon City
Vietnamese Restaurant, Silver Fish Chinese Restaurant,
By Faith Christian Book Store, Maxim Oriental Bakery,
Pride Insurance Agency, Oriental Food Market, Income Tax,
DS Fashion, Dry Cleaners, Chinese BBQ, Sunbelt Loans,
Shalima Grocer, Chinese Herb’s & Acupuncture
17. Walgreen, Nature’s Delight, Income Tax, Vision Dance
Company, Spinal Clinic, Salon, S FL Medical, Law Office,
Home Health, Piccadilly Cafeteria

10. World Executive Center: multi-tenant office building
18. Headway Office Park
11. Sahara Mediterranean Food Market, Middle East Fashion,
Brenia’s Caribbean Take Out Restaurant, 441 Chiropractic
Care, Classy Nails, Dimensions North Services C.A.M., half
Moon Bar & Grill, ABC Discount Insurance, Christ Like Barber
Shop, Super Deal Auto,

19. Bare Feet Shoes, Top Barber Shop, PBK hair Salon & Spa,
Making it Happen! School of Music.

13. Concorde Office Building: multi-tenant office building

20. Wal-Mart Supercenter, Walgreens, Super K Food Stores,
Laser Center, Teddy Bear Child Care and Learning Center,
Acclaim Mortgage Company, Oakland Medical Center,
Immigration Medical Center, Law Office, New Life Child Care
and Educational Center, Osteoporosis Imaging Center, United
Insurance Agency, Synergy Accident & Pain Center

14. Chevron Gas Station

21. Mobile Gas Station

15. Shoppes at the Oriole: Sud’s Laundry Center, Music n’
Things, Far East Food & Gifts, Millenium Varieties Store,
Island Restaurant, All Citations Traffic School, Memory Lane
Café, C.A.M. Transmission, Cutting Edge Beauty Salon, Roti
Shop, Lu Quan Café, Jamaican Herbal & Healing, Five Star
Bakery, Broward Meat & Fish Company (relocation within
CRA district pending), In the Cut Barber Shop, Grio Express
Restaurant, Salon Express, Penthouse, Giveback Cultural
Center, Don’s & Diva’s Beauty Salon, One Love Music &
Things, Dry Cleaner

22. McDonald’s Restaurant

12. Jerry’s Complete Auto Repair, Marcia’s Café, Thrift Shop of
Merrell UMC

16. Nail Supply, New Beginnings Christian Academy, Sharp
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Demographics and Socio-Economic Conditions

Table 2.8 Age distribution
Age

Population 2005

Percentage

Population 2010

Percentage

0~9

5,002

15.55%

5,061

15.17%

10~19

5,027

15.63%

5,107

15.31%

20~29

4,241

13.18%

4,812

14.43%

30~39

3,997

12.43%

3,849

11.54%

40~49

4,010

12.47%

3,668

11.00%

50~59

3,418

10.63%

3,921

11.76%

60~69

2,736

8.51%

3,515

10.54%

70+

3,735

11.61%

3,420

10.25%

Total

32,166

100.00%

33,353

100.00%

Source: Florida Housing Data Clearing House
Table 2.9 Racial Makeup
Population

Percentage

One race

30,060

94.81%

White

7,596

23.96%

Black or African American

21,476

67.74%

American Indian and Alaska Native

38

0.12%

Asian

328

1.03%

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander

19

0.06%

Some other race

603

1.90%

1,645

5.19%

Two or more races
Total
Source: U.S. Census 2000

31,705

100%

Demographic information was compiled based on the data provided by the U.S. Census
Bureau, the Florida Housing Data Clearing House (FHDCH), and the study prepared by
the PMG Associates, Inc (PMGA). Due to the small size of the CRA, demographic data is
not available at the CRA level, therefore, it should be noted that the indicators discussed
below are representative of the entire city and not the Redevelopment Area in isolation.

The City has experienced a slight increase in population from 31,705 in 2000 to 32,166
in 2005 and 33,353 in 2010, based on the estimates by FHDCH. However, the population
estimates provided by PMGA projects a higher population of 34,657, which takes into
consideration of the new residential and mixed use projects that are anticipated to be
completed by then.

It should be noted that, since 2006, with the completion of the first phase of the Bella
Vista mixed use project, higher priced units have been put on the market. It is anticipated
that the gap of the housing sales price between the City and the County will be
decreasing.

Percentage

2,552

21.21%

35 to 64

5,950

49.46%

65 and Older

3,528

29.33%

Total

12,030

100.00%

2000 Educational Attainment

The age distribution of the City’s population is comparable with that of the County, both
of which form a younger population base as compared to the State. More than 30% of
the City’s total population falling below the age of 20.

According to the FHDCH data, in 2006 roll year, the median sales price for single family
homes and condominiums are $275,000 and $100,000, respectively. While in the
County, the median sales price for single family homes and condominiums are $333,000
and $205,400.

Household Count

15 to 34

Table 2.11 Education attainment

Age, Race and Educational Attainment

According to the census 2000 data, the City demonstrate distinctly different racial
composition and education characteristics as compared to Broward County.
Approximately 68% of the City’s total population are African American. In comparison,
20% of the County’s total population are African American. The educational attainment
levels for the City is significantly lower than that of the County. In the County, 82% of the
total population are high school graduates or higher, while in the City, that percentage
drops to 68%.

Age of Householder

Source: Florida Housing Data Clearing House, 2005 estimates

Population

Housing Value
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Table 2.10 Age of householders

Percentage

College: Associates Degree

4.93%

College: Bachelor’s Degree

8.51%

College: Graduate Degree

4.73%

College: Some College, No Degree

17.16%

School: 9th to 11th grade no diploma

21.63%

School: Grade K - 9

7.11%

School: High School Graduate

33.89%

Source: U.S. Census 2000

Table 2.12 Home owndership
Tenure

Househould Count 2005

Percentage

Househould Count 2010

Percentage

Owner

7,186

59.73%

7,392

59.23%

Renter

4,844

40.27%

5,088

40.77%

Total

12,030

100.00%

12,480

100.00%

Source: Florida Housing Data Clearing House, 2005 estimates

Table 2.13 Housing value
2006 Roll
Single Famiy Home

Total Units

Median Assessed Value

Median Just Value

4205

$98,330

$181,360

Source: Florida Housing Data Clearing House, 2006 roll year
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Average Household Income
The demographics update study prepared by PMG Associates under
the contract with the Community Redevelopment Agency compiled
information on new projects that are not available through other
demographic information providers. Projections were made including
the anticipated incomes of future households due to new projects: St.
Croix, Bella Vista and Tarragon/Central Square project. According to
the PMGA projections, in 2011, without the new projects, the City will
have an average household income of $44,556; while with the new
projects, the average household income will increase to $46,530.
The average household income of single family home buyers was
calculated to be in excess of $70,000 annually.

Crime
The crime data was reviewed and compared with four other cities
in the Southwest Florida region: Fort Lauderdale, Miami Beach,
West Palm Beach and Delray Beach, based on the 2006 data made
available by City-data.com, a widely accepted on-line provider of
demographic information. As shown in Table 2.14, the City has the
second lowest crime index among the five cities, only slightly higher
than the City of Delray Beach. The City has the lowest number of
Thefts per 100,000 people among the five cities. In addition, the City
ranks the second lowest in the categories of Burglaries, Robberies,
and Rapes per 100,000 people.

Table 2.14 Projections of Average Household Income with and without new projects (for occupied units)
Average Income

Average Income With

Bella Vista

Tarragon Average

Average Income

Income

Without New Projects

New Projects

2006

$40,356

$40,148

2007

$41,163

$40,951

2008

$41,986

$42,050

$73,574

2009

$42,826

$43,158

$73,574

2010

$43,683

$45,060

$63,415

2011

$44,556

$46,530

$88,752
$88,752

Source: PMG Associates, 2006

Table 2.15 Crime, 2006

Year 2006

Lauderdale
Lakes

Delray Beach

Fort
Lauderdale

Miami
Beach

West Palm
Beach

Murders

4

5

21

4

17

    per 100,000

12.4

7.6

12.3

4.5

17.1

Rapes

12

22

83

81

46

    per 100,000

37.1

33.4

48.8

90.6

46.4

Robberies

126

150

832

432

574

    per 100,000

389.3

227.8

488.8

483.2

579

Assaults

264

501

747

598

537

    per 100,000

815.7

760.8

438.9

668.8

541.6

Burglaries

362

587

2,239

1,372

1,591

    per 100,000

1118.6

891.4

1315.5

1534.5

1604.8

Thefts

834

2,430

6,678

5,357

4,775

    per 100,000

2577

3690.3

3923.6

5991.6

4816.3

Auto thefts

227

315

1,020

853

966

    per 100,000

701.4

478.4

599.3

954.1

974.4

Arson

8

5

49

6

6

    per 100,000

24.7

7.6

28.8

6.7

6.1

City-data.com crime index (higher
means more crime, U.S. average
= 323.2)

571.8

510.7

595.1

783.6

736.4

Source: City-data.com
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Previous Plans

Goals and Objectives

Lauderdale Lakes Redevelopment Plan (2001)

Redevelopment Administration

The Lauderdale Lakes Redevelopment Plan was prepared in 2001. The
Redevelopment Plan established strategies for community and economic
renewal based on priorities determined through dialogue with the citizens
of the community, local, regional and state regulatory agencies. It
provided a framework needed to direct the redevelopment efforts that are
consistent with the priorities established by the community. It developed
a long range redevelopment concept plan which translated the economic
development strategies into a physical land use plan. This concept plan
included the following key elements:
•

•
•

•
•

Identifies where the major economic base land uses should be
located in order to best attract prospective businesses and at
the same time insure that they will be well integrated into the
desired future transportation and land use patterns.
Plans for a transportation system that can accommodate the
future growth without costly retrofit.
Allocates areas of residential densities that work with the
loading of future roadway network, are compatible with the
existing community structures, are respectful and compatible
with adjacent land uses, minimize commuting distances,
reinforce future public transportation options, and offer a
diverse range of housing opportunities for all income ranges
and lifestyles.
Locates commercial sites based upon expected market
demands and reasonable residential service areas.
Provides for the location and size of parcels of land to be set
aside for schools, parks, and other community services.

The following matrix summarizes the status of the implementation of the
goals and objectives contained in the Redevelopment Plan.
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Status

Goal #1 Establish the administrative structure and financial mechanisms necessary to achieve the goals and objectives of
the Lauderdale Lake Redevelopment Plan.

Done

Objectives
1. Provide funding for staff and operational support for agency activities, reserving tax increment revenues for funding
capital improvements and other programs..

Done

2. Select a representative Redevelopment Agency Board to oversee the Redevelopment Planning process and develop
the appropriate strategies and policies..

Done

3. Promote effective communication and cooperation among the public and private leaders using the talents of existing
civic organizations and committees

Done

4. Utilize existing civic organizations to initiate desirable special event activities to develop and implement sound marketing
and promotion strategies.

Done

5. Ensure the provision of suitable public information services concerning all aspects of the redevelopment program..

Done

6. Ensure that the public has a community communication system and remains involved in the development of CRA policy
in a regularly scheduled series of ongoing public workshops.

Done

Redevelopment Policy
Goal #1 Eliminate slum and blight conditions, as defined by Florida Statute 163, in the Redevelopment Area, which
constitute an economic and social liability.

Ongoing

Objectives:
1. Eliminate dilapidated and unsafe structures through the continuation
of the City’s Demolition Program.

Done

2. Encourage the upgrade of existing substandard structures through enforcement of the City’s Housing and Building
Codes and provide financial incentives for rehabilitation if possible

Ongoing

3. Eliminate unsanitary and unsightly outside storage conditions through enforcement and revision of the City’s Zoning
Codes.

Ongoing

4. Eliminate nonconforming property uses that detract from the character of the community, thus hindering investment
opportunities..

Ongoing

5. In cooperation with property owners, encourage the consolidation of small parcels of land into parcels of adequate size
to accommodate new construction..

Ongoing

6. Increase the tax base through successful implementation of projects and programs to generate additional revenue for
municipal services..

Ongoing

Goal #2 Prevent the future occurrence of slum and blight.

Ongoing
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Objectives:
1. To work with the planning staff, Planning and Zoning Board, residents of the City, and the City Commission to upgrade
the zoning classifications and revise the land the City Commission to upgrade the zoning classifications and revise the
land development regulations within the redevelopment district.

Ongoing

2. To work with the City’s Community Development Department to formulate economic development strategies for the
district that will ensure future economic stability and incorporate those strategies into this plan.

Ongoing

3. Eliminate conditions that decrease property values and reduce the tax base.

Ongoing

4. Create programs for financial or other economic incentives to facilitate new investment in the redevelopment district,
thereby increasing the tax base.

Ongoing

6. Create investment opportunities that, by increasing the tax base and generating additional revenues to finance actions,
support public goals

Ongoing

7. Encourage the development of businesses that are competitive in the region, thus retaining City of Lauderdale Lakes
consumer dollars in the City.

Ongoing

Goal #2 Market the redevelopment district as a major destination point in the Central Broward County Region.

Ongoing

Objectives:
1. Promote the redevelopment district as the center of the City’s unique economic activities and market its assets.

Ongoing

2. Work with existing business groups to ensure sufficient funding for marketing that may include national campaigns, as
well as local and regional promotional efforts.

Ongoing

3. Maximize marketing opportunities in conjunction with other promotional organizations, such as the Tri-City Chamber.

Ongoing

Ongoing

4. Project the image of the Redevelopment Area as a safe and exciting place to go while encouraging both business and
family oriented patronage.

Ongoing

1. Identify and cooperate with those property owners within potential Redevelopment Areas to encourage their willingness
to participate in those projects..

Ongoing

5. Promote the Redevelopment Area as a unique center of activities that includes a full range of commercial, office,
institutional, community, residential, and neighborhood service facilities as well as arts and entertainment.

Ongoing

2. Encourage partnerships among the property owners, the private sector, and the public sector in order to implement
proposed redevelopment projects that will achieve public goals..

Ongoing

Public Facilities And Services

3. Facilitate redevelopment transitions by developing an appropriate relocation plan sensitive to the needs of those whose
properties will undergo reuse activities.

Ongoing

Goal #1 Provide necessary public facilities at acceptable levels of service to accommodate existing needs and new
demands as proposed development occurs within the redevelopment district.

4. Work creatively to provide incentives for private sector participation in redevelopment projects and programs.

Ongoing

Objectives:

Goal #3 Encourage the acquisition, demolition, and reuse of those properties which, by virtue of their location, condition,
or value, no longer function at their highest potential economic use and are currently depressing the value and viability of
the uses in their near vicinity.
Objectives:

Ongoing

1. Work with all appropriate government and private utilities to ensure the provision of adequate services

Ongoing

Objectives:

2. Work with the City’s solid waste service provider to improve garbage and recyclable pickup and removal within the
Redevelopment Area. Increase the level of service by providing convenient locations for disposal and increased services
during special events.

Ongoing

1. Establish a partnership between the public sector and private sector for the purpose of understanding the mutual
benefits of proposed redevelopment projects.

Goal #2 Create a safe and efficient multi-modal circulation system between activity centers within the Redevelopment Area
and the balance of the community.

Ongoing

Economic Development
Goal #1 Maintain the unique and positive character of the neighborhoods while promoting their economic vitality.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Objectives:

2. Identify existing opportunities for all sectors of the economy and work toward successful implementation of projects and
programs while considering the needs of those currently located within the redevelopment district.

Ongoing

3. Improve the investment image of the Redevelopment Area and utilize selected public actions to stimulate private
investment.

1. Assess existing traffic patterns and pursue any automotive transportation improvements which will increase traffic
carrying capacity and traveling convenience.

Ongoing

Ongoing

4. Make the Redevelopment Area competitive with major activity centers in Broward County by creating a unique character
or city image.

2. Create a parking system to support existing activities as well as the increased development demands in the
redevelopment district.

Ongoing

Ongoing

3. Minimize the impacts of increased traffic and activity levels on residential areas.

Ongoing

5. Expand the economic base of the district by retaining existing jobs and creating new, diverse employment opportunities.

Ongoing

4. Provide adequate loading and unloading space for goods with minimum disruption of through traffic.

Ongoing
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5. Work with area mass transit providers including bus, taxi services, and shuttles to encourage the expansion of an
efficient mass transportation system.

Ongoing

Land Use

6. Create a safe, secure, appealing, and efficient pedestrian system linking all major activity centers, neighborhoods,
community facilities, parking facilities, and other interchange points.

Ongoing

Goal #1 Establish a land use pattern that reflects the Redevelopment Area as a total community of diversified interests and
activities while promoting compatible and harmonious land use relationships.

7. Encourage pedestrian and bicycle pathways through the district that are appropriately designed and protected from auto
circulation..

Ongoing

Goal #3 Establish parks, recreation, open-space, and beautification efforts to create an identifiable character for the
Redevelopment Area that will reflect a pleasant and appealing atmosphere for working, shopping, touring, and residing in
the district.

Objectives:
1. Promote and locate strategic land use activities of regional importance, such as public facilities, shopping centers,
entertainment centers, hospitality centers and corporate offices within the Redevelopment Area to attract activity and
investment to the area.

Ongoing

2. Develop land use patterns that compliment and strengthen existing activity centers such as the office park and shopping
centers. Provide linkages between these areas and proposed redevelopment projects.

Ongoing

3. Formulate future land use strategies on the premise of sound market analysis and demographic research.

Ongoing
Ongoing

Ongoing

Objectives:
1. Pursue park and recreational opportunities as a means to leverage private sector development plans, when deemed
appropriate.

Ongoing

Ongoing

2. Secure parks and open space grant funding, when possible, to leverage tax increment revenues to accomplish stated
goals.

Ongoing

Goal #2 Encourage innovation in land planning and site development techniques.

3. Prepare landscaping, streetscaping, and lighting plans for public spaces to create a positive character for the
Redevelopment Area; encourage the use of these features when negotiating private sector development plans.

Ongoing

1. Work with the Planning and Zoning Board to include Mixed-use Developments within the City’s Zoning Ordinance in
locations where appropriate.

Ongoing

2. Work with the Planning and Zoning Staff in the development of performance standards to be used within the
Redevelopment Area that will provide incentives and/or bonuses for developer proposals that provide for creative design
and amenities.

Ongoing
Ongoing

Objectives:

4. Develop sign regulations and standard design guidelines for store frontages. Establish programs that provide incentives
for voluntary compliance with new construction and retrofitting of existing signs and structures.

Ongoing

5. Sign regulations should address the size, type, location, and amount of signage for the purpose of minimizing visual
clutter, enhancing community character, and maximizing the flow of clear information to pedestrian and automotive traffic.

Ongoing

3. Achieve the on site mixing of residential and commercial uses in appropriate locations as determined by the community.

6. When undertaking streetscape improvements, place utility lines underground where feasible to improve visual qualities.

Ongoing

Housing

7. Utilize a variety of beautification techniques to provide comfortable, pleasing, and healthful work, leisure, residential,
and shopping environments.

Ongoing

Goal #1 Develop and market new and existing housing opportunities within the Redevelopment Area.

8. Develop urban site, landscape, and architectural design guidelines for new and redevelopment projects.

Ongoing

Goal #4 Continue to provide for the public health, safety, morals, and welfare of the community.

Ongoing

1. Identify and market land areas where private interests can develop in-fill housing in the Redevelopment Area and
adjacent neighborhoods.

Ongoing

2. Encourage private efforts toward building new housing in the Redevelopment Area and adjacent neighborhoods.

Ongoing

3. Encourage application for grants to assist in the housing effort.

Ongoing

4. Encourage and promote owner occupation of housing in all areas.

Ongoing

Objectives:
1. Work with the Lauderdale Lakes Police Department and other benevolent organizations to implement neighborhood
based police and safety programs.

Ongoing

2. Incorporate accredited safe neighborhood design techniques for all public places and for proposed public/private coventure redevelopment projects.

Ongoing
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Lauderdale Lakes Charrette: A Citizens’ Master Plan (2003)
The Master Plan, commisioned by the Lauderdale Lakes Community
Redevelopment Agency (CRA) through the Treasure Coast Regional
Planning Council in collaboration with the South Florida Regional
Planning Council and the State Road 7/U.S. 441 Collaborative, grew
out of a public, seven-day charrette, held between May 3rd through
May 9th, 2003 and was adopted in February 2004 by the City of
Lauderdale Lakes City Commission. The Master Plan represents the
citizens’ vision for the future of the City of Lauderdale Lakes. The plan
outlines community needs and desires, and serves as the blueprint
that directs public and private investment to key projects which
are revitalizing the commercial corridors of the city today. The key
elements of the Master Plan are:
•
•

•
•
•

Above and Right: Conceptual renderings of the Citizens’s Master Plan illustrating
Town Center redevelopment objectives for State Road 7 and West Oakland Park
Boulevard

Streetscape and intersection design for SR 7 and Oakland
Park Boulevard
Conceptual design for the Mixed Use Business District
and Town Center at State Road 7 and West Oakland Park
Boulevard
Placement and conceptual design for buildings and public
right-of-ways
Waterfront linear park and greenway on C-13 Canal
Development of land use and zoning standards for
redevelopment with transit and neighborhood connectivity

State Road 7 Collaborative: Street Improvements Project (2007)
The Lauderdale Lakes Charrette document contains the detailed
corridor plan for State Road 7 (U.S. 441). It further illustrates the
Citizens’ Master Plan, provides high level of details to assist city
officials to make in depth design decisions, and to quantify future street
furnishings, street trees and bus shelters.
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Florida Public Officials Design Institute at Abacoa, April 2008 Report
The Florida Public Officials Design Institute at Abacoa is a collaboration of
Florida Atlantic university’s Center for Urban and Environmental Solutions
(CLUES) and South Florida Community leaders. It offers public officials
formal training in smart growth and urban design using the case study
format. The Lauderdale Lakes Deputy Vice Mayor and CRA Chair Eric
L. Haynes participated in the 11th session of the Design Institute in April
2008, and presented the redevelopment of the Lauderdale Marektplace
site as the subject of the case study. Specifically, the City sought advice
on how to replace the existing low-density, commercial strip center with a
identifiable town center that will contain a mix of residential, retail, office,
civic and open space uses, and establish a layout for the development of
“Main Street” Lauderdale Lakes.
The recommendations from the Design Institute are as follows:
• Use a phased approach to the development so that it will be 		
consistent with the intent of the master plan when completed;
• The City should be ready to exit after full build-out of the site;
• Ensure that the core infrastructure, particularly the roads, will result
in the desired form of development over time;
• Require that all buildings be placed close to and front the street, 		
with parking located behind them;
• Capitalize on the City’s assets and create a unique brand identity to
attract new development;
• Create distinguishing gateways at the main entrances to the City;
• Employ temporary uses such as retail kiosks and/or farmers’ market
to animate the streets and parks and attract visitors;
• Move ahead with adopting a form-based code;
• Consider establishing incentives to promote the desired form of 		
development.

Conceptual site plan. Florida Public Officials Design Institute at Abacoa
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Lauderdale Lakes Retail Market Analysis, April 2008
The goals of the analysis are to evaluate the retail needs and
preferences of trade area residents and to provide a quantitative
analysis of actual retail supportability in the City that can be used to
develop a strategy for retail recruitment and retention.
The focus of this analysis is to determine the amount of retail space
that the City could support both now and in five years. Estimates were
prepared and broken down into three forecasts:
• 2007 Status Quo – an estimate based on the existing retail and
economic conditions in 2007
• 2012 Conservative – a 2012 estimate that assumes that the
existing conditions trend out normally over the next five years
• 2012 Aggressive – an estimate that assumes an improving retail
climate from the addition of new retailers and/or an improved retail
environment based on new programs or initiatives implemented by
the City.
The table to the right shows the additional supportable square-footage
for the City’s retail
The study identifies the positive attributes of the City that could
encourage greater retail investment, which include: strong and
regionally connected highway network, retail space availability, and
the progressive leadership of the City in creating investment and
incentive packages to encourage redevelopment. The study also points
out that, ultimately, the viability of retail in the City is largely based
on factors outside the City’s control: market competition, sister-store
cannibalization, and macro-economic trends. The study further suggests
that the City shall aggressively promote the City and its successes, not
only in the community, but also in the surrounding communities. As this
is done and excitement grows, the City will be given more attention by
national retailers and optimize the City’s opportunity of success.
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4. St. Croix Mixed-Use Project: development completed. It includes 246 residential units and 16,000 square feet of retail
space.
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3. Central Square/Tarragon Project: site plan review pending for 412 residential units and 37,000 square feet of retail
space.
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Above: Bella Vista Mixed-Use Center

2. Carriage Homes at Bentley Park: development completed. It includes 84 homes.
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1. Bella Vista Mixed-Use Center
Site planned for 541 residential units and 16,269 square feet of commercial space. Partially developed. This project,
developed through a private-public partnership, was awarded the 2006 Florida Redevelopment Association President’s
Award.
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Since the establishment of the Community Redevelopment Agency and the adoption of the Redevelopment Plan,
significant redevelopments have taken place within the CRA. The status and profile for each of the redevelopment
projects are summarized bellow:
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Major Redevelopment Projects: Private Realm
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1. Bella Vista Mixed-Use Center
2. Carriage Homes at Bentley Park
3. Central Square
4. St. Croix Mixed-Use Project
5. Wal-Mart Supercenter
6. World Executive Center
7. Burger King
8. McDonald’s
9. Kentucky Fried Chicken

NW 41ST TER
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5. Wal-Mart Supercenter: development completed. It includes 207,204 square feet of commercial space.
6. World Executive Center: façade improvement completed. The building has 37,644 square feet of commercial space.
7. Burger King Restaurant
8. McDonald’s Restaurant (facade improvements)
9. Kentucky Fried Chicken Restaurant
World Executive Center
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functions much better to handle the large amount of daily traffic and reduces neighborhood cutthrough traffic.
4. Neighborhood Stabilization
With the completion of the NW 44th Street, as well as further other traffic calming improvements in
the neighborhoods, such as the installation of the roundabout and landscaping at NW 41st Street
and NW 35th Avenue, and pedestrian crosswalks, the City’s neighborhoods have become safer and
stimulate increased investment in upgrading the existing housing stock. Additional improvements
are planned for the future to add landscaping, enhance community gateways and for traffic calming
within neighborhoods throughout the City.
5. Community Facilities Improvements
Roundabout at NW 41st Street and NW 35th Avenue

State Road 7 Median

State Road 7 Streetscape Improvement

Major Redevelopment Projects: Public Realm
Since its inception, the Community Redevelopment Agency has made tremendous efforts to promote
redevelopment throughout the Redevelopment Area. In addition to the major redevelopment projects happening
in the private realm, the City and its Redevelopment Agency’s accomplishments in the public realm have been
extraordinary. The key accomplishments and successes are summarized below:
1. $15 million General Obligation Bond

Bus Shelter

The City celebrated the grand opening of three new parks in 2007: Westgate Park (aka Otis
Gray Park), the Cypress Preserve Conservation Park, and Northgate Park. In addition, the City
completed the first phase of the C-13 Greenway, a multi-purpose use trail along the north side of
the C-13 Canal between State road 7 and NW 31st Avenue.
In 2008, the new 20,000 Sq. Ft. City of Lauderdale Lakes Library, Community Educational and
Cultural Center broke ground and the estimated completion date is mid-2009. This complex will be
the centerpiece of the Bella Vista mixed-use development, and will provide the much needed space
to host community events and educational programs of the City.

In March 2004, Lauderdale Lakes residents overwhelmingly approved a referendum for the City to issue a general
obligation bond of up to $15 million dollars. This money has been invested in the construction and installation
of various capital improvements including new parks, street resurfacing, traffic calming in neighborhoods, new
roadway connections and city-wide beautification projects.
2. Streetscape Improvements on State Road 7
The streetscape improvements on State Road 7 included road resurfacing, installation of new medians, bus
shelters, street trees, street furnishings, etc. Such improvements have turned this major roadway into a more
aesthetically pleasing corridor which presents a positive image to the visitors and investors.
3. Transportation Improvements

C-13 Greenway
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One of the major transportation improvements the City has accomplished is the construction of the NW 44th
Street extension to connect State Road 7 and NW 31st Avenue. Before the completion of this street, the City’s
neighborhoods experienced large amount of cut-through traffic that tried to get to the two arterials. Since the
completion of the NW 44th Street, and other traffic improvements, the City now has a roadway system that

Library and Cultural/Educational Center, coneptual rendering. United Homes, Int. / Dwight Hoffman
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The analysis section of the plan contains a brief, descriptive overview of
the sub-area and then lists each area’s assets, issues and opportunities.
The assets are those attributes, strengths or characteristics that the City
should preserve, enhance or generally build upon as the community’s
foundation. The issues are the problem areas that the master plan
should address through program recommendations and implementation
strategies. Finally the analysis identifies opportunities for new
development or planned improvements that will provide the basis for the
Conceptual Master Plan.
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These five sub-areas are identified on the Sub-Area Analysis Key Map
to the right. They were identified on the basis of having similar land use
composition, physical characteristics, and function. The different subareas also present similar opportunities that will be addressed through
proposed action strategies in the master planning process. In addition,
the analysis “zoomed in” on several larger commercial sites that present
unique redevelopment opportunities. These sites include the Lauderdale
Marketplace, Lakes Mall, Reef Plaza, and the Shoppes of Oriole.
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For planning purposes, the study area was divided into five sub-areas:
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The intent of this phase of the planning process is to analyze and identify
issues impacting the character and function of the city’s urban form. The
site analysis utilizes the existing conditions inventory to evaluate the
physical characteristics of the study area. The analysis considers the
existing conditions, current issues and critical areas of concern as they
relate to potential priorities for the City. The analysis phase establishes
the basis for recommendations contained in the concept plan and
associated implementation strategies.
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Sub-Area 1: State Road 7 Corridor
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The currently underutilized shopping plazas/malls present unique
redevelopment opportunities to consolidate the existing strip
development patterns, create commercial and mixed use nodes,
and establish transit oriented development. The redevelopment
of the mall sites would play a pivotal role in connecting the
neighborhoods and redefining the existing character of the
development along the State Road 7 Corridor, while also serving to
provide increased local employment opportunities and expanding
the availability of retail goods and services.

ST
NW 41S T

Signage of the Reef Plaza

Office encroachment in the shopping plaza

This sub-area used to be the focus of commercial investment in
Central Broward County in the 1970s, however, it has suffered
from the disinvestment since the 1980s due to the westward
development trend. As a result, the majority of the area shopping
plazas/malls show a deteriorating physical experience and outdated
architectural and site design characters. This sub-area is also home
to the City Hall. However, the City Hall has no visibility on State
Road 7 and its accessibility has been comprised by its location.
Since the establishment of the Community Redevelopment Agency
in 2001, significant redevelopment progress has been achieved in
both public and private sectors. Two major in-fill redevelopments:
St. Croix Mixed Use Development and the Wal-Mart Supercenter,
were completed and started to have a strong and positive impact in
the area. The streetscape improvements along State Road 7 have
effectively enhanced the visual and aesthetic quality of the corridor.

TH AV
NW 44

The State Road 7 Corridor stretches for approximately 1.64 miles
along both sides of State Road 7 within the CRA district. Existing
land uses in this sub-area include predominantly retail uses
interspersed with professional offices, institutions, utilities, and
mixed use development. This sub-area enjoys strong regional
access. The average daily traffic count where the two arterials,
State Road 7 and West Oakland Park Boulevard intersect, was
120,000 in 2007 according to Broward County Metropolitan
Planning Organization. As one of the busiest non-freeway
intersections in the County, this intersection holds significant future
value throught redevelopment and added density.
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Existing Condition: S.R. 7 and W. Oakland Park Blvd., Looking North
Assets

SR

7

•
•
•
•
•

Oakland Park Boulevard

•
•
•

Central Broward County location
Strong regional access via S.R. 7, I-95, and Florida Turnpike
High quality existing streetscape
High traffic volume
Large parcels, some with depth spanning both primary corridors (SR
7 and W. Oakland Park Blvd.)
City Hall / Vincent Torres Memorial Park / Fire Station
Quality infill developments: St. Croix Mixed Use Development and
Wal-Mart Supercenter
Remarkable concentration of multi-cultural retail establishments

Issues

Existing Condition: S.R. 7, Looking South

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities

SR

7

NW 44th Street
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Deteriorating physical appearance of the built environment
Lower than regional average leasing rates
Underutilized space
Encroachment of offices and non-retail uses in the shopping nodes
Lack of retail synergy/ market “identity’ within region
Lease obligations and issues restricting reinvestment/
redevelopment
Antiquated development layout – lack of trees and other
landscaping, excessive asphalt, insufficient shade and buffering, etc.
Lack of visibility of the City Hall Complex

•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional center in Broward County and Tri-County region
Unique redevelopment potential: transit oriented development and
mixed use development
Consolidate investment to create regional commercial node on S.R. 7
Create vibrant and multi-cultural regional shopping centers
Enhance connectivity and circulation both on site and contextually
Strengthen pedestrian environment between east and west side of SR
7, and north and south side of W. Oakland Park Blvd.
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Sub-Area 2: Oakland Park Boulevard Area
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Although a large percentage of land in this sub-area is vacant, it should
be noted that several major redevelopment projects have taken place
or planned here. Such redevelopment projects include the Bella Vista
Mixed Use Center whose first phase has been completed, the recently
completed Carriage Homes at Bentley Park town home development,
and the Central Square / Tarragon Property project planned for the
vacant property known as the Old Bazaar site. Just recently, a new
Library and Community Educational and Cultural Center broke ground
and the estimated completion date is mid-2009. This complex will be
the centerpiece of the Bella Vista mixed-use development and will
provide much needed space to host community events and educational
programs of the City. When these planned developments are complete,
the character of this sub-area will be changed dramatically and will
become an exhilarating mixed use urban village.

NW 36TH ST
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This sub-area is generally bounded by the Lauderdale Lakes
Marketplace to the west, NW 31st Avenue to the east, the Carefree
Cove Mobile Home Park to the north, and NW 29th Street to the south.
The existing land uses in this area include predominantly multi-family
residential and institutional uses.
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NW 29TH ST

SOMERSET DR

NW 39TH TER

NW 38TH AVE

NW 29TH ST

St. Helen Church

NW 31ST AVE

Due to the current economic downtown and the unfavorable market
condition, however, it is anticipated that the vacant land may remain
undeveloped for a relatively long period of time. As the eastern
gateway to the City, it will be a challenge for the City to mitigate the
adverse visual impact of these vacant lands.
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Assets
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Vacant commercially zoned land for in-fill development and job
creation ventures
Strong regional access and high traffic volume
Proximity to shopping nodes and community recreational facilities
Tremendous redevelopment efforts and interests
Higher-end housing stock

Issues

SR 7
•
•

Large piece of vacant lands that may not be developed for a long
period of time due to market conditions
Less than desirable streetscape

Opportunities
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•
•

Create a vibrant urban village with mix of uses
Enhance connectivity and circulation both on site and contextually
when redevelopments occur
Improve the streetscape along W. Oakland Park Boulevard.
Strengthen pedestrian environment between north and south side
of W. Oakland Park Blvd.
Provide attractive gateway feature at the intersection of Oakland
Park Boulevard and NW 31st Avenue
Provide aesthetically pleasing screening of the vacant lands, such
as decorative street walls, trellises and lush landscaping
Encourage the redevelopment of vacant lands to focus on job
creation and commercial/retail development in addition to
the inclusion of future areas for rental and/or for sale housing
development in a phased development approach in light of the
current economic climate.
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Sub-Area 3: Residential Neighborhoods
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Opportunities
Residential gateways or identity signage
Potential for pocket parks on vacant lots
C-13 Greenway trail head park opportunity
Improve pedestrian connectivity
Corridor streetscaping/bus shelters/pedestrian
crosswalks and sidewalks
Residential facade improvements
Partner with School Board for campus expansion
and with Broward County Transportation
Department to increase vehicular and pedestrian
safety and improve transit facilities
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Commercial encroachment from Oakland Park
Boulevard
Insufficient buffering between residential homes
and commercial uses and arterials
Despair physical appearance: the multi-family
homes along NW 31th Avenue
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The Carefree Cove Mobile Home Park is highly occupied and
its condition has improved over the years. It currently has 166
sites.

Affordable housing
Easy access to major arterials
Proximity to shopping and the public schools
C-13 Greenway and public swimming pool

NW 33RD TER

The portion of Oriole Estates located in this sub-area consists
of mainly one-story, multi-family rental homes. Many of the
properties are in disrepair and in need of improvements. The
southern end of the area abuts the C-13 Greenway, which
presents opportunities for small trail head parks and related
amenities.
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•
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NW 43RD ST

31

These three areas present distinct characters. The portion of
the Westgate Neighborhood located in this sub-area comprises
single family homes. Located closely to Oakland Park
Boulevard, the arterial road, it has experienced commercial
encroachment over the years, and is in need of preservation
and sufficient buffering from the adjacent commercial uses.

NW 43RD PL

Assets

NW

This sub-area generally consists of the portion of the Westgate
Neighborhood south of Oakland Park Boulevard lying west of
State Road 7, the portion of the Oriole Estates Neighborhood
along NW 31st Avenue, and the Carefree Cove Mobile Home
Park.
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Sub-Area 3:
Westgate
Rental properties on NW 30th Terrace
City of Lauderdale Lakes
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A unique economic base and local employment center

•
•
•
•

Dull building and site design / poor signage
Unsightly outdoor material display
No room for expansion other than verticle construction
Limited parking

•

Physical improvement and renovation to attract high
tech, medical, “green” manufacturers and other research
companies
Potential synergy with Tarragon mixed-use development
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High occupancy rates
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The industrial park is a unique asset to the community. It was
developed in the late 1970s with additional buildings constructed
in the early 1980s. Although the appearance of the industrial park
is less than desirable with dull building and site design and poor
signage, this park has been operated as high occupancy rate.
The tenants consist of a diverse mix of uses: car repair, home
remodeling services, manufacturing, offices etc. The industrial park
represents a major employment center within the City.
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Sub-Area 4: Industrial Park
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Sub-Area 4
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Sub-Area 5: Recreation & Open Space
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Opportunities NW 42ND

Further enhance the C-13 greenway and provide amenities to encourage the use of
the greenway for recreational, commuting/travel, water-related and water borne
NW 41ST ST
recreational opportunities
Expand and improve Vincent Torres Memorial Park
TH CTrecreational amenity and
Create a city-wide multi-purpose trail system NW
as a 40
passive
for neighborhood non-vehicular connectivity
EstablishNW
Community
40TH CTGarden program on C-13 Greenway Trail
Establish rowing, canoe and fishing focused recreation programs and events

N SR7

•

NW 38TH TER

system.

NW 38TH AVE

•

Issues

TH

NW 44TH AVE

Lack of amenities needed along the greenway, such as trail head facilities, shelters,
more shade trees and other landscaping, secured bike parking facilities, shelters,
better signage, etc.
The greenway needs to be further connected with the City’s and the regional trail

NW 36TH ST
NW 36 TH ST
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•

34

4 TH

NW 42 ND AVE

NW 4

Vincent Torres Memorial Park

Vincent Torres Memorial Park linkage to City Hall Complex and schools
Central location and easy access
Wide range of recreational opportunities
The C-13 Greenway Trail serves for both recreational and alternative transportation purpose
Well maintained recreational facilities
“Blueway Trail” opportunities
Regional trail connectivity and coordination opportunities

NW

This sub-area consists of two recreational facilities: Vincent Torres Memorial
Park and C-13 Greenway Trail Facility. The Vincent Torres Memorial Park offers
a wide range of recreational opportunities and is well used by the community. It
has two baseball fields, a football field, a covered outdoor basketball court, two
soccer fields, three racquetball courts, tennis and netball court, and exercise/
weight room. It also provides venues for special events and outdoor concerts.
In addition, the City has acquired an adjacent 2.57-acre site with Recreational
Impact fee funds and this site will be developed for recreational program offices/
space and parking in support of the Vincent Torres Memorial Park that is across
street.
NW 43RD ST
The C-13 Greenway is a wonderful amenity for the community. It is a mile-long,
multi-use trail that runs along the northern edge of the SouthNW
Florida
WaterST
42ND
Management District’s C-13 Canal, between State Road 7 and NW 31st Avenue.
Although only the first phase of the major regional trail network is completed at
this time, improvements to the City of Lauderdale Lakes portion of the C-13 trail
have significantly improved the physical appearance of the C-13 Canal. More
importantly, the greenway not only serves for recreational travel, but is also used
to encourage the use of bicycling or walking for exercise and as an alternative
transportation mode.
Water based and water borne recreational opportunities along the C-13 Canal
that include fishing, rowing, and nature study, which can be provided with
relatively low-cost improvements made on an incremental and on-going basis.

Assets

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sub-Area 5

NW 34TH ST
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Major Commerical Site Analysis
This section of the Analysis Chapter provides a detailed review on the physical site
condition, urban design and market analysis for the four commercial sites that present
unique redevelopment opportunities: Lauderdale Marketplace, Lakes Mall, Reef Plaza,
and Shoppes of Oriole. In the Physcial Site Analysis section, three dimensional models
were generated for each of the mall sites showing both the existing condition and using
a “build-out” scenario based on the maximum development potential allowed pursuant
to the recent adoption of progressive zoning code regulations that encourage infill and
redevelopment.

N STHY 7

7
NW 43RD PL

6

N SR7

NW 38TH AVE

NW 41ST TER

4

5

NW 38TH TER

NW 39TH AVE

1

2

Curb Cut

of Oriole Site Map

Community Redevelopment Area Plan Update
Existing Land Use Map
adopted november 2009

Building Conditions
Except for the McDonald’s building on Parcel 7 and the restaurant building on Parcel
4, the rest of the buildings on this block are in fair to poor condition. The roofing of the
shoppes appears to be damaged and is in disrepair. The exterior walls, the windows
and doors of the shoppes are still functioning, however, peeling paint and broken pavers
on the walkways are noticeable. The overall appearance of the mall is deteriorating
and depressing. Additionally, low value leases are reported indicating a shortage of
investment funding for upgrades to the property.

The site can be accessed by State Road 7, NW 41st Street and NW 44th Street.
Sidewalks, all of which are composed of 5-foot wide concrete slabs, are available along
State Road 7 and NW 41st Street. There is no sidewalk along NW 44th Street. There are
3 curb-cuts serving along State Road 7, but the curb-cuts along NW 41st Street and NW
44th Street are excessive.

NW 41ST ST

Shoppes
City of Lauderdale Lakes

Existing Land Use
Shoppes of Oriole block consists of 7 parcels. The KINERET LLC controls Parcel 1
through 4, while Parcel 5 through 7 are owned by different entities or individuals. The
retail mix of Shoppes of Oriole represents a remarkable concentration of culturally and
ethnically diverse retail offerings that attracts shoppers not only from the local community
but the larger region as well. Such retailers include the Broward Meat and Fish Company
(Note: the Company is slated to relocate further south on S.R. 7 within the CRA district),
Far East Food & Gifts, Jamaican Herbal & Healing, etc.

Site Conditions
The site conditions outside of all existing buildings are in poor condition. The site is
composed mostly by parking lots. There is minimal landscaping on site with little care.
The planters are in disrepair. There is no directory sign for the site.

NW 42ND CT

3

Shoppes of Oriole

A convenience store is located on Parcel 5. A recently remodeled McDonald’s restaurant
occupies Parcel 7, while Parcel 6 is 3 acres in size, currently vacant and available for
development.

NW 44TH ST

NW 44TH CT

Physical Site Analysis

Prepared for

Prepared by

Adjacent Land Use
The Headway Office Park is located to the north across from NW 44th Street, a strip mall
located to the west across from State Road 7, a Chevron Gas Station to the south across
from NW 41st Street, and the Oriole Estates Neighborhood composed of single-family,
detached homes is located to the east of the Shoppes at the Oriole block.
Above: Existing Condition
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Three dimensional models were generated for the mall site using a “buildout” scenario based on the maximum development potential allowed by the
existing zoning code regulations. These models, although purely illustrative,
assist in better understanding the consequences of various design decisions
concerning the site planning, height, bulk, and massing of the buildings.
This analysis also illustrates the opportunity for added intensity for future
investment and redevelopment as a consequence of the recent revisions to
local zoning and land use standards.

Build-Out Condition

Shoppes of Oriole

Zoning
B-2 COMMUNITY
BUSINESS DISTRICT

Maximum
Residential
Density
NA

Minimum Lot Requirements

SR

Existing Condition:
Total Acreage: 12.14 Acres
Total Building Sq. Ft.: 68,445 Sq. Ft.
Percentage of Impervious Area: 91.8%
Total Parking Spaces: 443
Parking Ratio: 1 space per 155 Sq. Ft.
Zoning Code Requirement for Parking: 1 space per 225 Sq. Ft.

7

The existing zoning is B-2 Community Business District. As illustrated
by the three dimensional model, this suburban-style zone district would
produce bulky “big box” retail that is undesirable for the redevelopment of
the corridor. The zoning code needs to be updated and design guidelines
need to be in place to ensure the redevelopment of the site is consistent
with the City’s vision and to produce quality redevelopment that is desired
by the community.

Existing Condition

Maximum Plot
Coverage

None, except for the following: Hotels,
Plot for two to four
motels, resorts and time share units: 1.5
story buildings: 40
acres; Service stations: 20,000 square feet; percent; Plot for one
story building: 45
percent
Plot
for a single-family
detached unit: 50
percent.

Minimum Yard Requirements*

Maximum Height

Minimum Floor Area

Landscaped Open Space

Front From the right-of-way of any trafficway, as depicted on
the Broward County Trafficways Plan: 50 feet; From any other
street or property line, twenty-five (25) feet. Side 20 feet
Rear where a plot abuts a dedicated alley, a rear yard of
not less than ten feet shall be provided. Convenience stores
over 1,200 square feet, the minimum setback of any building
from all street lot lines shall be 65 feet. There is no side yard
setback for a plot which is not adjacent to a street or alley

50 feet. That portion of a
building or structure within
100 feet of any residential
zone shall be subject to
a height limitation of one
foot in height for every
two feet in distance from
the residential zoned plot
unless the application of this
requirement would limit the
building height to less than
25 feet.

None

Minimum 35%

*

adopted november 2009
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NW 32ND ST

4

2
N SR7

9
NW 30TH PL

NW 30TH ST

1

NW 36TH WAY

8

7

NW 38TH AVE

6

3

Lauderdale
City of Lauderdale
Lakes

NW 38TH AVE

NW 38TH TER

NW 39TH TER

NW 39TH WAY

NW 40TH AVE N STHY 7

NW 29TH CT

Curb Cut
Neighborhood
Connection

Existing
Land Use Map
Existing Condition:
Total Acreage: 35.89 Acres
Total Building Sq. Ft.: 328,368 sq. ft.
Percentage of Impervious Area: 83.3%
Total Parking Spaces: 1,746
Parking Ratio: 1 space per 188 sq. ft.
Zoning Code Requirement for Parking: 1 space per 200 Sq. Ft.

adopted november 2009

NW 29TH ST

Existing Land Use

The Lauderdale Marketplace is located at the southeast quadrant of the primary shopping
node of the City: the intersection of State Road 7 and Oakland Park Boulevard directly
opposite to the Wal-Mart Supercenter. The other three quadrants of this primary intersection
are occupied by the Lakes Mall, the Reef Plaza, and the Wal-Mart Supercenter and the
Walgreen’s store. Bella Vista, located to the east of the Marketplace, is a new mixed use
development that features town homes, retail uses along Oakland Park Boulevard, a village
green, a new Publix grocery store and a library. Glen Cove Apartments, the Eastgate
Neighborhood composed of single-family, detached homes, and strip malls are located to
the south of the Marketplace.

Parcel 2 through 9, the out parcels, are owned by different entities or individuals. Parcel 7
is currently vacant. The rest of out parcels are used for different retail purposes, including
fast food restaurant, gas station, discount auto part store, bank and clothing store.
Building Conditions
The buildings in the Lauderdale Marketplace are structurally sound and are in fair to good
conditions. The exterior walls, the windows and doors are in good shape. It was observed, though,
in several areas that the walkways were not kept clean and littering has been an on-going issue.
The site offers poor accommodation for the substantial number of pedestrians moving through
and to the area.
Site Conditions

NW 28TH CT

NW 28TH ST

Marketplace Area Site Map

Community Redevelopment Area Plan Update

Adjacent Land Use

The Lauderdale Marketplace block is included in the Town Center District and is targeted
for future redevelopment as a key component of the future “Downtown Lauderdale Lakes”.
The overall site consists of 8 parcels. Parcel 1 which occupies the majority of the block
is owned by Lauderdale Marketplace Investment LLC. Originally developed in 1986, this
shopping mall has suffered from serious encroachment from office and administrative
uses. Retail only accounts for approximately half of the tenants mix.

W OAKLAND PARK BLVD

5

Lauderdale Marketplace

Prepared for

Prepared by

The site conditions outside of all existing buildings are in fair condition. The site is
composed mostly by parking lots. There are minimal landscaping on site with little care or
maintenance. The signage on the site is in poor condition and is hardly visible.
Sidewalks, all of which are composed of 5-foot wide concrete slabs, are available along
State Road 7 and West Oakland Park Boulevard. The sidewalks along State Road 7 are
in better condition than West Oakland Park Boulevard, as they were recently upgraded as
part of the State Road 7 streetscape improvement project.
There are three curb-cuts each along State Road 7 and West Oakland Park Bouldevard.
The site enjoys convenient traffic access. The site can be accessed by State Road 7,
Oakland Park Boulevard, NW 38th Avenue, NW 36th Terrace, NW 30th Place, NW 29th
Court, and NW 29th Street. With the multiple available access roads, the local residents do
not have to drive onto the arterials to get to their shopping destinations.
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Lauderdale Marketplace

Existing Condition

Build-Out Opportunity

Zoning
TC
TOWN
CENTER DISTRICT

adopted november 2009

Maximum
Residential
Density
NA

Minimum Lot Requirements
TND: 10 Acres
Shopfront, Rowhouse: as provided
for multi-family dwelling units
House: Width 40 feet, Area 4,000 sq. ft.

Maximum Plot
Coverage
House use lot: 75%

Minimum Yard Requirements

Maximum Height

Minimum Floor Area

No building or roofed structure shall be located less than Shopfront: 80 feet. Where Shopfront, Rowhouse: as provided
50 feet from any street line nor less than 25 feet from any adjacent to a house use, the for multi-family dwelling units. House:
plot line other than a street line. Adjacent to any trafficway 15 feet of the building closest
1,200 sq. ft.
depicted on the Broward County Trafficways Plan, as
to the house use shall not
amended from time to time, 50 feet in depth. No structure
exceed 35 feet in height.
shall be located closer than 100 feet from any residentially Rowhouse: 60 feet. Where
zoned land.
adjacent to a house use, the
15 feet of the building closest
to the house use shall not
exceed 35 feet in height.
House: 35 feet

Landscaped Open Space
Each TND Neighborhood shall contain open
space recreational areas of at least 100
square feet per residential unit. At least 25
percent of this requirement shall be designed
as a play lot. The minimum size of any open
space recreation area shall be 1,500 square
feet. Each TND Neighborhood shall contain
at least one square or plaza. The minimum
size of any square or plaza shall be one acre
or two percent of the TND Neighborhood land
area, whichever is less.
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Lakes Mall
NW 43RD AVE

NW 34TH ST

Existing Land Use
The Lakes Mall block consists of 4 parcels. Lauderdale Lakes Mall LLC controls Parcel
1 through 3, while Parcel 4 is owned by Motiva Enterprises LLC. Parcel 1 tenants
include Florida Career College, Office Depot, and Anna’s Linens. Parcel 2 is used for
parking and access for the uses located on Parcel 1. A Starbucks was recently vacated
on Parcel 3. A Shell Gas Station occupies Parcel 4.

3

2

Wal-Mart Supercenter and the Walgreen’s store.
The St. Croix Mixed Use Development is located to the north of the Lakes Mall. It is a newly
completed mixed use development that features affordable rental units and retail uses and
providing signalized intersection access to State Road 7. The Westgate Neighborhood
composed of single-family, detached homes is located to the west of the Lakes Mall.

Building Conditions
The main building of the Lakes Mall is structurally sound. The exterior walls, the
windows and doors are in good shape, although littering was found on several sections
of the walkways. The Shell Gas Station building and the Starbucks building are in good
condition.

1

Site Conditions
The site conditions outside of all existing buildings are in fair condition. The site is
composed mostly by parking lots. There is minimal landscaping on site with modest
care. The signage is in good condition and highly visible, although pole signs are non
conforming per newly established standards.

W OAKLAND PARK BLVD

Curb Cut
Neighborhood
Connection

City of Lauderdale Lakes Lakes

Mall Site Map

Community Redevelopment Area Plan Update
Existing Condition:
Existing
Land Use Map
Total Acreage: 21.27 Acres
Total Building Sq. Ft.: 243,065 sq. ft.
Percentage of Impervious Area: 94.1%
Total Parking Spaces: 1,140
Parking Ratio: 1 space per 213 sq. ft.
Zoning Code Requirement for Parking: 1 space per 200 Sq. Ft.

adopted november 2009

Sidewalks, all of which are composed of 5-foot wide concrete slabs, are available
along State Road 7 and West Oakland Park Boulevard. There are four curb-cuts each
along State Road 7 and West Oakland Park Bouldevard that lack deceleration and
acceleration lane improvements to enhance motorist safety.

N STHY 7

4

N SR7

NW 32ND ST

Prepared for

Prepared by

The site can be accessed by State Road 7, West Oakland Park Boulevard, and NW
43rd Avenue. An access way is also provided between the adjacent St. Croix Mixed
Use Development and Parcel 3. The addition of S.R. 7 deceleration and acceleration
lanes would greatly enhance site accessibility
Adjacent Land Use
The Lakes Mall is located at the northwest quadrant of the primary shopping node of
the City: the intersection of State Road 7 and W. Oakland Park Boulevard. The other
three quadrants are occupied by the Lauderdale Marketplace, the Reef Plaza, and the
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Lakes Mall

SR

7

Existing Condition

Build-Out Opportunity

Zoning
TC
TOWN
CENTER DISTRICT

adopted november 2009

Maximum
Residential
Density
NA

Minimum Lot Requirements
TND: 10 Acres
Shopfront, Rowhouse: as provided
for multi-family dwelling units
House: Width 40 feet, Area 4,000 sq. ft.

Maximum Plot
Coverage
House use lot: 75%

Minimum Yard Requirements

Maximum Height

Minimum Floor Area

No building or roofed structure shall be located less than Shopfront: 80 feet. Where Shopfront, Rowhouse: as provided
50 feet from any street line nor less than 25 feet from any adjacent to a house use, the for multi-family dwelling units. House:
plot line other than a street line. Adjacent to any trafficway 15 feet of the building closest
1,200 sq. ft.
depicted on the Broward County Trafficways Plan, as
to the house use shall not
amended from time to time, 50 feet in depth. No structure
exceed 35 feet in height.
shall be located closer than 100 feet from any residentially Rowhouse: 60 feet. Where
zoned land.
adjacent to a house use, the
15 feet of the building closest
to the house use shall not
exceed 35 feet in height.
House: 35 feet

Landscaped Open Space
Each TND Neighborhood shall contain open
space recreational areas of at least 100
square feet per residential unit. At least 25
percent of this requirement shall be designed
as a play lot. The minimum size of any open
space recreation area shall be 1,500 square
feet. Each TND Neighborhood shall contain
at least one square or plaza. The minimum
size of any square or plaza shall be one acre
or two percent of the TND Neighborhood land
area, whichever is less.
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Reef Plaza
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Existing Land Use

NW 34TH ST

The Reef Plaza block consists of 6 parcels. The KIMCO Development Corporation
controls Parcel 1 through 4, while Parcel 5 and 6 are owned by different entities or
individuals. The retail tenants of the Reef Plaza represent a high concentration of
discount and affordable merchandise, such as Payless ShoeSource, Family Dollar,
Casual Male, Save A Lot, etc. There are also several service providers on site, including
Tax Service, Cash Checking, and Coin Laudry stores. The Broward Meat and Fish
Company is planning to relocate their Lauderdale Lakes store to Parcel 5. A SevenEleven Gas Station operates on Parcel 6.

6

N SR7

5

7 and Oakland Park Boulevard. The rest other quadrants are occupied by the Lauderdale
Marketplace, the Lakes Mall, and the Wal-Mart Supercenter and the Walgreen’s store.
A largely vacant property owned by Florida Power and Light is located to the east, which
presents the opportunity of land consolidation for redevelopment to include Reef Plaza and
other commercial use properties in the immediate area. The Northgate Neighborhood composed
of single-family, detached homes is located to the north of the Reef Plaza Block.

N STHY 7

Building Conditions
The buildings on the Reef Plaza block are generally in good condition. Except for the
main building on Parcel 1, the rest of the buildings were constructed in the 1990s and
early 2000s. The building structures are sound. The exterior walls, the windows and
doors are in good shape.

1
4

Site Conditions
The site conditions outside of all existing buildings are in fair condition. The site is
composed mostly by parking lots. There is minimal landscaping on site with reasonable
care. The signs are in good condition and highly visible. However, the signs may be
consolidated to avoid over use of signage that may negatively affect the streetscape
quality. The existing pole signs are non-conforming with the newly adopted standards.

3
NW 38TH AVE

2
W OAKLAND PARK BLVD

Curb Cut

City of Lauderdale Lakes

Reef Plaza Area Site Map

Community Redevelopment Area Plan Update
Existing Condition:
Existing
Land Use Map

Total Acreage: 14.52 Acres
Total Building Sq. Ft.: 120,721 Sq. Ft.
Percentage of Impervious Area: 88.5%
Total Parking Spaces: 496
Parking Ratio: 1 space per 243 sq. ft.
Zoning Code Requirement for Parking: 1 space per 225 Sq. Ft.

adopted november 2009

Prepared for

Prepared by

Sidewalks, all of which are composed of 5-foot wide concrete slabs, are available along
State Road 7 and West Oakland Park Boulevard. There are excessive curb-cuts serving
Parcel 1 through 4 (the Reef Plaza), while Parcel 5 and 6 share one curb-cut.
The site can be accessed by State Road 7, West Oakland Park Boulevard, and NW
34th Street. There is no direct access from the adjacent neighborhood to the Reef Mall.
Therefore, the local residents have to use the arterial roads to get to their shopping
destinations, and pedestrian accessibility is limited as well.
Adjacent Land Use
The Reef Plaza Block is located at the northeast quadrant of the primary shopping node
of the City and is within the Town Center Zone District: the intersection of State Road
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Reef Plaza

Existing Condition

Build-Out Opportunity

Zoning
TC
TOWN
CENTER DISTRICT

adopted november 2009

Maximum
Residential
Density
NA

Minimum Lot Requirements
TND: 10 Acres
Shopfront, Rowhouse: as provided
for multi-family dwelling units
House: Width 40 feet, Area 4,000 sq. ft.

Maximum Plot
Coverage
House use lot: 75%

Minimum Yard Requirements

Maximum Height

Minimum Floor Area

No building or roofed structure shall be located less than Shopfront: 80 feet. Where Shopfront, Rowhouse: as provided
50 feet from any street line nor less than 25 feet from any adjacent to a house use, the for multi-family dwelling units. House:
plot line other than a street line. Adjacent to any trafficway 15 feet of the building closest
1,200 sq. ft.
depicted on the Broward County Trafficways Plan, as
to the house use shall not
amended from time to time, 50 feet in depth. No structure
exceed 35 feet in height.
shall be located closer than 100 feet from any residentially Rowhouse: 60 feet. Where
zoned land.
adjacent to a house use, the
15 feet of the building closest
to the house use shall not
exceed 35 feet in height.
House: 35 feet

Landscaped Open Space
Each TND Neighborhood shall contain open
space recreational areas of at least 100
square feet per residential unit. At least 25
percent of this requirement shall be designed
as a play lot. The minimum size of any open
space recreation area shall be 1,500 square
feet. Each TND Neighborhood shall contain
at least one square or plaza. The minimum
size of any square or plaza shall be one acre
or two percent of the TND Neighborhood land
area, whichever is less.
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Downtown Lauderdale Lakes /
Town Center District
Summary
The existing zoning for the three mall sites - Lauderdale Marketplace, Lakes Mall and Reef Plaza – is Town Center District (TC). Contrary to
the suburban zoning, this zone district promotes traditional neighborhood developments for future redevelopment to establish areas that will be
compact and pedestrian friendly while parking structures are screened by habitable space and are located at the rear of the lot. As illustrated by
the three dimensional model, the Town Center District provides effective controls over the size of the blocks, the form of the buildings and the
inclusion of significant urban open space.

Existing Condition

However, the Town Center zoning code does not provide regulations that would accommodate transit oriented development. Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) is a unique type of land use and has a rather complex set of objectives, including the promotion of density, location efficiency
and a mix of land uses and housing choices. The zoning code needs to be updated to provide and direct the development patterns to guide
successful future transit oriented developments to promote and facilitate area investment and growth through redevelopment.

Build-Out Opportunity

adopted november 2009
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Market Analysis
The Lauderdale Lakes’ State Road 7 commercial corridor is strategically located in
the center of Broward County, along State Road 7 between Commercial Boulevard
and W. Oakland Park Boulevard. The State Road 7 and Oakland Park Boulevard
intersection, one of the Broward County’s busiest non-freeway intersections, has
an average daily traffic count of 120,000 in 2007, according to Broward County
Metropolitan Planning Organization. In addition, the City is connected regionally to the
roadway network with easy access to Interstate Highway 95 and the Florida Turnpike.
During the 1970s and early 1980s, the State Road 7 corridor was the focus of new
commercial investment and population growth, as the development was spreading
westward from I-95. However, as the region’s population moved further west during
1980s and 1990s, the State Road 7 corridor started to experience disinvestment and
loss of major retail anchors. The competition from the University Drive commercial
corridor, which is approximately 3.5 miles to the west of State Road 7 and has
flourished since the late 1980s accompanying the westward development trend, has
contributed significantly to the decline and under performance of the State Road 7
corridor.
According to the International Council of Shopping Centers, recent consumer
behavioral trends relating to retail uses indicate a shift to “open-air malls”, hybrid malls
(enclosed design combined with open-air format), and value-oriented malls (outlet
tenants with entertainment themes) within a mixed-use context accommodating a mix
of retail, commercial and residential uses. The decline of retail sales and retail tenant
rates in the existing suburban style malls along State Road 7 are indicative of these
changing consumer patterns.
Since the turn of the century, with the westward development pattern reaching buildout, the State Road 7 corridor has started to see a revival of investment interest.
Several major redevelopment projects have taken place in, or close to, the corridor,
including the St. Croix Mixed Use Project, the Wal-Mart Supercenter, the Bella
Vista Mixed Use Project, the Bentley Towhome Development, and the planned
Central Square Mixed Use Development. These projects have demonstrated the
redevelopment potential of the corridor and infused the corridor with new retail energy
and new population growth.

along this corridor. The potential of transit oriented development presents a unique
opportunity to act as a catalyst to redevelop not only the corridor, but the community.
A report recently published by Next American City, a national magazine featuring
investigative reports and interviews on the frontlines of urban innovation, identified a
trend across the country transforming the suburbs as merely bedroom communities
into “Cosmoburbs” as new economic hubs for an increasingly “brain”-oriented
economy. These new Cosmoburbs have a diverse population, growing along transit
lines with growth centers on transit stations. The areas around the stations feature
high-density, mixed-use developments, including many multifamily units. Ethnic
restaurants and shops with exotic goods draw people into these communities. The
leading model Cosmoburbs include Arlington, VA. and Aurora, CO. A major regional
transit station is planned for the intersection of State Road 7 and W. Oakland Park
Boulevard area to facilitate the transition of the community to become an incredibly
vibrant Cosmoburb.
The demographics of the area show a diverse and stable residential base with
projected long-term growth. The several newly completed and planned residential
projects would supply higher end housing stock that would attract households with
higher income and stronger consumer spending power. According to a demographics
update study conducted by the PMG Associates, the inclusion of such new units into
the aggregated spending expected in 2011 would boost overall spending by 8.33%,
which is a large increase for a built-out city without significant annexation or other
growth opportunities, other than major redevelopment of existing commercial sites in
the future.
The market viability of the redevelopment of the mall sites is anticipated to capitalize
on the establishment of transit oriented developments that would attract consumers
from a larger market, while at the same time ensuring that community goals and
objectives are fulfilled that local jobs, goods and services are maximized and that
the local tax base is strengthened. Based on the Retail Market Analysis prepared
by the Pitney Bowes MapInfo and local input through public workshops, potential
opportunities exist to introduce: general merchandise/department stores, men and
women’s apparel stores, home furnishings stores, hardware stores, pet/pet supplies
stores, restaurants, and appliance/electronics stores that are supported by a strong
residential component as part of the proposed development program.

Due to the sprawl land use pattern of the region and the drastic increase in gasoline
price in the recent years, alternative transportation and mass transit have received
more attention than ever from both community leaders and the residents. Rapid
bus service has started along State Road 7, and a light rail is also contemplated
Local and Regional Trade Area. Source: Pitney Bowes MapInfo
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Public Participation
The Lauderdale Lakes Redevelopment Plan is the result of an extensive community
visioning process conducted over a period of ten months. The recommendations
and projects identified in the Plan were a product of the public participation process,
led by the Mayor and the City Commission, the Community Redevelopment
Agency, and the consultant team. The purpose of this citizen-led planning effort was
also designed to initiate an open dialogue between stakeholders, staff, and the city
leadership for sharing concerns and priorities related to downtown development
and for building a consensus between the various players that have a role in the
successful implementation of the redevelopment program.
During the public participation process, the consultant team worked with a diverse
group of participants including residents, business owners, City staff, elected
officials, board members, and government representatives to create a realistic
plan reflective of the community and stakeholder interests and aspirations. A large
number of residents and stakeholders came together to participate in the visioning
process, and to explore new concepts and opportunities for the future growth of the
redevelopment area.
The project was initiated with a series of focus group meetings with the board
members, City staff, elected officials, representatives of neighborhoods and
condominium associations, and other key stakeholders. These meetings
provided the consultant team with an understanding of the prevailing concerns
and perceptions about Lauderdale Lakes’ future development. Meetings were
scheduled to obtain input from the staff relating to the community’s assets, critical
issues associated with the project, existing planning efforts and proposed projects
that would help define a clear scope for the initiative.
The consultant team gave project update presentations to the participants, which
included sharing information about the existing conditions of the redevelopment
area from a land use, environment, and economic development perspective.
Further, the CRA and the City together with the consultant team conducted a public
workshop, in which the participants engaged in an interactive exercise to explore
and share their visions for specific redevelopment concepts for Lauderdale Lakes.
The following are highlights of the input received from the focus group meeting
sessions, and the results from the public workshop.
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FOCUS GROUP MEETINGS SUMMARY REPORT
The following is a summary report outlining the information obtained
during focus group work sessions and interviews conducted on June
17th and 18th in the City of Lauderdale Lakes. At each meeting a brief
overview of the planning process was provided along with a summary of
the preliminary assessment of the physical conditions and demographic
trends conducted by the IBI Group. The information contained in this
summary includes a list of the attendees, and a brief summary of the
comments provided by the participants. This information will be used
during the inventory and analysis phase of the redevelopment planning
process and will be incorporated when formulating the goals and
objectives of the Redevelopment Plan.
June 17th, 2008, from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and from 6:00 p.m.
to 8:00 p.m.
Meeting with: Board Members, Business Representatives, and
Property Owners
Present: James E. Phillips, Marilyn Davis, Monica Brooks, Mohammed
Rasheduzzaman, Rupert Brown, Roy Fox, Patricia Williams, Edwina
Coleman, Ben Williams, Frank Coleman, Kathie Margoles, Brett
Weintraub, Meredith McCleary, George Davis, John Bowen, Gabriel
Ogugua, Celestine Dunmore, Gary Rogers, Kurt Easton (IBI Group) and
Qinghong Wei (IBI Group)
Comments
• Entertainment opportunities for young people, especially the
teenagers, such as movie theatres, bowling alleys, etc., are desired.
• The City used to have “walk-to” shopping centers. These shopping
opportunities are either gone or in distress. The stores are now filled
by offices or public administrations, which makes the shopping area
even less inviting.
• There is a misconception of the City that it is unsafe here. This
misconception is hurting the City’s business. The census information
may not be accurate.
• Increased presence of the police in shopping areas is desired.
• The East Gate neighbourhood shares a zip code that links to
the perception of high rate of crime and illiteracy, which does
not accurately reflect the profile of the community. The residents
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question if it is possible to have a different zip code.
A grocery store/supermarket, as well as jewellery stores, women’s
apparel stores, shoe stores, and sporting goods stores are desired
Water quality of the canals needs to be improved
As the St. Croix development is set back from S.R. 7, there is little
visibility for the storefronts. It needs more visible signage, and
parking in front of the stores.
Interactive fountain and Water Park are desired. The interactive
fountain could be placed in Northgate Park, opposite the Library
on Oakland Park Blvd., while the water park idea may be explored
with the County’s School Board at the new pool.
The number of rental homes is increasing. Those homes may not
be maintained very well and require code enforcement actions.
Use of electronic device for enhanced security is desired, as a
cost-effective way to increase the level of policing.
The recently completed market study was “below expectation” in
terms of the kind of business the study was calling for. The City
should not just maintain the status quo, but should shoot for larger
scale and higher quality developments.
National chain restaurants, international cuisine, chain hotels are
desired.
Need multi-cultural programs and events to attract more visitors to
the City.
The public recreational facilities should be upgraded to
accommodate the increasing demand.
An exit of the Florida Turnpike at Oakland Park Blvd. is needed to
enhance the accessibility of the City.
Educational programs to help residents with employment are
needed, especially in the distressed neighbourhoods.
Florida Career College may increase its capacity. This will pose an
opportunity for the City’s development.

June 17th, 2008, from 2:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Meeting with: Senior Staff
Present: Latoya Cason, Chris Van Vliet, Treasa Brown, Kathleen
Margoles, Phil Aleeyne, Bryan Cowart, Dean Decker, Danny Holmes,
Daniel Le Ray, Jonathan Allen, Jeff Barr, Khia Joseph, Anita Fain

Taylor, Celestine Dunmore, Gary Rogers, Kurt Easton (IBI Group) and
Qinghong Wei (IBI Group)
Comments
• The City is in the process of revising the Comprehensive Plan,
partially due to the State’s mandate that all CIP projects shall be
identified in the Comprehensive Plan. Any capital improvement
project that may be identified by the CRA Plan Update needs to be
incorporated into the Comprehensive Plan.
• City Staff is in the process of drafting the strategic plan, which
should be incorporated in the CRA Plan Update.
• The City should have adequate utilities to accommodate the land
use density and intensity identified in the Comprehensive Plan
• Affordable community centers are needed to host various
community events.
• S.R. 7, Oakland Park Blvd., and 31st Ave. need to present a nice
and inviting image to the visitors. S.R. 7 has quality streetscaping,
Oakland Pak Blvd. is improving, but 31st Ave still needs a lot work.
As portions of the 31st Ave. is out of the City Limits, coordination
with Oakland Pak is needed.
• C13 Greenway needs to be advanced to connect with the regional
greenway, and also provide connections with the surrounding
major developments.
• Possibility of using CRA TIF fund for special events and programs
• A City Hall entry feature/gateway improvement on S.R. 7 and
Oakland Park Blvd. is needed.
• The City needs to focus on its place making and attract more
activities.
• Crime prevention
• The northeast section of the CRA (the rental properties) needs
a lot work. Potential enhancement ideas include: replace the
existing run-down properties owned by the CRA to establish
pocket parks to provide playgrounds and other after-school
programs for the large number of kids residing there (for small
kids/moms); streetscape/landscaping, matching funds for property
cleanups and upgrade; and construct a trailhead facility on the
property abutting the C13 Greenway.
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Public Workshop Summary Report
June 17th, 2008, from 4:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Meeting with: CRA
Present: Samuel S. Brown, Barrington A. Russell, Sr., Eric L. Haynes,
David W. Shomers, John Billingsley, Jr., Hazelle P. Rogers, Levoyd
L. Williams, Anita Fain Taylor, Celestine Dunmore, Gary Rogers, Kurt
Easton (IBI Group) and Qinghong Wei (IBI Group).
Comments:
• Needs more accurate demographic data that also takes into
consideration of the new housing developments;
• The opportunity for densification, especially for the commercial
parcels;
• Ensure community involvement during the planning process;

June 18th, 2008, from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Meeting with: Representatives of the neighbourhoods and
condominium associations
Present: Jerry Mende, Eugene Roberts, Owen Denton, Rigaud
Dieudonne, Celestine Dunmore, Gary Rogers, Kurt Easton (IBI Group)
and Qinghong Wei (IBI Group).
Comments:
• Higher density, mixed use developments are desired that will
accommodate those senior residents that are ready to move out of
the single family homes to the town center.
• Civic buildings should be more visible to the public. Signage or entry
features of the City Hall on S.R. 7 and Oakland Park Blvd., may help.
• The false perception of the City being unsafe needs to be corrected.
• Provide more programs to further embrace the City’s diverse culture
and demographics.
• A question was raised about the roundabout on NW 41st St., if its size
is too big for the neighbourhood.
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A public workshop was held in the Multi-Purpose Building of the
Lauderdale Lakes City Hall during the evening of August 27, 2008.
City residents and property owners actively participated in the
workshop and contributed their ideas to the redevelopment of the
area. The community input, which is summarized below, establishes
the foundation for the objectives and action strategies presented in the
Concept Plan.
Community Priorities
• Improve and enhance the major corridors: State Road 7, W.
Oakland Park Boulevard, and NW 31st Avenue
• Redevelop the mall sites and provide quality restaurants,
family restaurants, movie theater, grocery store, bookstore,
and lodging facilities
• Redevelop the Vincent Torres Memorial Park and the City
Hall property to provide more recreational use, such as a
senior citizens’ activity center and an enclosed gym
• Relocate City Hall to a more central location
• Create a venue for festivals, i.e. Jazz Festival, preferably at
the public green of the Bella Vista site
• Provide primary gateway features where visitors enter the
city
• Provide gateway features for each neighborhood
• Need an exit from Florida Turnpike at Oakland Park Blvd.
• Redevelop the Old Bazaar property to include commercial
use in addition to residential use
• Enhance or redevelop the Industrial Park and recruit more
businesses
• Need strong code and proactive code enforcement to
ensure up keeping of the homes
• Establish guidelines for residential rental properties
• Extend and enhance the C-13 Greenway trail and provide
parking
• Enhance fitness facilities and multi-use trails
• Enhance the small businesses located along Oakland Park
Blvd. west of State Road 7
• Provide police sub-stations
• Enhance streetscape and provide more landscaping along
Oakland Park Blvd.

•
•
•
•
•

Need recreational facilities for all ages: youth, adult and
seniors
Provide study halls in parks
Provide safe pedestrian crossing and pedestrian amenities
Actively pursue code enforcement
Upgrade the businesses at St. Croix

Community Concerns
• The downturn of the housing market, especially its impact
on Bella Vista
• Safety/crime
• Activities for teenagers/children
• Downside of the design standard, i.e. potential added cost
• Maintenance of the proposed gateway features
Overview of the Results
The participants in the public workshop were in general agreement
that the community image needs to be further enhanced to celebrate
the unique community identity. The several major mall sites are
currently underutilized and need to be redeveloped to include a mix
of uses. Gateway features, streetscape enhancement, park and trail
amenities, neighborhood preservation and enhancement were among
the most valued public improvements suggested by the participants.
Gateway Design
To gauge the support and interest of the community, a preference
survey for gateway design was conducted in the Multi-Purpose
Building of the Lauderdale Lakes City Hall during the evening of
August 27, 2008. Two gateway concept ideas were prepared and
presented at a public workshop. Both concepts were of equal scale
and mass. One had an international, contemporary, and modern
character, while the other more was traditional with shapes and lines
indicative of Mediterranean Revival architecture.
The response from the public was positive for both concepts for
different reasons. The international concept was liked for the use
of color but the use of the modern form was not appreciated. The
Mediterranean Revival concept was liked for its form and lines.
Ultimately the public overwhelmingly preferred the Mediterranean
Revival concept but asked that it be modified to include the vibrant
colors and graphics of the International concept.
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Appendix D
Statutory
Requirements
This section addresses certain specific requirements of
Chapter 163, Part III, Florida Statutes, as they relate to the
preparation and adoption of Community Redevelopment
Plans in accordance with Sections 163.360 and 163.362.
Provided below is a brief synopsis of each subsection
requirement from 163.360 and 1653.362, and a brief
description of how the redevelopment plan and adoption
process meet those requirements.
163.360 – Community Redevelopment Plans
Section 163.360 (1), Determination of Slum or Blight by
Resolution
This section requires that a local governing body determine
by resolution that an area has been determined to be a
slum or blighted area before a redevelopment area can be
established.
Action: The City of Lauderdale Lakes previously
commissioned a blight study which established conditions
of blight in Lauderdale Lakes and designated the area as
appropriate for community redevelopment.
Section 163.360 (2)(b), Completeness
This section requires that the Redevelopment Plan be
sufficiently complete to address land acquisition, demolition
and removal of structures, redevelopment, improvements
and rehabilitation of properties within the redevelopment
area, as well as zoning or planning changes, land uses,
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maximum densities, and building requirements.
Action: These issues are addressed in Chapters 1 through
3 of the Redevelopment Plan.
Section 163.360 (2)(c), Development of Affordable
Housing
This section requires the redevelopment plan to provide
for the development of affordable housing, or to state the
reasons for not addressing affordable housing.
Action: The Redevelopment Plan anticipates the need
to maintain and expand affordable housing in Lauderdale
Lakes. The Lauderdale Lakes Community Redevelopment
Agency will coordinate with local and regional housing
developers to seek opportunities for the development of
additional affordable housing to serve low and moderate
income households.
Section 163.360 (4), Plan Preparation and Submittal
Requirements
The Community Redevelopment Agency may prepare a
Community Redevelopment Plan. Prior to considering this
plan, the redevelopment agency will submit the plan to the
local planning agency for review and recommendation as
to its conformity with the comprehensive plan.
Action: The City Commission has authorized the
preparation of this Community Redevelopment Plan
through the contracted services of the IBI Group Inc.
through the City of Lauderdale Lakes CRA.
Section 163.360 (5), (6), (7)(a)(d), Plan Approval
163.360 (5). The Community Redevelopment Agency
will submit the Redevelopment Plan, along with written
recommendations, to the governing body and each
taxing authority operating within the boundaries of the
redevelopment area.

enterprise.
Action: Lauderdale Lakes City Commission will pass a
resolution for the final adoption of the Plan as provided
by statute. The City Commission will proceed with a
public hearing on the Redevelopment Plan as outlined in
Subsection (6), below.
163.360 (6). The governing body shall hold a public
hearing on the Community Redevelopment Plan after
public notice by publication in a newspaper having
a general circulation in the area of operation of the
Redevelopment Area.
Action: A public hearing on the Lauderdale Lakes
Redevelopment Plan will be held at a future date.
163.360 (7). Following the public hearing described
above, the City of Lauderdale Lakes may approve the
redevelopment plan if it finds that:
(a) A feasible method exists for the location of families
who will be displaced from the Redevelopment area in
decent, safe, and sanitary dwelling accommodations
within their means and without undue hardship to such
families;
Action: To minimize the relocation impact, the CRA
will provide supportive services and equitable financial
treatment to any individuals, families and businesses
subject to relocation. When feasible, the relocation
impact will be mitigated by assisting relocation within the
immediate neighborhood and by seeking opportunities
to relocate within new/redeveloped buildings that will
contain residential and commercial space.
(d) The Redevelopment Plan will afford maximum
opportunity consistent with the sound needs of the
county or municipality as a whole, for the rehabilitation
or redevelopment of the redevelopment area by private

Action: The need for, and role of, private enterprise and
investment to ensure the successful rehabilitation or
redevelopment of the Lauderdale Lakes Redevelopment
Area is described throughout the Plan.
Section 163.360 (8)(a)(b), Land Acquisition
These sections of the statute establish requirements
for the acquisition of land for the purpose of developing
residential and non-residential uses. The Redevelopment
Plan supports future development of both residential
and non-residential uses at various locations in the
redevelopment area as described in Chapter 3. The Plan
identifies strategies that will promote and facilitate public
and private sector investment in vacant land acquisition for
these purposes.
Chapter 163.362 - Contents of Community
Redevelopment Plans
Every community redevelopment plan shall:
Chapter 163.362(1) Legal Description
Contain a legal description of the boundaries of the
redevelopment area and the reasons for establishing such
boundaries shown in the plan.
Action: A legal description of the boundaries of the
redevelopment area and the reasons for establishing
the boundaries are contained in the Finding of Necessity
Study. The legal description has been incorporated into
this Redevelopment Plan.
Chapter 163.362(2) Show by Diagram and General
Terms:
(a) Approximate amount of open space and the street
layout.
Action: This task is achieved in the Redevelopment Plan
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in Chapter 1
(b) Limitations on the type, size, height number and
proposed use of buildings.
Action: These are described in general terms in Chapter
1; however it is expected that the City’s zoning ordinance
and land development regulations will continue to provide
the regulatory framework for any building dimension or style
limitations.
(c) The approximate number of dwelling units.
Action: Based on the future land use concepts contained in
the Plan, and the expressed desire to increase residential
opportunities in the Lauderdale Lakes Redevelopment
Area, it can be reasonably expected that new investment
in housing will occur over time. Future development
of moderate to high density residential projects are
encouraged in other areas of the redevelopment area,
as well as new investment in single family infill, therefore
residential density is expected to increase.
(d) Such property as is intended for use as public parks,
recreation areas, streets, public utilities and public
improvements of any nature.
Action: Proposed future uses and activities of this nature
are described in Chapter 1.
Chapter 163.362(3) Neighborhood Impact Element
If the redevelopment area contains low or moderate
income housing, the Plan must contain a neighborhood
impact element which describes in detail the impact of the
redevelopment upon the residents of the redevelopment
area and the surrounding areas.
Action: The Lauderdale Lakes Redevelopment Area
contains a significant number of dwelling units which
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may be considered low to moderate-income units. The
Redevelopment Plan makes provisions for affordable
housing through rehabilitation and new construction.
Shortages in affordable housing will be addressed
through existing and new affordable housing development
strategies, with an emphasis on developing ways in which
affordable housing can be integrated within market rate
housing developments.
The implementation of the Lauderdale Lakes
Redevelopment Plan will contribute significantly in
improving the quality of life for the citizens residing in the
redevelopment area. Potential impacts are summarized
below for each category required by statute: Relocation,
traffic circulation, environmental quality, availability
of community facilities and services, effect on school
population, and other matters affecting the physical and
social quality of the neighborhood.
Relocation
The Redevelopment Plan as proposed supports the
preservation of existing residential areas and does not
require the relocation of any of the low or moderate income
residents of the redevelopment area. To minimize any
future relocation impact, the Community Redevelopment
Agency will provide support services and equitable financial
treatment to any individuals, families and businesses
subject to relocation. When feasible, the relocation
impact will be mitigated by assisting relocation within the
immediate neighborhood and by seeking opportunities to
relocate within new/redeveloped buildings that will contain
residential and commercial space.
Traffic Circulation
The implementation of the Redevelopment Plan
recommendations related to streetscape improvements
and traffic circulation are anticipated to positively impact
the Lauderdale Lakes Redevelopment Area. The primary
corridor improvements, a component of the Redevelopment

Plan, envisions enhancing identified roadways through
streetscape improvements that encourage pedestrian
mobility and improve vehicular circulation within the area.
Enhanced facilities and expanded public transportation
are also anticipated by the Plan.
Environmental Quality
The Community Redevelopment Agency will work closely
with developers to ensure anticipated new development
does not negatively affect the drainage capacity of the
area, and, when feasible, support on-site provision of
stormwater retention facilities for new development.
The development of vacant and/or underutilized sites
within the Lauderdale Lakes Redevelopment Area may
result in minor increases in the amount of stormwater
runoff which may contain pollutants. The Redevelopment
Plan recommends pursuing environmental remediation
in close cooperation with property owners to ensure
that the pollutants are handled adequately prior to new
development on identified brownfield sites. The City
will closely monitor the capacity of the existing and
planned stormwater infrastructure to ensure sufficient
capacity exists, and there are no negative impacts from
development.
In terms of vegetation and air quality, proposed parks,
streetscape improvements and the linear park/greenway
are anticipated to add vegetation to the Lauderdale
Lakes Redevelopment Area and preserve existing
mature tree canopies. No negative impact on the existing
sanitary sewer is expected from implementation of the
Redevelopment Plan, and expansion of said sewer may
be required to spur redevelopment. If future deficiencies
are projected, the City and the Redevelopment Agency
will ensure that adequate capacity is available at the time
of development.
Community Facilities and Services
The Redevelopment Plan presents strategies to establish

a Central Broward County Multimodal Transportation
Facility at the City of Lauderdale Lakes. This facility will
increase transportation efficiency, improve passenger
comfort and safety, and serve as a catalyst to redevelop
a transit oriented town center. The Redevelopment
Plan also calls for improvements and expansion to the
existing open space/recreation facilities within the CRA
district, including Vincent Torres Memorial Park, the C-13
Greenway Trail, and further provides a neighborhood
park on N.W. 31st Avenue, and a trailhead park that will
significantly complement the C-13 Greenway Trail. The
Plan recognizes the importance of these facilities and
supports improvements of these and other similar facilities.
Effect on School Population
The Redevelopment Plan does not anticipate significantly
affecting the school population within the City of
Lauderdale Lakes. Any increase in school population
is expected to be absorbed by the existing schools in
the area. The City and the Redevelopment Agency will
continue to work closely with Broward County School
Board to ensure the board’s plans for area schools are
consistent with the Redevelopment Plan.
Physical and Social Quality
The Redevelopment Plan’s recommendations to
continue with improvements to the existing streetscape
environment, to redevelop vacant land and former
industrial sites, to establish urban design and architectural
standards for new development, and to continue code
enforcement will have a positive impact on Lauderdale
Lakes physical and visual character.
Implementation of the redevelopment plan will also
improve community access to the social service network
currently available to local residents. Job training,
apprenticeship opportunities, and mentorship programs
created through commercial and industrial redevelopment
and established community centers support the continued
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development of human capital, increase employment
opportunities and serve as tools to improve the household
incomes within the city.
Chapter 163.362(5) (6) Safeguards and Retention of
Control
Contain adequate safeguards that the work of
redevelopment will be carried out pursuant to the plan.
Provide for the retention of controls and establishment
of any restrictions or covenants running with land sold or
leased for private use.
Action: The following safeguards and procedures will help
ensure redevelopment efforts in the redevelopment area
are carried out pursuant to the redevelopment plan:
The Community Redevelopment Plan is the guiding
document for future development and redevelopment
in and for the Lauderdale Lakes Redevelopment
Area. In order to assure that redevelopment will take
place in conformance with the projects, goals and
policies expressed in this Plan, the Lauderdale Lakes
Community Redevelopment Agency will utilize the
regulatory devices, instruments and systems used by
the City to permit development and redevelopment
within its jurisdiction. These include but are not limited
to the Comprehensive Plan, the Land Development
Code, the Zoning Code, adopted design guidelines,
performance standards and City-authorized
development review, permitting and approval
processes. Per Florida Statute, the City of Lauderdale
Lakes retains the vested authority and responsibility for:
- The power to grant final approval to Redevelopment
Plans and modifications.
- The power to authorize issuance of revenue bonds
as set forth in Section 163.385.
- The power to approve the acquisition, demolition,
removal or disposal of property as provided in
Section 163.370(3), and the power to assume the
responsibility to bear loss as provided in Section
adopted november 2009

163.370(3).
In accordance with Section 163.356(3)(c), by March 31 of
each year the Redevelopment Agency shall file an Annual
Report with the City detailing the Agency’s activities for the
preceding fiscal year. The report shall include a complete
financial statement describing assets, liabilities, income
and operating expenses. At the time of filing, the Agency
shall publish in a newspaper of general circulation a notice
that the report has been filed with the City and is available
for inspection during business hours in the office of the City
Clerk and the Community Redevelopment Agency.
The Community Redevelopment Agency shall maintain
adequate records to provide for an annual audit, which
shall be conducted by an independent auditor and will
be included as part of the City of Lauderdale Lakes
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for the preceding
fiscal year.
A copy of the Agency audit, as described in the CAFR will
be forwarded to each taxing authority.
The Agency shall provide adequate safeguards to ensure
that all leases, deeds, contracts, agreements, and
declarations of restrictions relative to any real property
conveyed shall contain restrictions and/or covenants to run
with the land and its uses, or other provisions necessary
to carry out the goals and objectives of the redevelopment
plan.
The Redevelopment Plan may be modified, changed, or
amended at any time by the Community Redevelopment
Agency provided that; if modified, changed, or amended
after the lease or sale of property by the Agency, the
modification must be consented to by the developer
or redevelopers of such property or his successors or
their successors in interest affected by the proposed
modification. Where the proposed modification will
substantially change the plan as previously approved by
the governing body, the City Commission will similarly
approve the modification. This means that if a developer

acquired title, lease rights, or other form of development
agreement, from the Agency to a piece of property within
the redevelopment area with the intention of developing
it in conformance with the redevelopment plan, any
amendment that which might substantially affect his/her
ability to proceed with that development would require
his/her consent.
When considering modifications, changes, or
amendments in the redevelopment plan, the Agency
will take into consideration the recommendations of
interested area property owners, residents, and business
operators. Proposed minor changes in the Plan will be
communicated by the agency responsible to the affected
property owner(s).
Chapter 163.362(7) Assurance of Replacement
Housing for Displaced Persons
Provide assurances that there will be replacement
housing for the relocation of persons temporarily or
permanently displaced from housing facilities within the
community redevelopment area.
Action: As previously stated, to minimize the relocation
impact, the Agency will provide supportive services and
equitable financial treatment to any individuals, families
and businesses subject to relocation. When feasible,
the relocation impact will be mitigated by assisting
relocation within the immediate neighborhood and by
seeking opportunities to relocate within new/redeveloped
buildings that will contain residential and commercial
space.
Chapter 163.362(8) Element of Residential Use
Provide an element of residential use in the
redevelopment area if such use exists in the area prior
to the adoption of the plan or if the plan is intended to
remedy a shortage of housing affordable to residents of
low to moderate income, including the elderly.

types and character, including, single-family, multi-family,
rental units, owner occupied units, and detached units
in existence in the redevelopment area at the time of
this writing. The efforts undertaken by the Agency, as
described in this Redevelopment Plan, are intended
to retain and enhance a high quality of residential use,
particularly with regard to developing and maintaining
sustainable neighborhoods. Redevelopment program
activities will strive to cultivate the positive neighborhood
characteristics cited by the community during public
workshops and reduce or eliminate any negative
characteristics.
The establishment of a revitalized residential base in
Lauderdale Lakes is essential to achieve a successful
economic redevelopment program. Residents living
within the redevelopment area now and in the future will
comprise components of the work force and the market,
which will generate economic activity.
Chapter 163.362(9) Statement of Projected Costs
Contain a detailed statement of the projected costs of
development, including the amount to be expended
on publicly funded capital projects in the community
redevelopment area and any indebtedness of the
community redevelopment agency or the municipality
proposed to be incurred for such redevelopment if such
indebtedness is to be repaid with increment funds.
Action: Project costs and funding sources are described
in Chapter 2 of the Redevelopment Plan.
Chapter 163.362(10) Duration of Plan
Provide a time certain for completing all redevelopment
financed by increment revenues.
Action: The Redevelopment Plan shall remain in effect
and serve as a guide for future redevelopment activities in
the redevelopment area through 2031.

Action: There are affordable residential uses of various
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Appendix E
Tax Increment
Financing
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Tax increment financing (TIF) is a tool that uses increased
revenues generated by taxes gained from growth in
property values resulting from successful redevelopment
activities. Because TIF is a frequently relied-upon tool for
project financing, it is explored more fully here. This section
presents a brief history of tax increment financing, types
of expenses allowed, and TIF revenue projections that the
Lauderdale Lakes Redevelopment Area may generate in
the next twenty-two years.

available for improvements to the area. The property
tax paid on the base assessed value continues to be
distributed to the local governments. The tax collector
collects the entire property tax and subtracts the tax on
the base value, which is available for general government
purposes. Of the remaining tax increment revenues, 75
percent are deposited to the trust fund. The remaining
25 percent of the incremental growth is kept by the local
government as a collection fee.

History of Tax Increment Financing

Type of Expenses Allowed

TIF was originally developed over 50 years ago as a
method to finance public improvements in distressed areas
where redevelopment would not otherwise occur. TIF is
separate from grants or government funds, and given
reductions in federal funds available for local projects in
recent years TIF has increasingly developed into a primary
means to finance local redevelopment.

Funds from the redevelopment trust fund may
be expended for undertakings of the community
redevelopment agency which are directly related
to financing or refinancing of redevelopment in the
redevelopment area pursuant to an approved community
redevelopment plan for the following purposes, including,
but not limited to:

State law controls tax increment financing. Because of
this control, tax increment financing takes on a number
of different techniques and appearances throughout the
country. In Florida, tax increment financing is authorized
in the Community Redevelopment Act of 1969, which is
codified as Part III, Chapter 163 of the Florida Statutes.
This act, as amended in 1977, provides for a combination
of public and private redevelopment efforts and authorizes
the use of tax increment financing. Under the Statutes,
municipalities must go through a number of steps to
establish a redevelopment area and implement a tax
increment financing district for that area.

-

Establishment and operations: The
implementation and administrative expenses of
the community redevelopment agency

-

Planning and analysis: Development of
regulatory and design standards, and necessary
design, engineering, architectural, and financial
plans

-

Financing: Issuance and repayment of debt for
proposed capital improvements contained in the
community redevelopment plan

Upon approval of the governing body, a trust fund for
each community redevelopment area may be established.
The revenues for the trust fund are obtained by allocating
any increases in taxable assessed value to the area.
The current assessed value of the district is set as the
base and any increases (the tax increment revenues) are

-

Acquisition: The acquisition of real property

-

Preparation: Tasks related to site preparation,
including the relocation of existing residents.

According to F.S. 163.370(2), TIF funds may not be used
for the following purposes:
-

To construct or expand administration buildings for
public bodies or police and fire buildings unless
each taxing authority involved agrees,

-

Any publicly-owned capital improvements which
are not an integral part of the redevelopment if the
improvements are normally financed by user fees,
and if the improvements would have other-wise
been made without the Redevelopment Agency
within three years, or

-

General government operating expenses
unrelated to the Redevelopment Agency.

In addition, tax increment funds cannot be spent on capital
projects contained in the local government’s Capital
Improvement Plan for the preceding three years.
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Lauderdale Lakes is commonly referred to as the “Heart of Broward County” because of its
location near the geographic center of the county. Broward County is one of Florida’s most
populous counties, with approximately 1,794,000 residents (2007). It is bounded by the
Atlantic ocean to the east and the Everglades to the west, and is virtually “built-out.”
Lauderdale Lakes, with its central position within the county, is poised to see continued
reinvestment as more people move to the area. The city is located along the highly traveled
State Road 7, between I-95 and the Florida Turnpike, 6 miles northwest of Ft. Lauderdale and
30 miles north of Miami.
over the past several decades, Lauderdale Lakes has transitioned from a high-growth,
suburban community located just west of Ft. Lauderdale (and primarily occupied by retirees) to
a demographically mixed community that is between the older urban core and the newer
suburban affluent sprawl west of university Drive. As the community has transitioned, so has
the retail environment.
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Currently, Lauderdale Lakes is ringed by communities whose heavier and more recent

spearheaded by a shopping center developer – not by individual retailers. This will require the

residential development has led to stronger retail growth. As a result, the city suffers from

city to work closely with the developers so that the redevelopment areas will keep with the city’s

substantial retail leakage, because customers bypass it for the shopping opportunities in

overall plan while being economically feasible for the developer. A significant portion of the city’s

Plantation, Coral Springs, and Sunrise, along I-95, and through to the coastal areas to the east.

shopping center space is currently inappropriately utilized and, therefore, redevelopment will

This leakage places Lauderdale Lakes in a relative “donut hole” of retail activity and investment.

require substantial cooperation between the city and the shopping center owner/developer.

However, the desirability for retail investment in Lauderdale Lakes has recently increased
because of the projected, long-term growth in its housing demand, its plan to establish a town

The goals of this analysis are to evaluate the retail needs and preferences of trade area

center in the community, and the State Road 7 revitalization initiatives.

residents and to provide a quantitative analysis of actual retail supportability in Lauderdale
Lakes that can be used to develop a strategy for retail recruitment and retention.

The primary purpose of this analysis is to determine the amount of retail space that Lauderdale
Lakes could support both now and in five years. Most of the retail demand for the community

Pitney Bowes MapInfo has prepared estimates on the amount of additional new retail square

will likely occur either within the city limits or just outside of them. underscoring the retail

footage that Lauderdale Lakes can support. These estimates are broken down into three

potential for the area are the recent development of a Wal-Mart Supercenter on the former

forecasts:

Home Depot site and the recent recruitment of Ross Dress for Less and Burger King (both
being developed at the Lakes Mall). These deployments will help to keep retail dollars in the city

•

while strengthening the drawing power of the area in the surrounding communities, which, in

2007 Status Quo – an estimate based on the existing retail and economic conditions
in 2007

turn, will allow the city to more successfully market itself to other strong retail operators.
•
Lauderdale Lakes has numerous advantages for retail development, including land availability

2012 Conservative – a 2012 estimate that assumes that the existing conditions
trend out normally over the next five years

(shopping center redevelopment opportunities and vacant land), strong regional accessibility
both north/south and east/west, increasing housing demand, and an approved strategic plan for

•

2012 aggressive – an estimate that assumes an improving retail climate from the

growth and reinvestment that includes financial incentive packages. Lauderdale Lakes also

addition of new retailers (who would create retail synergy) and/or an improved retail

benefits from strong community support and a well-established entrepreneurial spirit.

environment based on new programs or initiatives implemented by the city

While several factors bolster Lauderdale Lakes’ retail attractiveness, there are also challenges
to retail development in the market. one of the most significant challenges facing the community
is the fact that several national chain stores that would have been appropriate for Lauderdale
Lakes already have units the surrounding communities. Because of challenges with store
spacing (market saturation), these retailers may view Lauderdale Lakes is a less viable option
for future deployments.
A further challenge for Lauderdale Lakes is that, while retail space is available in the
community, the desired redevelopment of the major shopping centers in the city will likely be
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The following table shows the additional supportable square-footage for Lauderdale Lakes

Section V, Conclusions), will need to work together in an effort to create promotional

retail:

campaigns, beautify the retail areas, and assist the retailers in attracting both local and visitor
dollars.
Additional Supportable Square Footage in Lauderdale Lakes
2007
Status Quo

2012
Conservative

2012
aggressive

Apparel
Men’s Apparel Store
Women’s Apparel Store
Shoe Store
Sub-Total for Apparel
Appliance/Electronics Store
Automotive Parts/Repair Shop
Book/Music Store
Computer/Software Store
Convenience Store
General Merchandise/Department Store
Hardware Store
Home Furnishings Store
Liquor Store
Paint/Wallpaper Store
Pet/Pet Supplies Store
Restaurants
Sporting Goods Store
Tire Dealers
Toy/Hobby/Game Store

2,500
1,500
0
4,000
5,000
7,500
3,500
2,000
2,000
125,000
10,000
20,000
2,500
1,200
10,000
3,500
2,500
2,500
5,000

3,000
2,500
0
5,500
5,800
8,000
3,750
2,300
2,400
140,000
11,000
25,000
3,000
1,300
11,000
5,500
2,500
2,700
5,250

5,000
4,000
2,500
11,500
7,500
9,000
4,000
3,000
3,000
170,000
15,000
35,000
3,500
2,000
12,000
8,500
3,000
3,500
5,750

total additional Supportable Square Footage

206,200

235,000

296,250

Category

While Lauderdale Lakes has had success in attracting individual retailers like Wal-Mart,
Ross Dress for Less, and Burger King, the city struggles with residents leaving the city to shop.
Lauderdale Lakes must be willing to spend the time and money necessary to infuse residents
with the desire to shop in their own city.

It is not recommended that all of this additional square footage be provided by new competition
into the market; rather, there are certain categories in which it would be more prudent for
existing retailers to expand their stores and/or merchandise lines. These recommendations will
be discussed in greater detail in Section V, Conclusions.
While Lauderdale Lakes’ demographic characteristics, housing/population growth, and favorable
retail climate will allow the city to attract additional retail development, the city must also
proactively work to retain businesses. A concerted effort will be needed to educate residents on
the city’s wide variety of quality retail offerings and the importance of shopping where one lives.
The city of Lauderdale Lakes, as well as other retail stakeholders (as defined in
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While Pitney Bowes MapInfo evaluated several different retail categories in this market analysis,

II. BACKGRouND AND METHoDoLoGy

certain types of retailing were not addressed as part of this study. These include, but are not
limited to, service retail (e.g., banks, financial planners, drycleaners), hotels/motels, and

Background
Pitney Bowes MapInfo was commissioned by the city of Lauderdale Lakes to develop a
strategic plan for the recruitment and retention of retail within the city. Pitney Bowes MapInfo
assessed the city and its surrounding market area in order to determine what, if any, new retail
development would be supportable and what steps the city needs to take in order to make its
retail (both new and existing) more viable.

Is additional retail development viable within Lauderdale Lakes?

•

To whom would this retail appeal?

•

beyond the scope of our analysis.
Methodology
In october 2007, a detailed field evaluation of retail in the study area and major shopping
centers in and surrounding the defined trade area was conducted in order to address the above
issues. During this evaluation, Pitney Bowes MapInfo thoroughly drove throughout the market,

The following specific issues were addressed as part of this study:
•

automobile dealerships. These retail types follow different site-location strategies and were

visiting and evaluating the major existing and planned retail concentrations.
We then defined Lauderdale Lakes’ trade area based on the field evaluation and on information
provided by the client. Population and demographic characteristics were collected by census
tract and were updated based on information gathered from various local sources and

What type of retail should be attracted? In particular, should the proposed retail
component have a neighborhood, specialty, or regional appeal, or a mix?

Pitney Bowes MapInfo demographic data. 1 This study assumes that all local data are accurate
and reliable. Additionally, Pitney Bowes MapInfo compared our demographic characteristics
data to the 2006 Demographic update, which had been prepared by PMG Associates Inc.
(commissioned by the Lauderdale Lakes Community Redevelopment Agency). When

•

What types of retail are supportable and where in the city should they locate?

compared, we found our data to be generally similar to the updated data; therefore, the data
referred to within this report are the Pitney Bowes MapInfo proprietary data.

The results of this analysis are based upon the following assumptions:

Finally, based on the population and demographic characteristics of the trade area, known
•

Housing and population growth will occur as projected herein.

•

No new retail or commercial development will occur unless mentioned in this report.

•

Infrastructure changes will be made to the relevant access routes in order to ensure

existing retail competition, and traffic and retail gravitational patterns, we developed our
quantitative assessment for the retail in Lauderdale Lakes. To determine which retail categories
are under-represented, this assessment incorporated the existing square-footages for a variety
of retail categories, the expenditure potential for each retail category, and the growth of the area.

ease of access and improved mobility throughout the study area.

The expenditure potential refers to the total dollar amount expected to be available for each
retail category, as published by the u.S. Census Bureau and supplemented by data from

•

The retail establishments will operate in a manner consistent with successful retailing,
including remaining open during hours that are convenient to potential customers,
maintaining clean facilities and streetscaping, and applying visual merchandising.
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Pitney Bowes MapInfo demographic, psychographic, and business data are updated annually by Pitney Bowes MapInfo
demographers. All primary source data originate from u.S. Census data, but are augmented with other data sources
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Pitney Bowes MapInfo 2 . For any given retail category, expenditure potential will not increase as

II. BACKGRouND AND METHoDoLoGy

more competitors are introduced into a market; rather, the market share for each unit will be
redistributed. Expenditure potential increases as population and household income levels grow.
By calculating the proportion of the area’s expenditure potential that is already accounted for
with existing and planned retail, the retail categories that have sufficient potential remaining can
be determined. This methodology assumes that there is no “over-storing” in a market. In other
words, each retail category will approach the limit of its expenditure potential, but will not go
beyond it.

Background
Pitney Bowes MapInfo was commissioned by the city of Lauderdale Lakes to develop a
strategic plan for the recruitment and retention of retail within the city. Pitney Bowes MapInfo
assessed the city and its surrounding market area in order to determine what, if any, new retail
development would be supportable and what steps the city needs to take in order to make its
retail (both new and existing) more viable.

When calculating trade area retail expenditure potential, it is assumed that there are always
some sales that originate from beyond the trade area boundaries. The number of sales
generated from beyond the trade area will vary between retail categories and is dependent on
the drawing power of the retailer. Neighborhood- and convenience-based retail will have a
greater proportion of its sales coming from within the trade area than will a larger-format
operator capable of drawing customers from farther away.
Retail potential for any category is also dependant upon how much of the overall sales potential

The following specific issues were addressed as part of this study:
•

Is additional retail development viable within Lauderdale Lakes?

•

To whom would this retail appeal?

•

What type of retail should be attracted? In particular, should the proposed retail
component have a neighborhood, specialty, or regional appeal, or a mix?

an operator in Lauderdale Lakes could be expected to capture. Therefore, this potential is
dependant upon the competition in a given category and its distance from the site, which will
vary between retail categories/chains.

•

What types of retail are supportable and where in the city should they locate?

The results of this analysis are based upon the following assumptions:
•

Housing and population growth will occur as projected herein.

•

No new retail or commercial development will occur unless mentioned in this report.

•

Infrastructure changes will be made to the relevant access routes in order to ensure
ease of access and improved mobility throughout the study area.

•
2

Pitney Bowes MapInfo demographic, psychographic, and business data are updated annually by Pitney Bowes MapInfo
demographers. All primary source data originate from u.S. Census data, but are augmented with other data sources
(e.g., housing statistics, post office data, consumer spending documents, financial transactions, media purchases)
and are grown out to provide an accurate current-year forecast and five-year projection.
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III. LoCATIoNAL CHARACTERISTICS
2007
population

2007
per Capita
Income

2007
Medium
household
Income

Trade Areas
Lauderdale Lakes LTA

91,930

$18,000

surrounding area, and is followed by an overview of the area’s accessibility and a description of

Lauderdale Lakes RTA

271,200

$21,300

the existing retail environment. This section concludes with a discussion of the existing

City (Jurisdictional Boundary)
Lauderdale Lakes
34,100

$17,000

Geography

This section describes the existing locational characteristics of Lauderdale Lakes. It begins with
a discussion of the existing demographic and psychographic characteristics of the city and

competitive forces that surround Lauderdale Lakes and their effect on retail viability.
Demographic Characteristics

2007
% owneroccupied
housing

2007
Median
age

$28,600

59%

35.6

$34,200

66%

37.2

$26,900

64%

36.4

Lauderhill

60,000

$20,700

$32,200

59%

35.5

Tamarac

60,300

$28,900

$33,700

81%

51.3

Margate

54,900

$23,700

$36,800

79%

41.8

134,000

$30,300

$60,300

65%

34.5

Several factors contribute to the overall viability of retail within Lauderdale Lakes. Elements like

Coral Springs

demographic characteristics, shopping patterns, and history have a significant role in defining

Sunrise

90,500

$23,400

$42,100

74%

37.5

Plantation

88,100

$34,100

$54,500

70%

39.4

1.8 million

$30,800

$44,700

69%

39.2

Florida

18.4 million

$29,000

$42,100

70%

40.1

united States

302 million

$27,000

$45,800

67%

36.6

the retail environment. of these elements, housing and demographic characteristics are the

other Regions
Broward County

most important and most commonly viewed by national retail operators.
The table below compares select characteristics that are most commonly used by retailers to
compare specific cities and regions. It compares the Lauderdale Lakes local and regional trade

Source: Pitney Bowes MapInfo data (2007)

areas (outlined in Section IV, Trade Areas) with the jurisdictional boundaries of Lauderdale Lakes,
Lauderhill, Tamarac, Margate, Coral Springs, Sunrise, and Plantation, as well as the whole of

pSyte Cluster (lifestyle) Data

Broward County, the state of Florida, and the united States.

Lifestyle characteristics are a valuable source of information for projecting consumer spending
habits/patterns on a block-group level. PSyTE Advantage, 3 a proprietary system of

As indicated in the table below, Lauderdale Lakes has the smallest population and comparatively

Pitney Bowes MapInfo, gathers data based on consumer expenditures and then determines the

modest income characteristics, compared to its neighbors and county, state, and national

similarities between relevant demographic and socioeconomic characteristics and what people

averages. Pitney Bowes MapInfo appreciates the challenges in collecting financial and income

are buying. This methodology provides more in-depth measurement than demographic

information in a community like Lauderdale Lakes, which has a strong degree of cash transaction;

characteristics alone. For example, a $40,000 income in Lauderdale Lakes will provide a

however, we believe that our augmented data set serves to mitigate this concern. Furthermore,

different lifestyle than a $40,000 income in orlando or Atlanta. Two people with similar incomes

we recognize that several of the newer residential developments are being marketed to and

who reside in Lauderdale Lakes may also choose different neighborhoods based on

occupied by residents with income characteristics that are much greater than the citywide mean.

preferences. The premise here is that people tend to reside in neighborhoods with others whom
they believe are similar to them.

While Lauderdale Lakes’ demographic characteristics will challenge the city’s ability to attract
high-end retail establishments, it does not diminish the pocket of under-served customers, who
are in a comparatively strong regional location. Furthermore, while the existing demographic
characteristics may deter some retailers, it can entice others.

3
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•

By understanding these “clusters” and their effects, generalizations about people’s buying habits

Life’s a Peach – Twenty-something, college-educated, economically independent

can be developed, thus enabling retailers to target areas that will contain their best customers.

from mom and dad – these single and young, married apartment dwellers are on a

PSyTE segments have been developed on national and regional bases, and while one

roll. A third has pre-school children. Most are putting their educations to work in

community may contain several different clusters, there is no single cluster that is specific to a

business, entertainment, information, and educational organizations, with the

single neighborhood or community. The descriptions are, by necessity, stereotypical in order to

fourth-highest index on computer-related employment. Their $60,000 average
household income goes a long way.

describe similar groups of people, and they do not specifically describe Lauderdale Lakes’
residents.

•

cluster represents the neighborhoods of suburban services workers – from highway

Based upon Pitney Bowes MapInfo’s PSyTE Advantage neighborhood clustering database, the

crews to county sheriffs' deputies – whose neighbors may work in other industries

predominant lifestyle segmentation group in the Lauderdale Lakes Local Trade Area (LTA) is

while sharing a common, family-oriented lifestyle. Educational attainment is

Active Seniors (25%), followed by Working on the Dream (14%), Life’s a Peach (11%),

moderate (high school, with some college) and mean family income is $48,000.

Service Corps (11%), and Village Americana (8%). The descriptions of each of these clusters
are as follows:
•

Service Corps – The need for service workers does not stop at the city limits. This

•

Village Americana – America's small towns are more numerous than they are
appreciated. Every region, every state, and every country road eventually connects

Active Seniors – Today's retired couples have higher incomes and better health

to settlements whose livelihood stems as much from its own history as from enduring

than previous generations. Their travel patterns –– from snow-bird migrations to

economic opportunity. The lucky ones connect to nearby metro areas or are renewed

national and international eco-treks –– reflect their health and relative wealth. About

by immigrants. But others, like those in Village Americana, languish in peaceful

18% live in mobile homes at least part of the year and 60% live in detached,

solitude, attracting the occasional scavenger of antiques. The average income is

owner-occupied housing (one-third of which is owned free and clear). over 90% are

$34,000.

white, non-Hispanic. Household income is bimodal, reflecting differences between

•

those who planned ahead for retirement and those who may not have. Mean income

access

is $56,600. As they are relatively young and newly retired, their activities may include

Lauderdale Lakes has relatively strong regional access, despite not being directly serviced by a

golf, foreign travel, and visiting grandchildren.

limited-access highway. State Road 7 (u.S. Highway 441) provides strong north/south access
along a six-lane divided highway while oakland Park Boulevard provides east/west access

Working on the Dream – Both inside and outside America's urban core
neighborhoods, some hope is kindled by workers and families who, day in and day
out, try to make ends meet. They are 80% African-American and have a high index
of working, single mothers. Eighteen percent (18%) are females with some college
education. With a mean family income of $31,000 (80% of which is derived from

along a six-lane divided highway. These two highways intersect near the geographic center of
Lauderdale Lakes and have a projected average daily-traffic count of 115,000 (2006) 4 .
Additionally, this intersection ranks 24th in a list of the top 30 busiest non-interstate intersections
in the county 5 . Furthermore, we have learned, through anecdotal information, that bus rider-ship
at this intersection is also one of the county’s busiest.

wages and salaries), their various occupations index high in the health care industry,
food preparation, and protective services.

4
5

Source: Broward County Metropolitan Planning organization, http://www.broward.org/transportationplanning
Source: Broward County Metropolitan Planning organization, http://www.broward.org/transportationplanning
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Beyond State Road 7 and oakland Park Boulevard, Lauderdale Lakes has other strong

existing Retail

corridors that bisect the community, connecting it to others. Commercial Boulevard to the north

overall, within the Lauderdale Lakes LTA, there is approximately 1.8 million square feet of

and Northwest 31st Avenue (known as Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue within the city limits of

occupied retail space. In the Lauderdale Lakes RTA, this number increases to 6.6 million,

Ft. Lauderdale) to the east also serve as primary, inter-community access routes. The

including the malls Coral Square and Westfield Broward 6 (formerly, and herein referred to as,

intersection of Commercial Boulevard and State Road 7 is also listed in the top 30 busiest

the Broward Mall). Definitions for the LTA and RTA are provided in Section IV, Trade Areas.

non-interstate intersections. The city has also recently completed the Northwest 44th Street
connector road between State Road 7 and Northwest 31st Avenue, providing additional

Currently, the city of Lauderdale Lakes has one major retail area. It includes the retail that is

connectivity within the community.

centered around the State Road 7/oakland Park Boulevard intersection and the entire
State Road 7 corridor. other areas of retail interest include the proposed retail associated with

Access to I-95 is provided by oakland Park Boulevard, approximately 3 miles (five-minute drive)

the new Belle Vista project and the potential commercial/retail development at the

east of the State Road 7 intersection. Sunrise Boulevard to the south and Commercial

Tarragon property. Considering this environment, we have defined four retail districts for

Boulevard to the north also provide access to I-95. Access to the Florida Turnpike is available in

Lauderdale Lakes and have assigned a distinct, descriptive name for each retail environment.

Tamarac, approximately 2 miles (three-minute drive) to the north, off Commercial Boulevard,

(Throughout this report, these defined districts will be referred to using these titles.)

and in Lauderhill, approximately 3 miles (five-minute drive) to the south, off Sunrise Boulevard.
•

SR7/oakland

park

–

This

area

incorporates

Wal-Mart

Supercenter,

the

Lauderdale Marketplace, and the Lakes Mall, as well as the Reef Plaza shopping
center on the northeast corner of State Road 7 and oakland Park Boulevard.
•

SR7 north – This area incorporates retailers along State Road 7, between
Commercial Boulevard and Northwest 34th Street.

•

SR7 South – This area incorporates retailers along State Road 7, between
Northwest 29th Street and the Lauderhill Mall.

•

new opportunities – This area incorporates potential retail development
opportunities along oakland Park Boulevard, including the Belle Vista development
and the Tarragon Property (located on the southwest corner of oakland Park Boulevard
and Northwest 31st Avenue).

6

The Broward Mall was recently purchased (Summer 2007) by the Westfield Group. While the mall’s official name

has been changed to Westfield Broward, the mall is still commonly known and referred to as the Broward Mall.
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The retail will need to serve the dual purpose of being an advantage to the residents while
pulling in traffic from the major roads.
During our field analysis, we noticed several factors (e.g., storefront appearance, inappropriate
retail space usage) that detracted from the overall appearance of retail vitality in
Lauderdale Lakes. Many of these issues, while specific to the SR7/oakland Park retail district,
are in evidence throughout all four retail districts. Several of these factors transcend these retail
districts; concerns about this will be expounded on in Section V, Conclusions.
Left: The new Wal-Mart Supercenter
Right: The Lakes Mall is partially vacant; existing tenants include Anna’s Linens, office
Depot and the future Ross Dress for Less.

SR7/Oakland Park
This retail district represents a major area for which redevelopment has been proposed. This
redevelopment includes the creation of the Lauderdale Lakes Town Center. This area is also
the main retail focal point for the city. During the 1970s, State Road 7 established itself as the
primary retail corridor west of I-95. Later, in the 1980s, capitalizing on the strong regional
accessibility, the retail district was home to the first Sports Authority and office Depot in the
country and one of South Florida’s first Home Depot units. While State Road 7 has diminished
in its importance as a major retail corridor (giving way to the major retail corridor at
university Drive), it still has large, community-focused retail centers at the major east/west
thoroughfares. Today, this intersection is anchored by three shopping centers and a newly
constructed Wal-Mart Supercenter. other national retailers include office Depot, Anna’s Linens,
and Walgreens, as well as quick-service restaurants (QSR) like Starbucks and Taco Bell.
However, most of the space in these centers is filled by independent retailers, restaurants, and
service operators who serve the local community.

volumes and strong potential for retail synergy with the Wal-Mart Supercenter. The challenge is
two-fold:
getting the traffic, which is currently viewing Lauderdale Lakes as a “pass-through”
community, to stop and shop; and
•

getting the right retailers to complement Wal-Mart to achieve maximum synergy levels.

Retail Market Analysis
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SR7 North
This retail district begins north of the SR7/oakland Park retail district and extends north along
State Road 7 to Commercial Boulevard (at the CVS). This district contains several older retail
strip centers, including the Shoppes of oriole (opened in 1976), Lakes Town Center (opened in
1986), St. Croix (a mixed-use project that opened in 2004; Shoppes at St. Croix, its retail

The primary advantage to this retail district is its ideal location in an area with heavy traffic

•

The Shoppes of oriole, located along State Road 7, are mostly non-national retail chains.

component, opened in 2006), and freestanding retailers. Most of the retailers in this district are
independent local operators, with many of them focusing on service retail (e.g., hair and nail
salons, tax services). However, this retail district does include some national chain retailers,
including Piccadilly Cafeteria, IHoP, and the recently the newly remodeled McDonald’s.
Additionally, this retail district was recently connected, via Northwest 44th Street, to
Northwest 31st Avenue, which allows for better cross-community access.
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This retail district benefits from strong north/south accessibility. Furthermore, with recent

bolstered by the same positive characteristics (though roadway improvements have not been as

roadway improvements along State Road 7, retailers in this area will benefit from improved

extensive) and is hindered by the same challenges.

ingress/egress. The SR7 North district, while not being the ideal primary retail node for
Lauderdale Lakes, is still well-positioned for large retailers, such as furniture stores, that require

The Lauderhill Mall, located in the city of Lauderhill, anchors this district. The mall was

a strong visual presence on major thoroughfares, but not a large parking field; or for smaller,

constructed in 1966 and, while it is well-occupied, this site is in need of major renovations.

service retailers who require strong visibility to remain in the forefront of their customers’ minds.

According to local officials, this mall is under new ownership and there are plans to renovate it.
This will make the mall and its surrounding area more attractive to retail reinvestment.

Currently, this retail district is challenged by a worn appearance, vacancies, and a lack of

Pitney Bowes MapInfo understands that the Lauderhill Mall is not within the jurisdiction of the

synergistic clustering. While there has been new construction and redevelopment in the district,

city of Lauderdale Lakes, but we believe that it is important to include it in this discussion

many of the shopping centers look worn out and do not appeal to today’s consumer. Vacancies,

because it affects the appearance of retail viability along State Road 7. The mall is occupied by

such as the closed bowling alley, only increase this negative appearance.

a few chain retailers (Winn-Dixie, Family Dollar, Rainbow, Rent-A-Center [RAC]), but mostly
comprises independent operators. unfortunately, the current state of Lauderhill Mall, with its

The third challenge is its lack of synergistic draw. Retail synergy allows an individual retailer to

several independent retailers and unappealing visual characteristics, hinders the appearance of

be more attractive to customers and to have an increased drawing power associated with being

strong retail vitality in the area. The Lauderhill Mall either needs major renovations or should be

located near other complementary and/or competitive retailers. The cluster of retailers creates a

torn down and replaced with a more traditional suburban shopping center.

combined drawing power greater than that which a single retailer has on its own: this is why
most national retail chains prefer to locate with other national retail chains rather than by

Beyond Lauderhill Mall, other chain retailers in the SR7 South retail district include Firestone,

themselves.

Wendy’s, Cash Advance, and another RAC. Another large commercial use in the district is the
Monarch Dodge dealership on Northwest 21st Street. As in SR7 North, small independent
retailers and QSRs are the district’s primary occupants.

The Lauderhill Mall along State Road 7 serves as the primary retail shopping center for the SR7 South retail district.
Left: Belle Vista is a mixed-use development located along oakland Park Boulevard; residential units have already been

SR7 South

constructed, but the commercial and retail components have not yet been developed.

The SR7 South retail district extends south along State Road 7 from Northwest 29th Street (just

Right: Redevelopment of

Tarragon Property into a mixed-use complex is in the early planning stages; the Bazaar Building has been demolished.

south of the Wal-Mart Supercenter) to Lauderhill Mall. It includes the Lauderhill Mall at
Northwest 12th Street. In many ways, this district is similar to the SR7 North retail district. It is
Retail Market Analysis
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New Opportunities

The next several paragraphs will disclose the level of retail concentration in the surrounding,

Traditionally, Pitney Bowes MapInfo only evaluates existing retail concentrations. However, the

competitive retail areas and nodes. In addition to driving retail sales out of the community, these

opportunities for retail development at sites along oakland Park Boulevard constitute a special

competitive nodes influence Lauderdale Lakes’ retail sales potential on multiple levels. The

consideration.

following explanation of retail sales competition is broken into two major categories:
convenience-oriented competition (e.g., groceries, small shops, auto parts) and destination-

•

Belle vista – Belle Vista was developed as a joint venture between the city and a

oriented competition (e.g., large-format national retail chains, specialty retail, boutiques).

private real estate developer, united Homes International. This mixed-use
development incorporates residential, commercial, and retail components, as well as
public green space. Belle Vista is the first of hopefully many new pedestrian-friendly,
high-density developments that will catalyze the creation of the proposed
Lauderdale Lakes Town Center.
•

Convenience-Oriented Retail Competition
•

Commercial Boulevard/northwest 31st avenue – Because this retail area crosses
multiple municipalities, the area will be referred to by the area’s main intersection.
This retail area of convenience-oriented competition includes the Three Lakes Plaza,

tarragon property – This property, located on the southwest corner of
oakland Park Boulevard and Northwest 31st Avenue, represents an opportunity for
commercial/retail development. The 20-acre property was formerly the site of the
Bazaar Building – a structure which has been demolished. According to local
officials, the Tarragon Corporation is in the early planning stages for redeveloping
this site into a mixed-use development, with luxury town home apartments and a
commercial component (approximately 40,000 square feet) that may include retail
availability.

the strip center next to the Pollo Tropical, the relatively new plaza, with stores like
Moe’s Southwest Grill and Cingular Wireless, and surrounding freestanding retailers,
including Wendy’s. This district is primarily neighborhood-oriented, serving the
adjacent residents. While Commercial Boulevard is a major thoroughfare in central
Broward County, the overall retail district is not in a position to become a regional
retail hub like the SR7/oakland Park retail district. During our field evaluation, the
Three Lakes Plaza shopping center appeared to be fully leased. Its major anchors
included Winn-Dixie, Boston Market, Family Dollar, and the Rainbow apparel store.

Retail Competition
one of the greatest challenges for retail development in Lauderdale Lakes is the strong retail
competition from other communities. Currently, retail sales leakage is considerable. Most
national chain retail stores that serve the South Florida market are located along
university Drive (3.3 miles west of the State Road 7 and oakland Park Boulevard intersection)
and farther south, toward Plantation, and north, toward Margate. Additionally, within 6.5 miles,
there are two enclosed shopping malls that account for nearly 2 million square feet of retail
space. Beyond this immediate area is one of South Florida’s premier shopping nodes, the
Sawgrass Mills mall, whose drawing power extends into Lauderdale Lakes and beyond.
Winn-Dixie, Family Dollar, and Rainbow anchor the Three Lakes Plaza at the intersection of Commercial Boulevard and
Northwest 31st Avenue.
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The other (newer) strip center contained several independent retailers. Beyond these

access provided by State Road 7 and Commercial Boulevard, but also by an

two shopping centers, there is limited land availability for the development of

interchange with the Florida Turnpike.

additional centers or freestanding retailers.
Tamarac has three notable shopping centers: Commercial Plaza, Sunshine Plaza,

While the existing Three Lakes Plaza appears fully to be leased, this is an older

and Tamarac Square. National chain retailers in Tamarac include IHoP,

center (opened in 1983) that is in need of some modernization. As the anchoring

Napa Auto Parts, CVS, Walgreens, Boston Market, AutoZone, Applebee’s, Publix,

retail center in this area, it sets the tone and, thus, over-shadows the new center

Fashion Bug, Dots, Quizno’s, Pier 1 Imports, old Time Pottery, Dollar Tree, and

along Commercial Boulevard. Potential risk within this area is the Winn-Dixie, which

Winn-Dixie. Again, like Lauderhill, these retailers (with the exception of Pier 1
Imports and old Time Pottery) cater to the local community and provide competition

currently serves the northeastern corner of Lauderdale Lakes. While Winn-Dixie is a

to Lauderdale Lakes only in terms of convenience-oriented retail.

quality grocery operator, its financial problems on the corporate level may lead to this
store’s closure, which, in turn, would increase the level of supportable grocery in the

•

city.
•

much convenience-oriented retail competition, it does provide destination-oriented
competition. Margate’s primary shopping center is the Lakewood Shopping Center,

lauderhill – This community has a similar size and demographic composition to
Lauderdale

Margate – While this community is located north of Tamarac and does not provide

Lakes

and

competes

with

Lauderdale

Lakes

primarily

whose retailers include K+G Fashion Superstore, Ross Dress for Less, Marshalls,

for

Rack Room Shoes, Harbor Freight, GameStop, Staples, Wal-Mart Supercenter, and

convenience-oriented retail shopping. The major benefit of Lauderdale Lakes over

Applebee’s. Many of these retailers have relatively small trade areas, but as they are

Lauderhill is geography. While Lauderdale Lakes is basically a square with a major

unique to this portion of the State Road 7 corridor, they draw customers from

intersection at its center, Lauderhill is a meandering community whose boundaries

Lauderdale Lakes.

appear more random. The primary retail centers within Lauderhill are Lauderhill Mall
(please see above), Inverrary Plaza, Shoppes of oakland Park, oakbrook Plaza,
Lauderhill Plaza, and university Plaza Shopping Center. These centers are mainly
occupied by convenience-oriented, independent retailers; however, there are a few
retail chains that provide both destination and convenience-oriented competition,
including Target and PetSupermarket (both along university Drive), as well as the
smaller retailers, like the MetroPCS stores at oakbrook Plaza and Inverrary Plaza.
•

tamarac – Like Lauderhill, this community, directly north of Lauderdale Lakes, has a

Destination-Oriented Retail Competition
•

Coral Square – This mall, owned and operated by Simon Property Group, is located
at Atlantic Boulevard and university Drive in Coral Springs. It was constructed in
1984 and is approximately 945,000 square feet. It is anchored by Sears, JCPenney,
Dillard’s, and Macy’s. Besides the anchor units, the mall is almost fully leased and is
home primarily to those national chain retailers that are found in mid-to-upscale
malls, such as Ann Taylor Loft, The Gap, and The Disney Store. Located just outside

unique geographic boundary that makes it less favorable for retail development than

the mall are national large-format retailers, including The Home Depot, Best Buy,

Lauderdale Lakes. Tamarac, with its more favorable demographic characteristics

Whole Foods, officeMax, Sam’s Club, and Linens ’n Things. This mall provides

and older population (which implies a higher disposable income), has more chain

destination-oriented competition for Lauderdale Lakes and limits the city’s ability to

retailers and restaurants. Furthermore, Tamarac is also served not only by the strong

attract the same retail chains.
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•

Galleria of Fort lauderdale – This mall, operated by Simon Property Group, is
located just east of the Federal Highway (u.S. Highway 1) and Sunrise Boulevard
intersection – approximately 8 miles from Lauderdale Lakes. This mall was originally
known as the Sunrise Shopping Center, but was enclosed and reopened as the
Galleria of Ft. Lauderdale in 1980. The mall has approximately 1.2 million square
feet of retail space. It is anchored by Neiman Marcus, Saks Fifth Avenue, Macy’s,
and Dillard’s, and is home to several other upscale, exclusive chain retailers.

Left: Coral Square Mall in Coral Springs

Right: Sawgrass Mills Mall in Sawgrass

Beyond the area’s major malls and surrounding retail concentrations, Pitney Bowes MapInfo
wants to bring special attention to university Drive, as a corridor of destination-oriented

•

Broward

Mall

(Westfield

Broward)

–

This

mall,

formerly

operated

by

Simon Property Group (Summer 2007), is currently owned and operated by
Westfield Group. This mall has approximately 1.0 million square feet of retail space
and is located at the intersection of Broward Boulevard and university Drive in
Plantation. Sears, JCPenney, Dillard’s, and Macy’s are the anchors. In addition to
the anchor units, the mall is almost fully leased and is home primarily to those
national chain retailers that are found in mid-to-upscale malls, such as The
Children’s Place, Charlotte Russe, and Brookstone. Located just north of
Broward Mall is the Fashion Square Market Place – originally designed as an
upscale-retail mall, but now closed.

Broward Mall, like Coral Square, provides

destination-oriented competition for Lauderdale Lakes and limits the city’s ability to

•

retail competition.
•

Corridor Competition (University Drive) – university Drive is the primary retail
corridor in Broward County today. It was developed in the 1980s as suburban
expansion pushed the county’s residential development farther and farther west, just
as suburban expansion made State Road 7 the dominant retail corridor in the 1960s
and 1970s.
Today, university Drive is home to several large- and medium-sized national retail
chains. Its proximity to State Road 7 limits that corridor’s ability to attract these same
retailers, because the chains would then face sister-store sales cannibalization.

attract the same retail chains.

university Drive retailers include Babies “R” us, Best Buy, DD’s Discount, Dockside

Sawgrass Mills – This mall, owned and operated by Simon Property Group, is

Steinmart, Super Target, and Whole Foods. Also included are national, casual-dining

Imports, Honey Baked Ham, The Home Depot (two units), Lowe’s, Sam’s Club,

located near the intersection of Sunrise Boulevard and the Sawgrass Expressway.

restaurant chains like Bennigan’s, The Macaroni Grill, Ruby Tuesday’s, and

This mall opened in 1990 with approximately 2.5 million square feet of retail space,

TGIFriday’s. The retail concentration along this road helps to keep this corridor in the

and is now the eighth-largest mall in the united States. It is one of the premier

forefront of customers’ minds in the central and western portion of Broward County.

shopping destinations in South Florida. The mall has unique retail anchors, such as
Brandsmart uSA, Ron Jon Surf Shop, Nordstrom Rack, Crate&Barrel, off 5th, and
Books-A-Million. While it is not likely that any of these retailers would have located in
Lauderdale Lakes, their power to draw customers toward Sawgrass and away from
Lauderdale Lakes demonstrates their competitive effect.
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IV. TRADE AREAS
The trade areas for Lauderdale Lakes were derived by evaluating a variety of factors, including
accessibility, existing and planned competition, physical and psychological barriers, and the
overall drawing power of the area. During the fieldwork component of this retail market analysis,
we drove through the market thoroughly, visiting and evaluating the major existing and planned
retail concentrations in order to develop first-hand knowledge of them.
A complete inventory was made of all retail establishments in Lauderdale Lakes. Additionally, a
detailed inventory was conducted in the peripheral communities. Major retail nodes beyond
those peripheral communities (e.g., Broward Mall, Coral Square, Sawgrass Mills) were also
recorded. These inventories were used to determine the level of retail competition, as well as
those geographic break points at which customers were still more likely to shop in Lauderdale
Lakes instead of other retail areas. This information was used to define the custom boundaries
of these trade areas.
Two trade areas have been defined based on the factors outlined above. The local trade area
(LTA) refers to that area from which convenience-based retail offerings in the community
(e.g., Walgreens, Burger King, 7-Eleven) will draw approximately 75% of their business. This
area includes a population base that will typically shop the area on a weekly basis, making it a
primary shopping destination.

The map above depicts the local trade area (LTA). The green line represents the LTA boundary, while the broken circles represent
1- and 3-mile rings (for spatial referencing).

local trade area (lta)

The regional trade area (RTA) represents the area from which the more regional retailers
(e.g., Wal-Mart, Bed Bath & Beyond, The Home Depot) will draw approximately 70%-75% of
their business. Moreover, the RTA represents the area from which convenience-based retailers
will draw an additional 10% of their customer base. This includes residents who live in the RTA
but not within the LTA. These are residents who shop Lauderdale Lakes frequently (between
one and three times a month), but not as their primary shopping destination. It is assumed in the

The LTA incorporates the city of Lauderdale Lakes, western oakland Park, and the
southeastern portions of both Lauderhill and Tamarac. The LTA has a strong north/south
orientation because of the favorable accessibility afforded by State Road 7 (u.S. Highway 441).
This accessibility allows the Lauderdale Lakes LTA boundary to extend north to
North Lauderdale and south to Plantation. The LTA is truncated to the west by the physical
barrier of the Florida Turnpike and the demographic transition that occurs roughly along the

analysis, as with all retail trade areas, that at least some of the retail customers will come from

same line. To the east, the LTA extends to Northwest 21st Street. This boundary was chosen

beyond the trade area boundaries, though they will patronize the retail of Lauderdale Lakes only

because consumers beyond this road are just as likely to travel to competing neighborhood

every couple of months at most.

retail centers along I-95 or east of the interstate on a regular basis as they are to shop
Lauderdale Lakes. The contributions of these customers to the overall sales potential, when
compared to the rest of the LTA, are relatively small. The intersection of oakland Park Boulevard
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and State Road 7 is well-positioned to serve as the hub of retail activity for the communities

show that Lauderdale Lakes is well-positioned to host regional retailers to serve areas between

along State Road 7. However, competition along university Drive to the west, the physical

the Coral Square and Broward Mall and east to I-95. While regional retailers will bring

barrier of I-95 to the east, a lack of clear orientation to Lauderdale Lakes over other retail nodes

customers to Lauderdale Lakes from a greater distance, the RTA extends to a point at which

in Margate and Plantation, and areas of demographic transition serve as geographic break

average customers will begin to favor shopping options in other areas over those in

points at which customers begin to favor other shopping areas over those in Lauderdale Lakes.

Lauderdale Lakes.

The map above depicts the regional trade area (RTA). The green line represents the RTA boundary, while the purple circles
represent 2- and 4-mile rings (for spatial referencing).

Regional trade area (Rta)
The RTA extends along State Road 7 north to Atlantic Boulevard and south to
Broward Boulevard. The western draw extends to university Drive, the eastern to I-95. This
draw again credits the strong north/south access of State Road 7, while again showing the
limited east/west draw of the area. The RTA is not significantly larger than the LTA, but it does
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V. CoNCLuSIoNS
Based upon this analysis, Lauderdale Lakes can currently support an additional 206,200 to
296,250 square feet of new retail development. This potential assumes that the city, in
conjunction with other retail stakeholders will work in a progressive manner to establish the
retail image of Lauderdale Lakes as a desirable place to shop and dine. Retail stakeholders are
defined as the city of Lauderdale Lakes, the Community Redevelopment Agency,
Economic Development Advisory Board, the Chamber of Commerce, community leaders,
shopping center owners and developers, and individual store owners and managers (both
independent and chain). Recommendations and guidelines for retail investment and
revitalization are disclosed later in this section.
Pitney Bowes MapInfo has generated three forecast scenarios for Lauderdale Lakes: a current
year/status quo forecast (2007), a five-year conservative (2012) forecast, and a five-year
aggressive (2012). The status quo forecast assumes the existing retail environment,
demographic characteristics, and retail demand. The conservative (2012) forecast assumes the
projected current trends in population and income growth. The aggressive (2012) forecast
assumes both an increase in population and income growth and the implementation and
maintenance of several recommendations and guidelines outlined in this report; estimates in
this scenario are more aggressive and assume that Lauderdale Lakes will be successful in
securing national retailers in the years immediately following this study. Scenario forecasts are
in the following table:
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Appendix G Design Institute Report
FLORIDA PUBLIC OFFICIALS DESIGN INSTITUTE AT ABACOA

APRIL 2008

CITY OF LAUDERDALE LAKES
PARTICIPATING OFFICIALS:
MAYOR DESCA DUBOIS, TOWN OF LAKE PARK
DEPUTY VICE MAYOR ERIC L. HAYNES, CITY OF LAUDERDALE LAKES
COMMISSIONER DAVID MCLEAN, CITY OF MARGATE
COMMISSIONER MARC SARNOFF, CITY OF MIAMI

www.lauderdalelakes.org

Contact Information
Deputy Vice Mayor Eric L. Haynes
Lauderdale Lakes City Hall
4300 NW 36th Street
Lauderdale Lakes, FL 33319
Tel: 954.535.2700
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CityofLauderdaleLakes
CityofLauderdaleLakes


City of Lauderdale Lakes
DeputyViceMayorEricL.Haynes

Florida Public Officials Design Institute April 2008


City History

Eric L. Haynes currently serves as both the Deputy Vice Mayor of the City of
Lauderdale Lakes, Florida and the Chairman of the Lauderdale Lakes
Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA).
Mr. Haynes was first elected to the city commission in 2002 and has been a
resident of the City of Lauderdale Lakes since 1994. Mr. Haynes is also
lifelong resident of Broward County, Florida. Mr. Haynes graduated from
Boyd Anderson High School located in the City of Lauderdale Lakes in 1988.
He attended Florida A&M University where he majored in business economics
after being honorably discharged from the United States Army.
In the private arena, Mr. Haynes currently serves as President of Inner Urban
Construction, a general contracting concern, and CEO of Inner Urban
Holdings, Inc., a diversified holding company.
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CityHall

954.535.2700
4300NW36thSt.www.lauderdalelakes.org
LauderdaleLakes,FL33319

At the time of incorporation (1961), Lauderdale Lakes had approximately 300 residents. Like
much of South Florida, those original residents were largely retirees from the northeast,
primarily the New York City area. The physical appearance
of the City was very different than it is today, although
one feature remains the same: State Road 7 was and is the
main thoroughfare through the City, linking it to
communities to the north and south. At the time of the
City’s founding, the community was primarily rural and
formed the western edge of Broward County’s developed
area. The now six-lane, largely built-out State Road 7 was
a two-lane undivided road. Because much of the land was
used for farming and grazing, it was not unusual to see
cattle and horses wandering along that road and Oakland
Lauderdale Lakes City Hall
Park Boulevard.
Similar to the rest of the central Broward County communities flanking State Road 7, during
the 1960s and 1970s Lauderdale Lakes was the focus of new commercial investment and a
growing population. In the 1980s, however, the City and the other of the State Road 7
communities began to see that investment was leaving the community or passing it by as the
region’s population moved further west. By the late 1990s, that westward movement and
resulting disinvestment, as well as the passing of the early retirees who had settled there,
led to changes in the City’s population. Lauderdale Lakes moved from being a largely white,
middle class retirement community to one where the residents were predominantly less
affluent Caribbean and African Americans attracted by more affordable housing (as
compared to the region).

The City Today
Although the westward movement of the county’s population was initially detrimental to the
livelihood of Lauderdale Lakes, today the four-square-mile City is strategically situated in
the middle of Broward County’s population pattern. The City’s center is at the crossroads of
the north-south State Road 7 and east-west Oakland Park Boulevard, two major commercial
corridors. The City has also become very diverse, with Caribbeans and African Americans
transitioning to a majority minority. As a result, the City’s 32,000 residents represent a
unique blend of long-term residents who migrated years ago to the community from the
northeast and the Caribbean Black population who arrived more recently. Black (both
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African Americans and Caribbeans) comprise 68 percent of the population, with non-Hispanic
Whites making up only 22 percent. Hispanics and Latinos comprise only six percent of the
population, compared to 21 percent for the county and 20 percent for the state.
Lauderdale Lakes’ concentration of those with a Caribbean heritage underscores an
observation from a report by the Center for Urban and Environmental Solutions at FAU that
Southeast Florida is a “community of communities” where individuals “identify with specific
communities, choosing to live with those who share similar values, customs, and life-styles.”
That point was reaffirmed in the 2000 census: 10,000 people, or 36 percent of the City's
population, were born in the West Indies. Over half of that population reported Jamaica as
their place of birth (giving Lauderdale Lakes the second most Jamaican-populated area in
the country). Haitians formed the second largest sector of the community’s Caribbean
population (the Country’s fifth highest percentage of
Haitian residents), with 15.70% of the population.
The City views its diversity and central location as its
best opportunity to create a unique brand identity.
Therefore, revitalization efforts promote Lauderdale
Lakes as the Heart of Broward County and the
Cultural Crossroads of the region.
Lauderdale Lakes is seeking a brand
new identity and a sense of place.

Introduction

Lauderdale Lakes is built-out. Although its largely single-family owner-occupied homes and
residential neighborhoods are sound, its commercial areas (typically low-slung, single-use,
and, for the most part, outdated and often neglected) are in critical need of new investment
and redevelopment. Consequently, the City, through its Community Redevelopment Agency
(CRA), has embarked on an aggressive redevelopment
program that is focused on growing the tax base and
population through the construction of higher value,
vertical mixed-use development. The cornerstone of that
development will be a Town Center to replace a large
economically distressed, single-use commercial site.
Located at a major regional intersection (State Road 7
and Oakland Park Boulevard) in the heart of the City
(and Broward County), Town Center will give the City its
first-ever identifiable downtown. The creation of the
Town Center is the focus of the project Lauderdale Lakes
A view to the north along SR 7.
is bringing to the Design Institute.

One of the most advantageous aspects of the study area is that it is part of a comprehensive
planning initiative (the State Road 7/U.S. 441 Collaborative) to revitalize a 31-mile stretch
of State Road 7 in Broward County and northern Miami-Dade
County. Two major collaborative initiatives are underway. One is a
market study which documents the State Road 7 corridor’s strategic
location to capture a significant portion of the new development
projected to accommodate an anticipated one million new
residents in Broward County by 2030. The second is the creation of
a master plan (aided by $2 million in federal grant funding) for the
corridor in each of the adjacent communities. The master planning
effort involved developing a vision for each of the 14 jurisdictions
(including Lauderdale Lakes) that share the 25.6 mile section of the
State Road 7 corridor in Broward County.
The community visions were developed through highly participatory
charrettes. These were conducted by the Treasure Coast Regional
Planning Council (TCRPC) in partnership with the South Florida
Regional Planning Council (SFRPC), which also provides the
technical support for the State Road 7/U.S. 441 Collaborative. Each
community vision plan reflects local style, character, and
preferences and builds on past redevelopment efforts in each
jurisdiction. The master plans also address issues impacting the
corridor (for example, school and infrastructure capacity, zoning,
and future land use).
To further facilitate development, the partnership has successfully
worked with the Broward County Planning Council and its Office of
Urban Planning and Redevelopment to create two new transitoriented future land use categories (and a model comprehensive
amendment package) that will allow mixed uses in and near transit
facilities, thereby supporting the community visions. These changes
include:


Study Area Context
Lauderdale Lakes’ project for the Design Institute is the southeast corner of State Road 7
and Oakland Park Boulevard (the City’s 100 percent corner). Over 100,000 cars travel
through the area each day, and north-south and east-west bus ridership is the highest level
in Broward County. The area is the focus of a number of major new public investments that
will facilitate redevelopment, including the widening of State Road 7 from four to six lanes
and the establishment of a Bus Rapid Transit system (a project of the Broward County and
Miami-Dade County Metropolitan Planning Organizations [MPO]).
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Developing a model land development code that will
provide the guidance for building the vision contained in
the charrette-developed master plan. The model code is
needed to correct a deficiency in that most of the
existing land development regulations and building
instructions do not reflect the type of development
envisioned for the corridor. The code will provide a
“new set of instructions.”

SR 7 connects 16 local
governments that span 31-mile
corridor in Borward and
northern Miami-Dade County.

Working with the Broward County Planning Council, the Broward County MPO,
Broward County Transit, and the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) to
assess future transportation projects. This includes determining if the amount of
right-of-way (up to 200 feet) currently reserved along the corridor to
accommodate future transportation projects is needed, given the constraints to
future road widenings. The final product will recommend the minimum future
right-of-way, with the balance of the land now reserved becoming available for
development.
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Two of the priority concepts highlighted in the charrette master plan were how to:


Make State Road 7 a more aesthetically pleasing corridor that works better for all
roadway users (motorists, pedestrians, transit vehicles and riders, and bicyclists).



Create a town center concept that would give residents and visitors a
recognizable and memorable downtown that is a desirable place to work, shop,
and play.

State Road 7 Charrette Plan Recommendations
TCRPC/Lauderdale Lakes Charrette Drawing.
Complete report can be accessed at http://www.tcrpc.org/departments/studio/sr_7_collaborative/
lauderdale_lakes charrette_report_lauderdale_lakes.pdf

Project Study Area
The City of Lauderdale Lakes has made a commitment to planning. In 2001 it established a
Community Redevelopment Agency. The CRA planning area contains nearly 551 acres of
prime development opportunities. The area offers up to 3,000 pre-approved (within land use
and zoning standards) residential units. In 2006 (before the current decline in the real estate
market), the area had more than $600 million in new development on the drawing board or
under construction. Because of the CRA’s ability to use Tax Increment Financing (TIF),
property taxes generated through new development
within the project area can be captured and redirected The Town Center Plan is a
toward further redevelopment. (The CRA has realized bold expression that the City
significant growth in TIF funds with dedicated annual of Lauderdale Lakes [is] ready
revenues in excess of $1.4 million.) The CRA also offers a to grow by accommodating
Commercial Façade Improvement Program that has taller buildings, creating
created a projected enhanced value of $600,000.
community facilities and
establishing
walkable
In 2004, as part of the State Road 7 master planning commercial corridors where
initiative, the City (with funding from the CRA) contracted t o d a y
the
automobile
with the TCRPC to develop a long-term vision and master
dominates…. The [city] now
plan for the CRA planning area and the surrounding
neighborhoods. The charrette specifically focused on the has a plan to capture the
redevelopment of the commercial corridors and the strength of the regional
development of a town center (nonexistent today because market and to guide our
growth…. [It] will evolve into
of the strip suburban form of commercial development).
a recognizable and memorable
The charrette master plan (called the People’s Plan or city that can boast of having
referred to as the Town Center Plan) was adopted by the created an identifiable
City Commission in 2004. It outlines community needs and downtown that will serve to
desires and is designed to serve as a blueprint for support and strengthen
strategically directing public and private investments to
existing beautiful and strong
revitalize commercial corridors, increase market demand,
and grow the commercial tax base. (In 2006, the neighborhoods. (Excerpted
charrette master plan received a Merit Award from the from the August 2004 SFRPC
State Road 7 newsletter)
Florida Chapter of the American Planning Association.)
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The charrette plan recommended converting State Road 7
from a road designed for moving vehicles to one that
facilitates walking and other modes of transportation and
creates a desirable public space. “The first job of the
City,” the plan stresses, is reforming “its streets from
highways to public spaces.” The charrette plan also
recommended:

Given the character of the
area,
redevelopment
potential, and the alreadyhostile nature of the SR
[State Road] 7 corridor,
addressing the local (existing
and future) components of
the traffic congestion will
allow for better overall
service for residents of the
area while preserving the car
-carrying capacity of State
Road 7 for regional travel….
Essential to creating a
beautiful
City
is
an
understanding that Streets
and Avenues should be viewed
as an important part of the
public realm that can and
should
be
attractive,
regardless of the scale of the
street involved. (City of
Lauderdale Lakes U.S. 441/
State Road 7 Corridor and
Charrette report)



Converting the typical single-use, single-story
development fronted by parking to mixed-use
development with parking located behind
buildings.



Connecting what is now a disconnected road
network that causes State Road 7 to carry
local, as well as through trips. The problem is
further aggravated by the turning movements
generated by local travelers trying to reach a
destination along the corridor.



Using a road cross section similar to that in the
southern part of the county, rather than
expanding State Road 7 to eight lanes (six
travel lanes and two exclusive bus lanes, as
conceived by the Broward County Traffic
Engineering office and the FDOT). In that cross
section (six lanes), the Bus Rapid Transit would
use the outside travel lane in each direction,
sharing it with other vehicles turning right. An
eight-lane facility, the charrette report
concluded, would further the current feeling of disconnection between the east
and west sides of the road.



Identifying opportunities to better control the current large number of median
openings that contribute to traffic congestion. (A conceptual plan for the median
and openings is included in the State Road 7 master plan.) Such improvements
can be achieved through comprehensive median landscaping, lighting
replacement, roadway repaving, and the installation of several signature bus
shelters.
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Specific suggestions for enhancing State Road 7 included:


Minimizing the number of lanes.



Providing wide sidewalks (12-foot minimum width) on both sides of the street.



Planting at least one row (perhaps two) of a single species of shade tree along
each side of the road.



Providing shade trees in a wide median, where medians are used.



Calming traffic (including suggestions for specific traffic calming features that
work).



Providing bricked (traffic-calmed) street crossings, well designed lighting, and
underground utilities.



Improving street connectivity (examples of such opportunities are included in the
master plan).



Installing and improving transit stops that are designed as pieces of small
architecture to help beautify the street.



Improving the ratio between building height and the street and promoting mixeduse buildings with parking in the rear.



Creating an identity and building a memorable entrance.

Town Center Charrette Recommendations

Important to Lauderdale Lakes’ project for the Design Institute, the charrette master plan
recommended the creation of a physical downtown or town center on the southeast corner
of the State Road 7 and Oakland Park Boulevard intersection (often referred to as the
Lauderdale Market Place site). The plan, which assumes demolition of the existing
structures, identified this site because of its size and adjacency to a city-owned parcel
facing Oakland Park Boulevard. The plan recommended combining the city-owned part of
the site (designated for a mix of
townhomes, condominiums, a limited
amount of convenience retail, and a new
combined public library, community
education, and cultural center) with the
Market Place site. The Town Center
concept also recommended adding an old
Home Depot parcel (now developed as a
120,000-square foot Wal-Mart Super
Store) and constructing a new city hall
(which is no longer planned) to the town
center package. Public buildings, the
plan emphasized, should be well designed
to create a positive public face and serve
Future vision for SR 7.
as a source of community pride.
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Lauderdale Lakes Town Center — A Sense of Place

The charrette plan recommendations for the town center feature two public greens as the
central organizing spine. One green would face Oakland Park Boulevard and the other State
Road 7 (both roads would be designed to create desirable public spaces that are attractive
to residents and visitors). The greens would also be connected by a new Main Street and
anchored by civic buildings. The remaining sections of the greens and the Main Street are to
be fronted by five-story mixed-use buildings with retail uses required on the first floor.
Office or residential uses could be on floors above. Parking, as described in the plan, would
be in a garage wrapped with residential and office uses or provided in the form of on-street
parking.
To promote a more pedestrian-oriented State Road 7 and a new town center, the City
recently established a Regional Activity Center Land Use designation for the project area.
The designation allows residential development on lands formerly dedicated to strictly
commercial land use and provides for more intense development beyond the present
regulatory standards. The intent is to encourage density through mixed-use, vertical
development, create desirable public spaces, and design transportation improvements that
create a sense of place. The City has also adopted a Traditional Neighborhood Design Town
Center Code and is working on a form-based code to guide future development. In addition,
a city-wide streetscape master plan is under development as is a new CRA plan (planned for
the spring of 2008).
In short, the city has taken all the necessary steps to facilitate and encourage the
development of the Lauderdale Market Place plaza as the Town Center’s Main Street. A
seasoned real estate investor has emerged as a buyer for the Lauderdale Market Place and is
in the final days of due diligence for acquisition under a contract executed with the current
property owners. The zoning and land use regulations to accommodate the intensified
redevelopment of the “Main Street” area of the town center zone are in place.
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The Project Area Today and Issues for Design Institute
Consideration
The Project Area Today
Lauderdale Lakes is moving ahead with its plan to create a Town Center on the site of the
Lauderdale Market Place Shopping Center located at the southeast corner of State Road 7
and Oakland Park Boulevard.

The Site and the Proposed Town Center

The 32-acre site currently contains three major retail buildings that are about 30 years old
and provide some 264,000 square feet of single-floor retail. Many of the uses are
institutional and non-retail. A former anchor grocery store now houses a probation office and
storage facility. Other public uses include a county auto and driver’s license office, a
Community Services Council facility, and the City’s Planning, Building, and Redevelopment
Department offices. Commercial uses include a small grocery, a funeral home, and several
small restaurants.
A Mediterranean-style Town Center has
been proposed to replace the existing
1960’s (at the time modern) strip-center
buildings. Planned to redefine the heart
of the City, the center, which will
incorporate elements of Traditional
Neighborhood Development, will contain
offices, retail spaces, and a variety of
mixed-income residences. For example,
parking structures will be wrapped by
residential, office or retail uses, and the
tree-lined streets will be pedestrianoriented with wide sidewalks offering
plenty of space for outdoor dining on a
new Main Street that will bring access
and visibility to the core of the site. The
development is also close to highly
traveled public bus transit.

Project Site

Bella Vista
Development

Aerial of Project Site

The primary residential element of the Town Center is the adjacent and partially completed
Bella Vista development, which is to serve as the catalyst for the renaissance and
redevelopment of the adjacent commercial district. Bella Vista provides the “rooftops with
incomes” that are intended to drive the new retail development. (Because of its
predominantly lower income population, Lauderdale Lakes needs the more affluent families
who would be attracted by the higher priced Bella Vista units. The City has affordable
housing but needs higher-end housing.) A new $6.2 million, 20,000 square-foot, two-story
Library and Community Cultural Center and a three-acre town green form the center of the
development. A welcoming clock tower entryway and approximately 20,000 square feet of
ground level commercial (office and retail) space with condominiums above are planned for
each side of the library.
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The site plan for Bella Vista depicts a model that can be used for the 30-acre adjacent project

The completed town green (almost the size of three football fields), which features heavily
landscaped walkways, a large decorative fountain and a gazebo, making it desirable for
outdoor leisure activities and festivals. The green will be flanked by Mediterranean-style
luxury residential condominiums and townhome residential development at the outer edges.
Most of the one-and-two bedroom residential units are expected to range in size from 700 to
1,000 square feet for the smaller units to 1,800 square feet for the more luxurious
townhomes. Prices are anticipated to be in the $200,000 to $300,000 range. Under the
original plans, when construction is completed, total development costs are anticipated to
range from $800 to $100 million, and the 30-acre site is to contain 541 dwelling units and
16,000 square feet of ground level convenience retail fronting Oakland Park Boulevard. (In
2006, Bella Vista was given the Florida Redevelopment Association President’s Award.)
Although both the Town Center and the Bella Vista development are consistent with the
2004 charrette master plan, market conditions have changed since that plan was prepared.
The city feels that the plans for the Bella Vista site need to be re-evaluated in light of what
the current market will support, especially given high land costs (some $1 million per acre)
coupled with high construction costs and a weak housing investment market. Another factor
is the saturation of the condominium market (both existing and new units). Because of those
market conditions, the CRA and the developer (United Homes International) are considering
either delaying the development of the two large mixed-use buildings that flank the library
or possibly redesigning those areas by eliminating the condominium units and replacing them
with other uses and building types.

Lauderdale Lakes Project Site
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Another element of the charrette
plan that needs to be
reconsidered is the assumption
that the Lauderdale Market Place
site will be created. Current
indications
are
that
redevelopment of the site will
require a phased process of
redevelopment process that
involves working around existing
tenants until their leases expire
or moving tenants to allow some
sections of the property to be
cleared for new infill multi-floor
development over the next three
to five years.

Issues for Design Institute Consideration
The City’s objective in participating in the Design Institute is to refine the redevelopment
concept for the project site, given the constraints outlined in the preceding section (i.e.,
land and construction costs and the current market). By the end of the Design Institute
session, the City hopes to have defined the “80 percent design solution” that will lead to
new investment and redevelopment of the site in the future. (If current plans proceed, the
owner will be pricing the site in the range of $750,000 to $1million per acre.)
Issues for Design Institute consideration include how to:


Seize on a brand identity for the City that will attract a major retail, restaurant,
and entertainment facility where “one might sit down to a good meal, enjoy a
glass of wine and have a long casual conversation with family and friends….”



Calibrate the most appropriate (smaller-scale) building height and mass, as well
as the type of parking. The scale initially identified in the charrette report is now
considered to be too ambitious, given high land costs (until recently, $1 millionplus per acre) and the high cost of mid-rise construction and parking structures.
One idea discussed is to replace the proposed parking structure, as conceived in
the charrette plan with podium parking, where parking is either at-grade or
partially below-grade (but not fully underground).



Design an actual Main Street within the site. Such a roadway should run through
the site from the south (at 29th Street), continue to the north into the site, and
then turn east to connect to the adjacent roadway on the eastern edge of the
site (Northwest 36th Terrace). Northwest 36th Terrace provides a traffic light for
exit from the new downtown and allows traffic to access Oakland Park Boulevard
for east and west travel.



Design a better Main Street access on the State Road 7 edge (west) of the site.
The City feels that the current access point is not viable, because it would be too
close to Oakland Park Boulevard under FDOT standards for the proper placement
of a traffic light. The City’s view is that the best access would be at a new traffic
light serving both the new Wal-Mart Superstore (located on the southwestern
corner of the State Road 7/Oakland Park Boulevard intersection) and Northwest
29th Street, which runs south of the study site. (Entry to the site, the City notes,
can be accommodated from NW 29th Street.)



Identify new uses for the City Hall site shown in the charrette plan. (A new City
Hall is no longer considered a viable option.)



Complement the final site plan for the adjacent Bella Vista mixed-use property.
Providing for roadway connectivity should be an important part of the strategy.
The Bella Vista site contains the City’s new library (currently under construction)
and a Village Green, which can serve as a downtown green that can be used for
large public performances. Local discussions have raised the idea of periodically
closing off the Bella Vista roadway linkage and Village Green and combining them
with similar spaces within the planned downtown in order to create a space large

Visitors tour Bella Vista

The Area Around the Town Center

Today, there are nearly 550 acres of prime development in the area around the site. A new
20,000-square-foot Wal-Mart was completed on the southwest corner two years ago. The
other corners (to the northeast and northwest) are retail centers over 30 years old in need of
façade improvements. Some of the centers have vacant store fronts and uses such as
churches, pawn shops, and small restaurants. To help implement the charrette master plan
and other public improvements, in 2005 voters approved (by 73 percent) a $15 million
General Obligation Bond to undertake a variety of community improvements. Those
improvements include enhancing neighborhood connectivity through roadway extensions
coupled with traffic calming, making transit (masonry bus shelters on major corridors) and
streetscape improvements, building a public swimming pool facility, adding four new parks
to serve the four quadrants of the City, and resurfacing all residential roadways. Those
investments are in addition to a major FDOT reconstruction and beautification of
approximately three miles of State Road 7 that run through the length of the City.

Bella Vista town homes with project site
(center green building) in the distance.

Undeveloped portion of Bella Vista.
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enough for festivals and various types of food, art, and cultural celebrations. If
the road is closed periodically, residents can still access their homes through
other roads internal to the development.




Address the Bella Vista developer’s reluctance to build the planned high-rise
condominium given today’s market. That is, how could some alternative types of
structures and uses be designed to ultimately mesh with a multi-story
development located on the surface parking areas? Those parking areas would
replace parking structures that, in the original design, would have been wrapped
by condominiums and retail. (The CRA would have to approve a change in its
agreement with the developer and the site plan to allow an alternative to the
current higher density condominium units shown on the plan.)
Design compatible residential edges around the new commercial development,
using the pattern set by Bella Vista (townhomes fronting the eastern side of
Northwest 36th Terrace, the roadway that separates Bella Vista from the
proposed downtown site). The City staff believes that pattern should be planned
for the eastern edge of the project site, so that both sides of the road are
compatible with residential uses. (36th Terrace is going on a “road diet” soon to
make it more compatible with residential development (illustrative details in
next section). The process will involve narrowing the roadway and travel lanes
and adding sidewalks, green spaces, and medians.)



Facilitate a public transit hub that has been considered for the project site. At a
minimum, it would involve building large, high quality bus shelters on both
Oakland Park Boulevard and State Road 7 to accommodate the high level of
ridership on those corridors).



Accommodate a need not anticipated by the charrette plan: several buildings on
the site must remain for the term of existing leases, and those leases have
renewal clauses which would be prohibitively expensive to buy out. This means
that redevelopment through new buildings must take place on what today is the
parking area. A possible phasing approach could begin with adding buildings and
major roads to the site, replacing two of the existing buildings in phase two, and
achieving final, full build-out in phase three (when all the existing buildings have
been replaced).

Design Institute Recommendations

Please note that the following information is the result of the free flowing conversation and dialogue between
the design experts and public officials present at the Design Institute on April 25, 2008. This report presents a
summary of the ideas, suggestions and recommendations resulting from the design team's discussions. It
supplements the diagrams, drawings and checklists provided to the officials at the conclusion of the Design
Institute session.

The City of Lauderdale Lakes
Lauderdale Lakes Deputy Vice Mayor Eric
Haynes presented the City’s project for
consideration by the Florida Public Officials
Design Institute at Abacoa: How to replace an
“Anywhere USA” low-density, commercial strip
center with the City’s first-ever identifiable
town center (the Lauderdale Lakes Market
Place) that will contain a mix of residential,
retail, office, civic, and open space uses.
Deputy Vice Mayor Eric Haynes

The Challenge

Like many South Florida suburban communities built by developers between 1950 and 1970,
Lauderdale Lakes is fully built-out and, with the movement of new development further
west starting in the 1970s, has experienced an extended period of disinvestment. As a
result, housing prices are relatively affordable (attracting new immigrants, primarily from
the Caribbean). In addition, the City has an over supply of outdated and often neglected low
-slung, single-use strips of commercial development fronted by large expanses of parking
lots. To start correcting the problem, in 2001 the City’s Community Redevelopment Agency
(CRA) took on the challenge of replacing its outdated commercial developments with higher
value mixed-use ones. The cornerstone of that strategy is the development of the City’s first
-ever “downtown” – the Lauderdale Lakes Market Place to be located at State Road 7 and
Oakland Park Boulevard (the heart of the City).

The Site

Project Site Aerial

The Lauderdale Lakes Market Place is to be
constructed on a 32-acre site located at the
southeast corner of State Road 7 and Oakland
Park Boulevard. Today, the site contains three
aging, 1960s era one-story strip commercial
centers that are fronted by large expanses of
parking lots and for the most part, house
institutional and other non-retail uses. The
few retail uses are a small grocery store and
several small restaurants. The site currently
has no clearly defined main entrance and
lacks a sense of place that might entice a
traveler on State Road 7 to stop. Across from
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the site (on the southwest corner) is a new 20,000-square foot (and nationally, top
performing) Wal-Mart. The northeast and northwest corners of the intersection also contain
outdated strip commercial centers that feature a number of vacant store fronts and marginal
retail uses.
Bella Vista

Despite its current condition, the
site offers a number of pluses.
High-volume vehicle and transit
access – Over 100,000 cars travel
through the area each day, the
north-south and east-west bus
ridership is the highest in
Broward County, and a Bus Rapid
Transit System is planned.

The adjacent newly constructed residential development (Bella Vista) – The
development is designed to attract residents with the higher incomes needed to support new
retail activity and is anchored by a $6.2 million, 20,000-square foot, two-story library and
community cultural center (under construction) and a heavily landscaped three-acre town
green (completed). Plans call for flanking the library with approximately 20,000 square feet
of ground-level office and retail space with condominiums above and a signature clock tower
entryway.
The planning context (described below) – Lauderdale Lakes’ history of planning for the site
underscores that the City has taken multiple steps to facilitate the development of the
Lauderdale Lakes Market Place.

The Planning Context








The CRA (created by the City in 2001) has realized significant growth in its income
from Tax Increment Financing, resulting in dedicated annual revenues in excess of
$1.4 million.
The City is a member of the State Road 7/U.S. 441 Collaborative that is working to
revitalize and reposition a 31-mile stretch of State Road 7 in Broward County and
northern Miami-Dade County. One result of that effort was the development of a
master plan (called the People’s Plan) that called for the creation of a town center
(now called Lauderdale Lakes Market Place) at State Road 7 and Oakland Park
Boulevard and proposed actions to create a more aesthetically pleasing corridor that
works well for pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit, as well as vehicles.
The City recently adopted a new Regional Activity Center land use designation for
the project area, with the intent to encourage mixed-used, vertical development,
create desirable public spaces, and design transportation improvements that create
a sense of place.
The City has also adopted a Traditional Neighborhood Design Town Center Code and
is working on a form-based code to guide future development. In addition, a citywide
streetscape master plan is under development as is a new CRA plan.
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A developer is in the final stages of acquiring the site proposed for the Lauderdale
Lakes Market Place. To facilitate the acquisition, the City (through the CRA) wrote
the land costs down, which meant that it could offer the site for $4 million instead
of the market value of approximately $15 million. In exchange, the developer
donated the site for the library and town green and made a cash contribution to the
CRA of $400,000. Since the developer (who is responsible for constructing the site
infrastructure) first became involved with the site, the market for the planned
condominiums has grown soft, and the developer is, therefore, discussing changes to
the master plan.

The Issues for the Design Team
The overriding issue for the City is how, given the weakened market conditions and
increased construction costs, to refine the redevelopment concept for the project without
diminishing the long-term intent outlined in the Market Place master plan. (The Bella Vista
developer’s reluctance to build the planned high-rise condominium is an example of market
demand changes and influences on current plans.
Other key issues for Design Institute consideration were how to:


Create a brand identity for the City to help attract major retail, restaurant, and
entertainment facilities.



Design an actual Main Street within the site, along with better access on the State
Road 7 edge to the west of the site.



Create new uses for the City Hall site shown in the charrette plan. (A new City Hall is
no longer considered a viable option.)



Complement the final site plan for the adjacent Bella Vista mixed-use property.
(Providing for connecting roadways should be an important part of the strategy.)



Using the pattern set by Bella Vista,
design residential edges around the
new commercial development so
that both sides of the road are
compatible with the current
residential uses.



Facilitate a public transit hub that
has been considered for the project
site.



Work around several buildings on
the site that must remain for the
term of the existing leases. (The
leases have renewal clauses that
would be expensive to buy out.)

Design team member Ed McMahon
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Design Team Comments and Recommendations
The Design Team began with comments on the project site’s limiting conditions and its
assets. Limiting conditions included the declining real estate cycle, the fact that the City
does not own the site, the prospective new owner’s uncertain plans because of the down
market, the reluctance of lenders to invest in some areas of the City, some of the current
government uses on the site (for example, a probation office), and low rental rates per
square foot. Assets included the high traffic count noted by the Vice Mayor in his
presentation, the underserved market potential
(many residents go elsewhere for shopping and
entertainment), the ample space for development,
and the public investment in the new library.



Start by adding liner
buildings (see the image
to the right) to create a
front façade facing the
street. That should
include moving ahead
and establishing a formbased
code
that
describes how buildings
should relate to the
street.



Add
residential
development (rental
units would be more
feasible, given the
current market) across
the street from Bella
Vista.



Reconfigure the pavement and allow for a central plaza or open green. (Surface
parking should be toward the rear.)

The Design Team’s recommendations focused on
using a phased development approach, getting the
essential parts of the development right,
capitalizing on local assets and current market
opportunities, and facilitating development through
local regulations and incentives.

Use a Phased Development Approach

Design team member Shailendra Singh

One way to respond to the current market challenges is to develop a phased approach for
the project site that allows for incremental development while still retaining the long-term
vision for the site. A phased-development approach provides the flexibility needed for
different components of the development (for example, commercial, retail, or housing) to
occur over time as the market conditions are right. A result of this approach is that instead
of relying on that one big make-or-break project and that one master builder, the CRA has
multiple exit strategies. It can proceed with those components of the project that are ready
to move forward because of favorable market conditions (for example, the rental housing
component). This approach also enables developers (and their lenders) to undertake the
development in smaller segments. It goes back, the Design Team observed, to not “putting
all your eggs in one basket.”
The following outlines a possible
phased approach to the Lauderdale
Lakes Market Place.
Phase I: Liner buildings and
incremental development
Phase I should focus on immediate
possibilities that take into account
current market conditions and create a
pattern (what the Design Team called
a memory) of blocks and, ultimately, a
“main” street. Such strategies should
recognize that, for the near term, new
development will need to co-exist with
big box developments.

Phase III: Completing full build-out
At full build-out, which is expected to include a large anchor store, the edges of
development should be strengthened. Attention should be given to incremental development
around the blocks and mid-block surface parking lots and a pedestrian-friendly environment
should be created. After full build-out, the City should be ready with an exit strategy that
allows for market flexibility in terms of the mix of uses (e.g., residential, commercial, civic,
etc.), provided that those uses are consistent with the design framework and intent of the
master plan and its implementing codes.
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Phase II: Retrofit of existing retail
As opportunities arise, replace
aging big box retail uses with the
new building pattern, beginning
with an emphasis on what one
Design Team member called the
“A” streets (focusing on the “B”
streets at a later time). As with
Phase I, new buildings should
face and be close to the street,
and surface parking should be
located behind the buildings
(creating an opportunity for
some type of structured parking
in the future). Because of the
location of the stoplight,
consider making 29th Street the
main entrance to the site.
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Get the “Bones” (the basic
structure) of the Development
Right

Capitalize on Local Assets and Current Market Opportunities

A phased approach to development
as outlined above (and long-term
master plan success) will mean
ensuring that the “bones” of the
development envisioned by the
master plan are in place. The
“bones” are the basic structure
(for example, the location and
design of the streets and their
connectivity, the block network,
and the open space) around which
the development occurs. They
guide the rest of the development
around and on the site.
In the case of the Lauderdale Lakes Market Place, the “bones” should include establishing an
interconnected network of streets at all four corners of the intersection. (A connected grid
of streets helps to disperse traffic, thereby reducing traffic congestion; provides a variety of
travel route choices between destinations; and creates a more walkable environment.) If the
City establishes the desired framework for infrastructure, a developer can then build within
that structure. Locating buildings
close to the street at the
intersection of NW 29th Street and
State Road 7 would be a visible
place to start (and one that would
let travelers know they have arrived
at the town center).
New development (even interim one
-story buildings) should be required
to front the street, and parking
should be located behind buildings,
away from the street. Even in the
current market downturn, the City
should resist requests to allow a
more suburban pattern of
development where buildings are
located further back from the street with parking in the front. (Across the country, there is
now a precedent for chains like Barnes and Noble and McDonalds to locate their buildings
close to the street [with the front of the building creating an inviting entrance that activates
the street], with parking behind the building.) If a one-story building is permitted because of
current market constraints, it should be designed to allow construction of additional stories
and structured parking at a later date. Another design option is to allow three-story
buildings with retail on the first floor and offices or residential uses above (similar to the
PGA Commons development on PGA Boulevard west of I-95 in Palm Beach Gardens).

A successful marketing strategy for the project site should include creating an identifiable
brand that will distinguish Lauderdale Lakes from other nearby communities and competing
town centers. A second strategy is to animate public spaces, that is, design them for social
and/or civic activities. Such strategies could include using public parks and civic gathering
places to tell the City's story – what some call its “urbanism of place.” Through the use of
design features that create a sense of place and depict what is uniquely Lauderdale Lakes,
the goal is to create something that makes
residents say, "We are proud of this place." For
example, the Market Place could have design
features that depict its special ambiance.
Other possibilities include creating gateways
that clearly define the edge of the City,
directing travelers to the center of town and
stressing the City's unique Caribbean culture by
featuring its potpourri of ethnic restaurants.
The public green in the Bella Vista
development is a good example of how public
spaces can be animated (also important to
marketing). The green could provide space for
temporary uses that feature local assets, such
Design team members Peter Sechler (left)
as a farmers' market and food stalls.
and Chad Cowart

Facilitate Development through Local Regulations and Incentives
To facilitate and provide incentives for the desired type of development, the City should
continue to adopt the codes that enable a developer to implement the master plan. Such
codes should clearly define the desired pattern and character of the street blocks and
require that buildings be located close to and facing the street, with parking located to their
rear. One incentive would be to move the government uses to another location, particularly
the probation office, which serves as an impediment to new investment. One suggested way
of doing that is to buy out the leases for the less desirable uses and identify an alternative
location for them (for example, the Park and Ride lot on I-95). Another option is to move the
probation office to a far corner of the site. Two additional strategies might include
emphasizing how well the Wal-Mart across State Road 7 from the site is doing (one of the top
revenue-earning Wal-Marts in the country) and securing a stop for the future Rapid Rail for
the project site.
The Design Team also offered some advice on
working with developers, including deciding what
the City wants on the site and is willing to offer
as incentives. The City should keep in mind
whether prospective developers have experience
with mixed versus single-use development.
Lauderdale Lakes should also only give away
density when community objectives are attained
in exchange. The Design Team acknowledged
that, on the project site, the density has already
Design team member Don Hearing
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been given away through rezoning. Therefore, additional incentives should be tailored to the
need of a particular developer (tax credits the developer can use on another location, for
example). The idea is to find the hook that will make the developer want to follow the
City’s master plan.

To Summarize
Lauderdale Lakes, the Design Team concluded, has an opportunity to develop a town center
at the intersection of Oakland Park Boulevard and State Road 7 that will serve as the
centerpiece of a longer term strategy to create a unique identity and sense of place. To do
that, the City needs to take the lead in championing the project and the goals of the master
plan. Given current market constraints, the approach to development should be phased and
flexible; however, it should be within the City’s framework of plans and implementing codes
to ensure that development is consistent with the master plan for the site. Incentives
tailored to the need of the developer will also be needed.

To summarize, the key issues related to the project, as identified by
the Design Institute, are enumerated below.
Key Issue 1: Empower (designate) an organization to be the champion or advocate
for the project.
Key Issue 2: Adopt a code (for example, a form-based code and architectural design
guidelines) that will implement the vision identified in the master
plan. Such a code and guidelines should begin with the basic bones
(the structure) of the development and should emphasize
neighborhood scale and setting. The goal should be to create a town
center that belongs in and to the City of Lauderdale Lakes.
Key Issue 3: Think in smaller steps and avoid pursuing that “one big project.” Plan
for a phased, incremental approach to development that will enable
the CRA to have multiple exit strategies (pushing forward with a
component of the development when the market is right), while still
retaining the long-term vision for the site.
Key Issue 4: As part of a phased, incremental approach to development (according
to the desired design framework and codes), allow for flexibility in the
mix of uses (retail, residential, office, public, and civic spaces) based
on market conditions, and remember the difference between the
needs of a master developer for the entire project and those of
different lenders and investors responding to a project that has been
broken into smaller segments.

In conclusion and summary, the Design Team offered the following ideas to
address these issues:
1) Use a phased approach to the development so that it will be consistent with
the intent of the master plan when completed. A phased approach provides
the flexibility needed to respond to changes in the market and allows for
different developers (and lenders) to become involved with different parts of
the project.
2) After full build-out of the site, the City should be ready to exit. The exit plan
should be flexible in order to respond to shifts in the market, while at the
same time ensuring a pattern and character of development that achieve the
design goals of the master plan.
3) Ensure that the core infrastructure, particularly the roads, will result in the
desired form of development over time. A fundamental element of that
framework would include an interconnected network of streets (on the
project site corner as well as the other three at the intersection).
4) Require that all buildings be placed close to and front the street, with parking
located behind them. The rule should apply to all buildings proposed for the
site. When the market improves, the rear parking areas could serve as the
location for a parking garage.
5) Capitalize on the City’s assets and create a unique brand identity to attract
new development. For example, ethnic restaurants that highlight the City’s
diversity could be concentrated in a central location.
6) Create distinguishing gateways (not merely signs) at the main entrances to the
City. They could introduce thematic signs that direct travelers to the town
center.
7) Employ temporary uses such as retail kiosks and/or a farmers’ market to
animate the streets and parks and attract visitors. (The Bella Vista public
green serves as a good example.)
8) Move ahead with adopting a form-based code that will enable a developer to
build consistent with the master plan vision.
9) Consider establishing incentives to promote the desired form of development
(for example, relocating some of the governmental uses from the site,
reducing parking requirements, allowing density bonuses, and securing a Rapid
Rail stop at the site).

Key Issue 5: Put incentives in place to support the desired outcome of the City’s
vision (“great buildings, streets, sidewalks, open space, and plazas”).
Incentives could include reduced or shared parking requirements and/
or awarding density bonuses (for example, for live-work units).
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APPENDIX H
REVISED IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

Redevelopment
Project
Implementation

Community Policing

Corridor Landscape Maintenance and Utilities

To support the establishment and CRA funding for Community
Policing Initiatives above and beyond traditional policing
methods in compliance with F.S. 163 Part III, the CRA should:

To implement CRA funded corridor landscape maintenance
and transportation facility maintenance and to fund the
payment of related utility expenses in compliance with F.S. 163
Part III, the CRA should:

•

Fund allocation for a CRA District Directed Security Patrol
Project to conduct security patrols throughout the CRA
area on a random but targeted basis as a means of
reducing criminal activity and to give a sense of security to
local vendors, shoppers and visitors to the commercial
areas of the city located within the CRA target area.

•

Fund allocation for CRA Wireless Security to install a
security camera network designed to monitor and record
activity at key locations throughout the CRA target area.
The security camera network serves as a deterrent to
criminal activity and to record vehicular and pedestrian
activities with the objective of tracking and/or the capture
of perpetrators of crimes within the CRA target area.

Business Marketing and Promotion
To implement CRA funded marketing, community outreach and
community event activities in compliance with F.S. 163 Part III,
the CRA should:
•
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Establish a business development and marketing strategy
for the CRA area, to sponsor events intended to draw
regional recognition of the business and investment
opportunities within the CRA area.

•

Provide educational opportunities for citizens, current and
future business owners in relation to best practices in
business development, management and marketing.

•

Continue and promote partnerships with private and public
sector interest that will benefit the citizens of Lauderdale
Lakes and local businesses by attracting regional interest
for investment, the development of new employment
opportunities, and to shop for goods and services offered
within the CRA area. Towards this end, the CRA will
allocate funding for promotional campaigns, educational
and leisure activities aimed at increasing business volume
and investment interest in the area, incorporating: visual,
audio, digital and print media.

•

Continue coordination and funding of CRA and City
Capital Improvement programs and projects within the
Redevelopment Area. The CRA will continue to design,
fund, develop, and maintain CRA corridor landscape and
transit facilities based upon the on-going implementation
of the CRA Plan and to provide utility and maintenance
cost coverage for same.

Healthy Living Initiatives
To implement CRA funded programs and projects for public
education and to provide access to opportunities for community
members to grow healthy foods in compliance with F.S. 163
Part III, the CRA should:
•

Continue partnerships within the community to involve
local Public Schools as well as with other public,
private, non-profit and foundation partners to address
local demands for access to grow healthy local food to
improve public health and to provide relief to
household food budgets.

Healthy living initiatives include: the establishment of
community gardens, sponsorship and promotion of Green
Markets, the promotion of urban agriculture and on-going
public education on methods for growing and cooking healthy
and affordable foods to benefit public health and to benefit
family/household economies.
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